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Today's Warning Earthquakes 
6/28/92 #1 HATONN - SO-- the size? THE SAN ANDREAS? 

What about t h e  "light Ah ha! Now, afker a nice 
THwK!! difference in a 7.4 quake and a bursts" se zn at  onset of BOTH interval of some 3-1 12 hour* 

6.6 or 7? Does anyone know quakes? These were dis- the bureaucracy has called 
Earthquakes? What do you the difference in 4:47 or 8 A.M. counted by media as being "Emergency Sedcesn.  That, 

do? Golly, Gee Whiz, kids, there vs. 4:58 A.M.? Well, I would "downed power linesn-How dear ones, is an "old" label 
are some along the New Madrid suggest that "possibly", just could they have been wit- applied to the FEMA-remem- 
and in New York as well as possibly-there i s  a whole nessed from miles distant if ber? 
continuous light bursts ahd bunch of cover-up going on at  the lines were only sparking So, you have discrepancy in 
shaking over Alaska. What do CalTech, or would it be Golden, in town? The light bursts "time". 
YOU mean by".. .what are these Colorado? Now let u s  consider were seen (after sunup in a You have discrepancy in "lo- 
earthquakes today?" happenings. very bright sky) over the epi- cations". 

I don't know how else to warn I awakened Dharrna a t  4:46 center of the second quake. You have light bursts and 
you ones and how can you con- A.M. with the birds in the avi- How can you have two sepa- "noise" prior to both. 
tinue to ask me HOW to make ary gone flappy. Within 15 rate quakes onTWO PRiORILY You have continuous shak- 
people believe in Hosts when seconds the earth began to move UNIDENTIFIED FAULTS? ing and "feelings of real high 
ones don't budge when they are and she experienced some 30 HOW IS IT THAT EACH ONE energy or electricity in the air 
in imminent danger of total to 45 seconds of severe shaking GETS CLOSER TO THE SAN all around" as reported by ex- 
annihi la t ion? Moreover, at  which point the birds went ANDREAS AND THE AQUE- periencers. 
Dharma is having a most awful totally nuts, awakening E.J. DUCT SYSTEM AND NO ONE You have "blasts". 
day so far because there is a who ran out of the house to UTHINKS" IT WILL TRIGGER Please see EARWQUAKE, page 41 
stand-off over her. If I write "catch the intruder" in the avi- 
more than simple observations q. This was a t  4:47 A.M.-by 
they plan to take out the entire the clock a t  the bedside which 
electrical and electronic system has never been "off" before for 
in the dwelling, not to mention more than a couple of minutes. 
direct damage by ultra blasts to How they "then" es- 
her. tablish an 

~ e t  u s  look at  FACTS as be- of the quake a t  4:58 A.M. when 
ing   resented to you Western half the speakers were saying 
people, since that is where we 4:47 or 877 I-low could You 
are. Does anyone realize the have so much discrepancy in 
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"Legal" Attack TO Suppress Journals 
* **Urgent Release For Readersk* * 

( ~ d i ~ ~ ~ k  note: rhis announcement co~mcation and impound- 
and the djs~laimer indicate h g  of .11 of the Journals 
how b u v  the adversary isright now to named ( re  will name them). 
t v  and slop THE TRUTH. We are Although there is not a 
required to ru,, the America West ucase" in  t h e  circum- 
Ajr/;nes Discldmer for the next six .tanctt--the WILL RE- 
months., QUIRE IMPOUNDING AND 

THAT PRINTING BE 
6/24/92 #3 HATONN STOPPED. AS YOU WILL 

SEE, THESE ARE THE MOST 
****I have urgent informa- IMPORTANT JOURNALS AS 
tion for you regarding some DEAL WITH TRUTH RE- 
of the Journals which have GARDING DMNE SOURCE 
been made available. There AND HENCE THE REASON 
is a massive lawsuit against FOR THE "SHUT-DOWN". I 
all of us with insisting of CAN ONLY TELL YOU THAT 

Or Current Occupant 
+ 

"THE PHOENIX LIBERA TOR Is Not Published By And Has No Mliation 
With America West Airlines, Inc." 
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THESE WILL BE THE MOST BUT CANNOT STOP DISTRI- THE JOURNALS IN POINT: YOUR SPIRITUAL ADVER- 
VALUABLE DOCUMENTS ON BUTION OF THE AVAILABLE AIDS : THE LAST GREAT SARY IS THE FIRST TO RISE 
THE PLANET AND I HAVE PRINTED MATERIAL SENT PLAGUE; GOD SAID: LET AND TRY TO SLAY GOD OF 
NO OTHER SUGGESTION PRIOR TO POSTING OF NO- THERE BE LIGHT AND CRE- TRUTH-EVENBEF'ORETHE 
THANTHAT YOU GET YOUR TICE. I AM SURE THAT AR- ATION BECAME; I AND MY ELITE CARTELS. THIS 
COPIES IMMEDIATELY! I I RANGEMENTS CAN BE MADE FATHER ARE O M E C R E T S  SHOULD TELL YOU AN IM- 
(AS LONG AS THERE ARE FOR SHIPPING EVEN IN AD- O F  UNIVERSAL ORDER, PORTANT BIT OF INFORMA- 
ONES AVAILABLE BEFORE VANCE OF PAYMENT CLEAR- ETERNAL QUEST OF MAN; TION MORE VALUABLE 
POSTING OF CEASE AND ANCE IF  YOU CALL THE 800 MURDER BY ATOMIC SUI- THANALLTHEWLDINTHE 
DESIST ORDER-WHICH 729-4131 number. CIDE; PHONE HOME, E.T.- UNIVERSE! SO BE IT, I CAN- 
BECOMES HARDER BE- T H E  PAPERS WERE REACH OUT AND TOUCH NOT FORESEE HOW MUCH 
CAUSE ALL MATERIAL HAS SERVED THIS MORNING AND SOMEONE--LIKE GOD! ; THE TIMETHERE IS BUT ASSUME 
BEEN SENT AWAY FROM OURPEOPLEHAVENOTEVEN SACRED SPIRIT WITHIN- A WEEK FROM THE TIME 
AMERICA WEST FOR SOME FULLY READ THE CASE PRE- MITAKUYE OYASIN; HUMAN, THIS REACHES YOU IS THE 
TIME NOW.) IF YOU EVER SENTED. THE PAPERS HAVE THE SCIENCE OF MAN-THE OUTER LIMIT--ONCE SENT 
WISH TO BE ASSURED OF BEEN DULY TURNED OVER SCIENTIFIC DEFINITION AND FROM LOCATION THE LAW 
HAVING THEM YOU WILL TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL PROOF OF GOD; and SCIENCE PROTECTS YOUR TRANSAC- 
ACT NOW FOR THE W V -  LAW CENTER BY EXPRESS OF THE COSMOS-TRANS- TION.* 
ERNMENT CAN TIE UP THE SHIPMENT. WE WILL KEEP FORMATION OF MAN. 
DOCUMENTS FOREVER YOU INFORMED. PLEASE TAKE NOTE THAT TRUTH = FREEDOM 

Call It What  You Like: Communism 
Is Incredibly Alive And Well 

THOUGHT 
FOR TODAY 

61 17/92 #1  HATONN 

All things have 
balance in the end- 
ing-even those 

munist Manifesto and weigh the well, for goodness sakes, the 
facts! third Plank is also still in place 

1. Did you hear any gleeful and operating: 
announcement by an  "anti- UAbolition of all 
communist" media that the right of inheritance." 
USSR abolished its property 4. OK, so there must have 
tax, t h u s  restoring absolute been a Soviet directive stating 
ownership of land to t h e  peas- that the KGB (IRS) would no 
ants? longer levy people's wages or 

If not, then that first ransack and pillage their homes. 
plank is still alive and Urriu- No? You didn't see that one 
ing. either? What is wrong with 

UAbolition of pmp- your press and media? How 
erty in land and appli- about it, Sports illustrated, say, 
cation of all rents of on the Sneaker Phone? No? 
land to public pur- Golly-geewhiz, what have you 
poses." here? 
2. How many of you have uConfiscation of t h e  

seen announcements and ap- proper ty  of all emi-  
plauding the eradication of in- grants  FLEEING THE 
come taxes in the USSR? You SYSTEM and  allrebels." 
didn't? Then I'm sorry-the sec- (Fourth Plank) 
ond Plank is still fully func- 5. Come on now, they tell 
tional: you the cold war is over and 

'?A heavypr~gnessiue Communism is DEAD-surely 
or graduated income there is something on the fifth 
tax. " Plank? Didn't your trusty re- 
3. How many of those won- porters speak of the Soviet plan 

drous papers and magazines to recall their "funny money", 
tell you how the Soviets repealed return the people's gold and 
the inheritance tax? Really, silver and foreclose upon the 
you didn't see that anywhere? BANKS? Not even on CNN? 

even if it be per- 
ceived as  quite 
negative in 
scope-no, it is 
only if you refuse 
thepositive lesson 
that it becomes 
negative. 

things ofpurely spiri- 
tual or things of 
physical expression. 
Let us  consider two 
simple examples: You 
will learn in this jour- 
ney that when a man 
with money meets a 
man with experience, 
the man with experi- 
ence ends up with the 
money and the man 
with the money ends 
up with a lot of expe- 
rience. 

Theflip side of this 
wondrous circum- 
stance is that it is 
impossible to teach 
without learning 
something yourself-- 

Watch it this week for you 
are being sucked into a trap 
from which you will never re- 
cover, America and "free" 
world. A s  Mr. Yeltsin and 
Bush dance the minuet-Mr. 
Gonbachev is dancing the 
highland-flinginhuel with 
the Zionists Khatarian 
counterpartsl Both plan to 
separate y o u  Amer icans  
from your money and leave 
you  with a LOT OF EXPERI- 
ENCE. 

IS COMMUNISM REALLY 
DEAD? 

You be the judge. Could it 
possibly be a media joke--on 
you-the-people? How can you 
know? Easy-take the Com- 
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QCent~ l i ea f f  on of 
credit in the hands of 
the State, by meansof a 
national bank with 
Sbte capital and an 
exclusive monopoly. 
(Fifth PPlank) 
6. So, here we go, surely you 

were told that there would be 
restoration of one's right to use 

they announced it while you 
were sleeping? No? Then obvi- 
ously number 9 is still in effect 
also: 

UCombination of ag- 
*lturre with nulnqfoc- 
turtng industries." 
Golly, that only leaves num- 

ber ten so perhaps you heard 
about an expose of a reaction- 

h is  own vehicles and  the  ary Soviet plan to restore pa- 
"people's" roads with ease in rental authority and responsi- 
obtaining licensing? Well how bility to at  least "train up the 
about the unregulated right to child in the way he should gon 
communicate freely? Again, by closing all State brainwash- 
No??! Then the sixth Plank is inginstitutions. No? But THEY 
doing pretty well also: said the Soviets are now going 

QCentralization of to do all the wondrous things to 
the means of communi- allow "freedomn of information 
cation and transport in and education. So, after all, it 
the hands of the State." appears the tenth Plank is also 
7. Ah, then surely they still alive and functioning with 

wiped out the seventh Plank even more restrictions and 
and you were told about it. Have "guided" learning: 
your own "State approvedn education forALL 
news agencies reported the dis- children in PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
solution of state-credited legal AND STATE CURRICUZUM." 

this people draw near 
me with their mouth, 
and with their lips do 
honor me, but have re- 
moved their heart far 
from me, and their fear 
toward me is taught by 
the precept of men: 
Therefom, behold, Iwill 
pmceed to do a marvel- 
lous work among this 
people, euen a maruel- 
lous work and a won- 
der: for the wisdom of 
their wise men shall 
perish, and the under- 
standing of their pru- 
dent men shall be hid." 
So what have you come to 

be, even in blessed America? 
You have forsaken the 
commandments ofyour Creator, 
you have heaped to yourselves 
the curses of Deuteronomy 
28: 15-68 (for you who still like 
to quote from THE BOOK): You 
kill your unborn infants and 

Since we find that all of the 
Communist Planks are alive and 
well where they have always 
served, and also now more alive 
and well in the United States 
than in those "formerly" Com- 
munist countries-let u s  see 
how far you have come along 
the path-REMEMBER THOSE 
FEMA ORDERS? 

EXECUTIVE ORDERS NOW 
IN FORCE 

LSOUND FAMILIAR?) 

EO 10995: Provides for the 
takeover of the communica- 
tions media. In other words, 
forget about freedom of the 
press, TV, radio (speech). It 
is already controlled by the 
Elite business manipulators 
but this simply brings it into 
absolute control by the 
President. The evolvement 
has  been gradual enough 
that you actually wouldn't 

fictions (corporations) in the 
USSR, or that they've ceased to 
"regulate" people's use of their 
own LAND? Oh, NO? 

(Seuenth Plank):  
"Extension off actories 
and instruments of pro- 
duction owned (con- 
trolled) by the Sbte. ,, 
8. Surely they told you about 

Russian women being admon- 
ished by the State to REBUILD 
THE CRUMBLING FAMILY 
UNIT, and to reestablish the 
home as the principle haven 
and bulwark of child develop- 
ment? My goodness, chelas- 
but they said Communism is 
DEAD! This can only mean that 
Plank eight is also still alive and 

My, my, chelas-ifnot .ua, the minds of those even notice the difference. 
ONE Plankof the Communist others who survive birth to EO 10997: Provides for the 
Manifesto has been weak- endure a Godless "education" takeover of all food resources 
ened-kt alone destmyed- and totally heathen media and the nation's farms. 
then how can "COMMUNISM brain-assault. Their bodies EO 10999: Provides for the 
BE DEAD"?!? AND, MORE- are wasted by no-win wars, takeover of all modes of 
OVER, WHY THE DECEP- chemical "foodsn, and fluori- transportation, control of 
TIOW? dated (poisoned) drinking highways, seaports, etc. 

water (also chlorinated). Their EO 1 1000: Provides for mo- 
MEDIA BRAIN-ASSAULT heritage is given to strangers, bilization of all civilians into 

ABETS POLITICAL, while having to bear the bur- work brigades under govern- 
SOCIAL, PHYSICAL, den of supporting anything ment supervision. In other 
FINANCIAL CRIMES and everything alien to your works, YOU, as slave labor. 

culture as once foundationed EO 1 100 1: Provides for the 
Very simply put: Ameri- in uChristnianity with its won- government takeover of all 

cans adopted the Communism drous assets of "Do unto oth- health, education and wel- 
Ten Plank system long, long ers as you would have them fare functions. 
ago, having been embraced by do unto you." EO 11002: Designates the 
Republicans and Democrats, m m m m m ~ ~ m m ~ m m m m m m ~ m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m a m m m m m m m ~ ~ m m ~  

m PHOENX LIBERATOR liberals and conservatives H 

well, blowingapart families and alike. For the media to di- 
destroyingchildren emotionally: vulge this would expose their 

<'Equal Ziabilityof all part in the conspiracy for not 
to labor." Not "rightn- warning you. While compla- 
"liabilifw". [Get mother cently gazing into the elec- 
out of the house so Big tronic campfire of television, 
Brother can blast those you were being secretly lo- 
kids!] botomized and have become 
9. Well perhaps we are get- regionally "Brain Damaged 

ting there after all as we look a t  and/or DEADn-NOT COMMU- 
number 9? Perhaps they have NISM. 
explained to you how they've May I please remind you of 

COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARD 

m 
To download the PHOENIX LIBERATOR from your computer or to m . : leave a public message, simply dial (by modem) (805) 822-1309 for the 

a . free Patriot Information/PHOENIX LIBERATOR Bulletin Board. Set . 
: your computer for 2400 or 9600 baud N-8- 1. The board uses Procorn+ : 

and most of the files are in zipped (or compressed) format using the : 
program PKZIP. Information contained on this BBS concerns indi- : 

: vidual rights, legal briefs of all kinds, constitutional and related matters, m 

: rare treatises on freedom, some of the PHOENIX JOURNALS, and : 
: muchmore. If you try to enter the BBS through Windows, it won't work. . 

halted the corporate take-over something from your : If you have any questions or problems, call the Systems Operator Rick : 
of family farms in those Soviet Isaiah? (29: 13- 14): Martin at (805) 822-9545. Spread the word. 

8 
countries? No? I s  it possible #. . . .Forasmuch as  m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m ~ m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m  
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postmaster general to oper- ONLY SUGGEST TWAT YOU 
ate a national registration of CATCH U P  WI7'HYOUR HOME- 
all persons. WORK. I SPECIFICALLY REC- 
EO 1 1003: Provides for the OMMEND THE ENTIRE 
government to takeover air- TANGLED WEBS SERIES OF 
ports and all aircraft. JOURNALS. ALSO, TO SEE 
EO 1 1004: Provides for the TIIE CONhfECTIONS, YOUARE 
Housing and Finance Au- GOING T O  NEED THE 
thority to relocate  e n t i r e  KHAZARIAN INFORMATION, 
c o m m n ~ i t i e s ,  designate ar- MOSTESPECUULPSHROUDS 
eas to be abandoned and OF THE SEVENTH SEAL, also 
establish n e w  locations for a PHOENIX JOURNAL. (See 
populations. below and back page 1isting;s.l 
EO 1 1005: Provides for the 
government to take over rail- THE PROTOCOLS OF ZION 
roads, inland waterways and 
public storage facilities. NOT ALL, BUT A SUMMARY: 
IF YOU ARE SINCERE IN * GOLD always has been 

WANTING TO KNOW ABOUT and always will be the irre- 
THIS INFORHZATION, I CAN sistible power. Handled by 

expert hands it will always 
be the most useful lever for 
those who possess it, and 
the object of envy for those 
who do not. With gold you 
can buy the most rebellious 
consciences, can fii the rate 
ofallvalues, the current price 
of all products, can subsi- 
dize all State loans, and 
thereafter hold the states at 
mercy. 
* Gain control of the prin- 
cipal banks, the exchanges 
of the entire world, the cred- 
its of all the governments. 
* Force wars by exploiting 
pride and stupidity. Desired 
ones will massacre each 
other, and clear the ground 

h 

PHOENIX JOURNALS: TANGLED WEBS SERIES 
more & receive a 

To  Order  Contact  America  West  Publishers, a Nevada 
corporation at  1-800-729-4131 

"GOTCHA" LOOSEN THE KNOTS AND TANGLES 
TANGLED WEBS - - VOL. I TANGLED WEBS - -' VOLUME IV 

$10.00 ... By Hatonn $10.00 ... By Hatonn 
Hatonn reveals the tangled webs of deceit woven Hatonn exposes the history of worldwide CIA 
throughout all .eligions. Topics include: The covert operations, referred to as "Clandestine Ser- 
Holy War - wgins of the Christian doctrine - vices", beginning in the early 1950's through the 
Desecration of Judaism - The role of British 1970's as presented by two former insiders. Other 
Freemasonry - New Age Deception and what is Topics: CIA involvement with Cuban exile groups 
meant by the ONE WORLD CHURCH. Also and Bay of Pigs veterans - Some ofthe CIA "Propri- 
included are updates on current world events. etary" Organizations and Corporations. Plus cur- 

rent events. 

"GOTCHA" - - AGAIN FORCES OF THE ENEMY WITHIN 
TANGLED WEBS - - VOL. n TANGLED WEBS - - VOL. V 

$10.00. ..By Hatonn $10.00 ... By HatondAton 
presents the and 'perations of the Batonn unveils o w  enemies upon the This 

CIA, also called the "Cult of Intelligence", since volume continues with the of CIA evil 
1952, as presented by two former insiders (IMAand deeds and HOW the leaden of this elite organiza- 
*) who remain for their protenion. tion have controlled and manipulated the internal 
Re'ated Oliver Stone and JFK - socio~onomic and political affain of the V.S.A. 
logica1 - and and many ,ther count*es. nus  Other Topics. 
-Bush and CIA connection -National Security Act. 

THE MOTHER OF ALL WEBS, SILENT BLOOD SUCKERS OF THE 
TANGLED WEBS - - VOL. m TANGLED WEBS - - VOL. M 

$10.00 ... By Hatonn $10.00 By HatondAton 
Hat onn outlines the history of worldwide CIA Hat 0"" winds UP the exposure of the webs 

operations, including the "ideals" adopted and en- of evil power and deceit pe~petrated by the CIA= 

forced by CIA leaders and operativesy their methods unfolded by two f0fIner "insiders". Some Topics: 
of influence in world affairs and how they escape NationalSdtyIntelligenceDirectives(NSCID) 
scrutiny by the American people. some ~ ~ ~ i ~ :  codified in 1959 and since expanded - HOW CIA 

CIA McCone, McNamara, ~~l~~ and hides bud@ from Congress - The40 Committee's 
Dulles - The Eaton Study - Successes and Failures role in the CRAFT OF INTELLIGENCE - ~ a -  
of CIA operations - Presidential interest in CIA - fional Security Council head H e w  Kissinger - 
Henry Kissinger - George ~ ~ ~ h ,  Zap* offshore Presidential approval of CIA operations: NEVER 

Oil Company and the CIA - Tavistock Institute. on paper. 

for us, the Elite, to put our 
own people into. 
* Possess the land: The 
possession of the land has 
always brought influence 
and power. In the name of 
social Justice and Equal- 
ity we, the Elite, shall parcel 
out the great estates; we shall 
give the fragments to the 
peasants who covet them 
with all their powers, and 
who will soon be in debt to u s  
by the expense of cultivating 
them. Our capital will make 
u s  their masters. We in our 
turn shall become the great 
proprietors, and the posses- 
sion of the land will assure 
the power to us. 
* Let us  try to replace the 
circulation of gold with pa- 
per money; our chest will 
absorb the gold, and we shall 
regulate the value of the pa- 
per which will make u s  mas- 
ters of all the positions. 
* We count  among u s  
plenty of orators capable of 
feigning enthusiasm and of 
persuading mobs. We shall 
spread them among the 
people to announce changes 
which should secure the 
happiness of the human 
race. By gold and by flattery 
and through manipulation 
we will annihilate the "Chris- 
tian" capitalism. We shall 
first promise workmen sala- 
ries of which they have never 
dared to dream-but we shall 
also raise the price of neces- 
sities so that a...ourprro$3its 
will be p a t e +  s t i l l  curd 
then when wealth is with- 
d r a w n - T H E Y  SHALL 
FALL." 
* We shall prepare and pre- 
cipitate Revolutions which 
the so-called "freen world 
people shall make them- 
selves and fight themselves- 
and of which we shall reap 
the fruit. 
* By our mockeries and our 
relentless attacks upon them 
we shall make their priests 
ridiculous, then odious, and 
their religion as ridiculous 
and as odious as their clergy. 
Then we shall be masters of 
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their souls. For our pious 
attachment t o  our own reli- 
gion, to our own worship, 
will prove the superiority of 
our religion and the superi- 
ority of our souls. 
* We have and will con- 
tinue to establish "our own 
men" in all important posi- 
tions. We must ever en- 
deavor to provide the peas- 
ants ofcapitalism and Chris- 
tianity with lawyers, doc- 
tors, and fill all profes- 
sional seats of control: 
doctors once in the house, 
become confessors and 
dimctors of consciences. 
* \Above all let us  monopo- 
lize Education. By this 
means we spread ideas that 
are useful to us, prepared 
by us and written by us, 
and shape the children's 
brains as suits our needs 
and desires-WITHOUT 
ABILITY TO QUESTION! 
* We will make sure that if 
OURPEOPLE should unhap- 
pily fall into the hands of 
justice amongst our enemies, 
we must rush to help him; 
find as many witnesses as 
he needs to save him from 
his judges, until we become 
judges ourselves. We shall 
make the Vow of All Vows 
our foundation and therein 
shall we astonish all wit- 
nesses by confounding their 

systems. 
* We shall instill in the 
monarchs of the so-called 
"free Christian" world, swol- 
len ambitions and vanity, 
surround them with luxury 
through bribes, support and 
all manner of that which cor- 
rupts moral life-styles-we 
shall also surround them 
with numerous armies. We 
shall furnish them with all 
the money their folly de- 
mandnnd so shall keep 
them in leash until such 
time AS OUR OWN ARMIES 
ARE ALL THAT ARE RE- 
MAINING! 
* We shall disrupt all moral 
attitudes by focusing on de- 
viant life-styles, destruction 
of the unborn, inter-mar- 
riage, homosexuality and 
racism and through this idea 
of free love and all "free- 
dom" of experience, we shall 
destroy the total structure 
upon which freedom and 
Christ teachings abound. 
* We shall bring into con- 
trol the economic life of 
the accursed enemy of our 
way. Our people shall be 
the controllers. 
* At the appointed "time" 
the Revolution which will 
ENSLAVE the world to our 
control shall be loosed upon 
them as they continue in 
their unsuspecting treaties 

RALL 

and reckonings. ter ended he tried roller skating, 
WHERE DO YOU GO FROM but found he was no better than 
HERE, CHELA83 Merlin at mnlrolling his move- 

ments. 
On Roller Skates Plimpton realized that 

the key to maneuvering a 
6 /  17/92 #1 HATONN wheeled skate was having 

some way of rocking the boot 
Just  as a trivial observation, from side to side, thus vary- 

this very day on your boob tube ing the pressure on the wheels 
they advertise the "...new to produce turns and stops. 
abounding trend to a new sport He accomplished this by plac- 
of roller-sk&:ing on the 'in-line' ing two pairs of metal wheels 
new invention of roller skates." under the heel and toe of a 
It is noted that they say, "this metal footplate, and a hard 
new invention" and "....was rubber ball between the roll- 
devised to allow off-season prac- ers and the plate. The skate, 
tice for ice-skaters." Hogwash. able to rock slightly, was re- 

May I take the liberty of shar- markably easy to control. H e  
ing something with you right patented his guidable skate 
from the pages of TIME-LIFE: in 1863. 

"In the early 1990's, a Several years later, he in- 
novel kind of rollerskating called vented the roller rink, a place 
blading became something of an  where people could socialize 
international fitness craze. while getting exercise and, not 
Named for the trademarked incidentally, renthisskates. The 
Rollerblade design, blading looks roller rink was a success, though 
like ice skating on wheels. The not entirely for the skating: it 
boot, made of the hard, durable prouided a socially acceptable, 
plasticcalledpolyurethane, auld chaste opportunity for women to 
easily be that of an  ice-hockey meet men. By 1876, the forty- 
skate, but instead of a metal eight-year-old Plimpton con- 
blade on the bottom, there are trolled a skating empire stretch- 
three or four polyurethane ing across the United States and 
wheels set in a straight line. Europe. &It his monopoly en- 
Stridently modern, the skates are dured only as long as  his patent; 
in fact a resurgence of an  old when it expired, others began to 
idea. The original roller skates, compete. [All with the preferable 
invented in EIGHTEENTH-CEN- four-wheel arrangement and 
TURY HOLMND, also placed improvement.] 
the wheels in line. Meanwhile, skating with 

Belgian manufacturer Jo- the original, in-line design had 
seph Merlin, the first recorded persisted as an art form. An 
roller-skate maker, attempted to opera, Le Pmphete, included 
publicize his wares in 1 706 by a simulated ice-skati ng scene 
blading into a prestigious Lon- that waspet$omzed on stage 
don ball while playing a price- in tpllerskates-in 1849, com- 
less violin. Like others who had poser Paul Tag2ioni wrote a bal- 
tried the new diversion, Merlin let, Winter Pastimes; or MThe 
was not adept at maneuvering- Skaters", that used wheel- 
or stopping. He crashed into a bladed skates to represent an  
huge mirrorworth more than 500 ice-skating scene. Jackson 
pounds and was severely in- Haines, an American ballet mas- 
jured-as was the reputation of ter who was also a n  accom- 
the in-line roller skate. plished ice skater, performed on 

It took a hundred years roller skates in 1864 andproved 
and the skills of afirniture sales- to be so captivating that his tech- 
man, James Plimpton, for the niques became the foundation of 
roller skate to regain its popular- today's international style of ar- 
ity in a different form. Plimpton tistic skating, on wheels and on 
had taken up ice skating on the ice. 
advice of his doctor. When win- Trivial? How so? If you can 
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fool the people over something EDUCATED children moving 
as simple as "in-linen roller Horn e S oling A into adulthood if we are to fullill 
skates-you can fool the ~ e o ~ l e  our mission-not incompetent - . . 
over anvthing! nit-wits who think they &eady 

Public Broadcasting 
Serious Commitment ,,OW enough or have so little 

imagination regarding service 
in a perceived "future" to bother 

61 17/92 # 1 HATONN 61 17/92 #1 HATONN TEACH" THEN YOU HAVE planning and working for that 
TAKEN THE RESPONSIBILITY future. No ones of such irre- 

"Well", you say, "we still This writing may well upset OFTEACHING--NOT COPPING sponsible actions will be among 
have the Public Broadcasting a lot of you who THINK you OUT ON THEIR FUTURE! I am my crews I can most readily 
stations and channels". Do serve your children by remov- sorry, parents, but n~os t  of you assure you RIGHT NOW. I DO 
you? How long will you have ing them from public schools. If deserve exactly that which you NOT INTENDTO SIT DOWN AND 
them? These are the publicly you are not formally TEACHING get-spoiled and undesirable TRAIN YOUR CHILDREN! 
supported stations which can THE BASIC SUBJECTS OF children for you have no way of How can you expect a man 
allow a bit of insight to ooze EDUCATIONathomeTHENYOU instilling respect and discipline or woman to control a space- 
through occasionally. The ARE FAILING YOUR CHIL- if you abdicate your position as craft or build a bridge without 
thrust is now TO SHUT THEM DREN TERRIBLY! elder. If you have allowed this ability to add, subtract and 
DOWN! Because we example ones of kind of behavior and "drop-out" understand calculus? This is 

There is a thrust afoot by families in whose devoted teach- situation to have occurred un- the problem-you ones wish to 
members of Congress to elimi- ing of their children is outstand- der some self-lying circum- sit in my lectures and have 
nate public broadcasting in the ing, such as the Enz family and stance, I suggest you get those knowledge just fall all over you 
United States. the John Quade example-some little unknowing persons right by osmosis. First you have to 

Two bills have already been ofyou have allowed the children back into school. Home teach- know what "osmosis" IS if you 
introduced to destroy the Cor- (puppy) to wag the dog (you, ing requires total dedication to wish to deal with such terms. 
poration for Public Broadcast- parent). directly supplying ALL working ~f this is the kind of "infor- 
ing by eliminating funding. I cannot begin to tell you skills as well as social integra- mation" you ones get from my 
Other legislation would open the what disservice you do to your tion and it is aFULL-TIME COM- "sessions" of sharing-then I 
door to Federal government children in allowing them tn he kifVTMENT-not a hap-hazard shall cease and desist with the 
CONTROL OVER PROGRAM- removed from the formal edu- abdication of responsibility. "meetings". We have a tremen- 
MING DECISIONS. cational system-IF YOU DO dous and massive job to be done 

So b e  it! NOT SPEND EQUAL OR MOPE PRESENT CHILDREN MUST and it requires educated and 
TIME IN FORMAL BOOKTRAIN- FULFILL DIVINE PLAN "thinking" persons to handle 

DESTRUCTION 
OF A PLANET 

ZIONISM IS RA CISM 

Find out how you have been lied 
to about the cause and reasons 
for most wars and the real goals 
of the "New World Ordertt 
which is to rule the world with 
total control and an iron fist. 
Find out how you are being kept 
track of by computers in every 
detail ~f your lives. Read the 
story of how the man-created or 
man-enhanced diseases (AIDS. 
Flu, etc.), man-created disasters 
of droughts, wars, floods, earth- 
quakes, volcanos, will continue 
to kill off the unwanted. 

To Order Contact: America 
West Publishers, a Nevada 

ING-ORGANIZED AND it-not drop-outs from anything. 
SCHOOL-ROOM-IN DISCI- IN NO WAY WILE "1" AL- We don't have church, cult- 
PLINE AND ORDER. LOW YOU TO INFER THAT I, OR SCHOOL herein and I sug- 

I witness ones in this very HATONN, OR ANY O F  MY gestyou oneswho advocate this 
location who have allowed chil- BRETHRENADVOCATESUCH "allow the children to be" get 
dren to "drop-out" while saying ACTION IN ANY MANNER over it right now for I have no 
that "Well, life is an education WHATSOEVER. THIS  I S  patience with such unrational 
and J r .  doesn't like school any- WHAT COMES BACKTO ME-- thought patterns. 
way." What are you doing? You "... HATONN SAID..." NO, NO Why are your children in 
are destroying the child's ability AND NO-GET THOSE CHIL- such a mess? BecauseYOU are 
to function at  any level more DREN BACK INTO SCHOOL in a mess. If your children are 
than uneducated and handi- WHERETHEYBELONGIFYOU lazy, obese, insecure and gen- 
capped limits. A s  bad as the AREUNWILLINGTO "TEACH" erally non-productive and with- 
system may be-at least the THEM. I SAID "TEACH" out self-discipline-who is wor- 
children can learn to read and THEM-NOT ALLOW THEM thy of responsibility for same? 
write, do mathematics, etc.-IF TO WAG YOUR TAIL! Parents The child will grow to despise 
YOU THE PARENTS INSIST who set regular, orchestrated you for your laxness and failure 
THAT THE CHILD DO SO- and book-oriented study and to give them the foundation upon 
THESETHINGS ARE OFFERED facilities for the children are which to balance their lives. A 
AND THE TEACHER IS NOT A wondrous indeed-this is NOT child can only vision that which 
MAGICIAN-ONLY A DIS- that which I witness in almost you give him to reflect unto self. 
ADVANTAGED HUMAN AT all cases of so-called "home" "I expect to pass through life 
BEST, CONFRONTED BY NEAR- teaching. I find it a cop out on but once. If, therefore, there be 
CRIMINAL CHILDREN WHICH the part of parents who simply any kindness I can show, or 
ARE THE OFFSPRING OF UN- don't know what to do with their any good thing I can d o  to any 
CARING ADULTS. own offspring. Do not the chil- fellow being, let me do it now, 

If these shoes fit then wear dren have enough with which to for 1 shall not pass this way 
them and may they crunch your cope without such furthering of again." William Penn 
toes severely-IF YOU "HOME- irresponsibility? We must have No, do not give me the "rein- 
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carnation" bit, chelas. YOU 
WILL NEVER PASS THIS WAY 
AGAIN!! If you miss the fullness 

San Luis Obispo Connection 
of that which could have been 
had you "done it differently"- 61 18/92 #1 HATONN information, backup and con- France, where it was processed 
then ye shall reap of the re- fwmation-you aren't going into heroin. From Marseille it 
wards of the neglect. If ye do The following series of in- to know what hit you, belwed came to America through sev- 
this unto your own children then formative reprints are from a friends. era1 channels: The U.S. mili- 
ye bear both their wrath and well-known personage among You must understand, far- tary; Cuba under control of 
thine own regrets. groups who have investigated ther that there is massive Batista; the Mafia and "Resorts 

Be sure YOU instill under- and researched for truth and confrontation among and be- International"; the Bahamas 
standing and proper direction who has published much in- tween factions of t h k  "New (see the U.S. Senate report on 
and discipline unto self and off- formation. He has published Global Conspiracy* which Terrorism and Narcotics which 
spring for it will be the youth information which has jeop- only vies for top position- tells how U.S. Ambassadors, one 
who will either bring you home ardized his life on many occa- the GOALS are the same. from San Luis Obispo, shut 
to God or into the pits of total sionswhichindicatesthat ALL Quote: down an investigation of cor- 
devastation. Winning is not a OFYOU NEEDTHE INFORMA- rupt Bahamanian officials in- 
sometime thing, chelas, it's an TION. He has sent a packet of THE SLO CONNECTION volved in drug trafficking and 
all-time thing. You don't win information which needs to (Number One in Series) involved with prominent Ameri- 
once in a while; you don't do bebrought toyour attention- cans in Florida). 
things right once in awhile; you AGAIN. His outlay is a bit Don't believe one word of 
do them right all the time. Win- different in both presentation this. Look it UD vourselfl If you G. H .W. BUSH: DRUG CZAR 
ning is a habit-unfortunately, and In some details. I honor have a brain, you can figure it 
so is losing. Are you going to this person and respect his out! Another channel was 
win or lose? The line differenti- research. Permission granted to copy through the offshore oil drilling 
ating winning and losing-suc- He has given permission any part of this book. R.R. platforms in the Gulf of Mexico. 
cess and failure is indeed ac- that we may utilize any and During the 195OYs, while The drugs were omoaded from 
cording to the fuel given unto all of the documents in any the United Stateswasfightinga fishing boats far out at sea. 
the engine upon which to "run". way we fmd fit and suitable. I war in Korea, the French were From these platforms the drugs 

The manager administers, thank him for his gracious fighting a war in French came ashorevia the normal crew 
the leader innovates. The man- willingness to share. I do not Indochina (Vietnam). Although and equipment boats thereby 
ager maintains, the leader de- yet, however, have permis- the reason for the U.S. involve- avoiding detection. This first 
velops. The manager relies on sion to call attention to this ment in Korea was somewhat came to light during the 
systems, the leader relies on person by name so wiU only obscure, the French were very Kennedy assassination investi- 
people. The manager counts on refer to him at this time as sure of their reason for being in gation of Louisiana District At- 
controls, the leader counts on R.R. I, further, use the term Indochina. It was the same torney Jim Garrison. Other in- 
trust. The manager does things "him* as generic reference. reason the British had spent vestigators and writers on the 
right, the leader does the right I offer the reprinted infor- the previous 100 years there, to Kennedy assassination con- 
thing. Will you function as mation as given-without control the opium production. firmed that the platforms were 
manager, leader or can you gift more than cursory input. I The United States financed the being used to smuggle drugs. 
unto your offspring BOTH? Or, have no wish nor intent to French war. Why? For a piece These oil drilling platforms were 
will you cripple your child so slash and cut another's work of the action-HEROIN! In 1954, pioneered and owned by a HOUS- 
that he never experiences EI- so-as is our practice-infor- with the help of the CIA, the ton, Texas based oil company 
THER? What of self? Wherein mation is given as nearly in Vietnamese defeated the French known as Zapata Offshore Oil. 
do YOU FIT? DO YOU DE- full as possible and with NO and the Americans took over. The president and chief execu- 
SERVETHEGIFTS FORWHICH CHANGES IN CONTENT. IF 1 Inthe 15yearsfollowing,58,000 tive officer of Zapata Oil was 
YOU "WAIT? THEY SHALL COMMENT AS WE MOVE Americans died there. Hun- George Herbert Walker Bush! 
NOT BE FORTHCOMING IFYOU ALONG THEN I INDICATE AS dreds are still imprisoned there In 1976, as Director of Central 
DO NOT "WORK" WHILST MUCH. Therefore, I require to hide the U.S. heroin busi- Intelligence, George Bush was 
THOU "WAITS"! Ponder these that YOU be in the balancing ness. (A NATION BETRAYED by head of the world's largest drug 
things mightily for I see some of the information with that Col. Bo Gritz) (H: Please, read- trafficking organization. (See 
who proclaim "our" work to be which you already have and ers, take note that even the the Christic Institute lawsuit, 
dispersing the incorrect as- then I suggest you get your Soviets now ADMIT they still the Col. Bo Gritz tapes, the Mae 
sumptions and projections. Do hands on "backn JOURNALS have POWs from W.W.11 right Brussel Research Center, "THE 
not, I pray, make your burden such as SPACEGATE, SKEL- in Russian territory-what POLITICS OF HEROIN" by Pro- 
heavieralongwiththoseofyour ETONS IN THE CLOSET, thinkyeaboutKoreaandViet- fessor Alfred McCoy, "The 
brethren already bearing their BLOOD AND ASHES, END OF nam as I have told you over CrimesofPatriotsn byJonathan 
own. THE MASQUERADE, THE and wer  again?] Kwitny, H. Ross Perot, Barbara 

Thank you for your service DARK CHARADE and in aadi- The "French Connection" Honegger "October Surprize", 
and your attention. tion, all of the TANGLED WEB of heroin into the United States Richard Brenneke, Dave Emory 

Hatonn to clear. SERIES. (See booklist on back was as follows: From Indochina, of "Radio Free America", Abbie 
page.) If you don't have the the opium went to Marseille, Hoffman, John Judge, William 
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Cooper and many others in- north county politicians such p: I t  is, further, the same ateSubcommitteeReport-Kerry, 
cluding Senator Kerry's U.S. as Carol Hallette (we shall group of s6cattle-boysn and Christic Inst., etc ....). 
Senate Subcommittee Report on present further information re- real-estate developers, StkL Jeb Bush was also the 
Terrorism and Narcotics.) garding her) and WILLIAM P. criminals, etc., which pro- North American connection to 

North San Luis Obispo CLARK (very important char- vided Reagan with "cover" ManuelNoriega. (THECUTOLO 
politicians have traditionally acter), who was Ronald Reagan's for his Be1 Aire estate and AFFIDAVIT by Paul Neri, A NA- 
been elected on tickets promot- National Security Advisor and thus and so--(through Nevada TION BETRAYED by Col. Bo 
ing unlimited growth and un- his Secretary of the Interior, Corporations) as authank you, Gritz, etc. and Steven Carr-de- 
limited real estate development. have close ties to the cattle busi- old buddy".] ceased by way of murder.) The 
[H: San Luis Obispo is in the ness and the cattle political ac- route went from Bogota and 
geographic location of Santa tion committees. - NAME: ZAPATA Medellin, Colombia to Allbrook 
Barbara. One outstanding Air Force Base in Panama, where 
reason for offering you read- ZAPATA: OFFSHORE OIL, Note: "Zapata" is a name for the drug aircraft were met by 
ers this information is that CATTLE, DRUGS locations off Texas and Florida Noriega. Another transhipment 
the SAME GROUP is integrally which fit well with the oil com- point was John Hull's ranch in 
involved in the very property Where do these Cattle pany but the name Zapata was Costa Rica. ("Frontline"-PBS, 
in confiscation by the RTC PAC's get their  enormous chosen by the Bush cartel be- " West 57th Street'-CBS, Judy 
and priorly by Santa Barbara amounts of cash to buy politi- cause it came from George Woodruff, Jane Wallace, Leslie 
Savings, etc., of this scribe. cians? Take the Zapata Cattle Bush's old club (cult) at  Yale- Cockburn, Mike Tolliver, Gary 
The dirty politics has seeped Company for example. Yes, the "Skull and Bones" The Betzner, George Morales, plus 
into every judicial bench and that's right! Zapata! The same "skulln in point is reported to most of the references listed on 
legal "group" in the State but name and the same affiliations be the skull of the Mexican Revo- page one. Richard Brenneke 
most corrupt are the counties to the previously mentioned lutionary, Emiliano Zapata. [H: stated on "Larry King-Live "- 
in which these individuals set Zapata Offshore Oil of Houston, This may well be correct-for CNN that he also flew these 
up criminal operations. This Texas, previously (???) owned one thing that has the native drug planes, but his connection 
is why I have told you that you by our favorite drug "czar" and Americans totally beside was Donald Gregg, Bush's Na- 
will fiid this particular piece President of the United States themselves in anger is that tional Security Advisor.) The 
of property has ones all the of America, George Herbert the same Skull and Bones club destination ofsome ofthese drug 
way to the Residency involved Walker Bush! has Chief Geronimo's skull, shipments was Homestead Air 
in the criminal actions-BUT, The Zapata Cattle Com- having been stolen by a group Force Base in Florida. [H: This 
this holds true for wery State pany has, for many years, im- of club members headed by is completely covered in a 
and County in the Union. ported large amounts of cattle Prescott (Dad) Bush.] JOURNAL also. See back page 
Don't be fooled because you from Mexico. If you remember Further: Three ships be- for reference list.]****** 
liveinthebwnies wmewhere your high school biology, you longing to Zapata Oil which THE MAN WHO COULD 
and think yourself safe and will recall that cows have four were used torungunsWFide1 IDENTIFY JEB BUSH AS 
secure-Tehachapi IS the stomachs. Hey, why not? If Castro (and drugs into the NORIEGA'S CONNECTION 
"booniesn and yet has as cor- humans can smuggle drugs in- U.S.) were named the "Hous- WAS STEVEN CARR. 
rapt politics and power bro- side their bodies, why not cows? tonn, the "Zapatan and the STEVEN CARR WAS 
kers as any place in Califor- A cow must have 20 times the "Barbara J". [H: Readers, we MURDEREDINLOSANGELES, 
nia. This is why much of our capacity of a human! Not only covered all this IN DETAIL in ALLEGEDLY BY ONE MIKE 
building and projects will need that but the tractor-trailer rigs a JOURNAL. I CAN ONLY ASK D ECKER, who worked for 
also be begun in Nevada and used to transport them had se- THAT YOU CATCH UP YOUR SICILIA-FALCONE, THE 
then in this place. We have cret built-in compartments. In LESSONS AND THAT SIMPLY TIJUANA DRUG BOSS. Sicilia- 
monthsupon months to allow his book, THE UNDERGROUND REQUIRES READING AND Falcone was the largest sup- 
for the power h e  to give ap- EMPIRE, author James Mills STUDYING THE BACK JOUR- plier of drugs for Southern Cali- 
proval to even the least of stated that the border customs NALS FOR I =OW NO OTHER fornia. (Except for maybe Air 
these projects. In some in- agents received $10,000 every RESOURCE WHEREIN YOU Americaand the U.S. Air Force.) 
stances, howwer, the project time they flagged through adrug CAN GET IT ALL11 [JOURNALS-TANGLED WEB 
is similar to that which is truck without stopping it for series.] Sicilia-Falcone used 
already present on property inspections. [H: Besides, the COINCIDENCES. CONNEC- the motor-cycle gangs and Roger 
so we hope to cut some of the tracks themselves and the TIONS, OUESTIONS Frye as a distributing network. 
"ribbonsn in advance.] In San shipping companies belonged Mike Decker was their chief 
Luis Obispo, Jeny Diefenderfer directly to these same indi- William Clark's liaison "mechanic". [H: Do you think 
and Bill Coy received large con- viduals-utilizing well-or- officer, Carol Hallett, was ap- it simply coincidental that 
tributions from Los Angeles chestrated corporations (in pointed as Ambassador to the "Malcolm Forbesn played 
Realty Political Action Commit- Nevada) .] Bahamas. The purpose of this around with Liz and the Mo- 
tees (PAC). Cattle business po- Real estate development was to shut down a drug inves- torcycle gangs for the total 
litical action committees do- and construction is the classic tigation of corrupt Bahamian "fun" of it?] (THE UNDER- 
nated more to Coy's campaign way of laundering drug money, officials and to protect their GROUND EMPIRE by James 
than to any other candidate in One of the silent partners American partners in Florida. Mills) The Anzalone brothers 
California, including in the San Luis Obispo cattle One of these Americans was the and Jerry Schlesinger of Long 
Deukmejian (Governor). Other business is RONALD REAGAN. President's son, Jeb Bush. (Sen- Beach and Los Osos were the 
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San Luis Obispo affiliates. The the day before Scott died. Where fiasco. There are others but Superior Court Judge last 
Sweet Springs bar in Los Osos is Mike now??? this will give investigators a month, he advertised that he 
was a distributing station and Neal McCrea and "The GOOD START. [H: You will "had all the major Republi- 
the Anzalone ranch in Santa Last Voyage of the 'Janet Lee" also find that Deulunejian, cans on his siden? Wake up 
Margarita was a cocaine pro- is another interesting part of Jason Brent of the Mojave little sleepyhead-the toast 
cessing factory. Several local this snake pit without a bottom. Court (ex) and other Kern is burning!] 
people connected with this op- The boat "Janet Lee" and its County "locals" also know all *++ 

eration died from "accidents" cargo of cocaine was returning about these little involve- Dharma, let u s  close this 
or "suicides". When the Sweet from a business trip to Central ments and insure that the portion. We are going to con- 
SpringsTaverngot "busted" for America (see above paragraph line could not be run back up fuse you greatly, Editors, but 
drug trafficking, the Anzalones 2) .  The boat went into to  catch the fisher. You wil l  we are going to be writing on 
went to "Club Fed" a t  Lompoc Vandenberg Air Force Base and note that when E.J. went to THREE subjects (but all inter- 
for a short vacation. Jerry Neal left Vandenberg in a body Santa Barbata to check with connected) simultaneously. I 
Anzalone got out the hard way- bag. No one seems to know the wondrous RTC about his must ask you to label the refer- 
on a gurney, covered with a what happened to the cocaine. property-the RTC was ences accordingly. It is  time I 
sheet. "Diarrheaof the mouth" Neal's widow, Janet, became housed with Santa Barbara stop threatening and get on with 
can often be fatal. Ronnie built very wealthy and became Janet Savings (the "taken-overn - Bush in the CIA and that will 
a house on 3 rd  s t reet  in Schlesinger (INTERESTING!). mortgage company), was in- take many writings. Further, I 
Baywood, complete with an iron Maybe one could ask acouple of volved with Soloman Broth- ask that George Green contact 
spike fence, closed circuit sur- persons named Carnahan and ers and the "local" lawyers- the authors of a book being 
veillance television, and a gun Brandenbergwho could explain contacted for information- called GEORGE BUSH: THE 
in every room. Several months it all quite appropriately if you said "you DO NOT REALLY UNAUTHORIZED BIOGRAPHY 
ago the house was destroyed by could FIND them. WANT TO KNOW ANYTHING (or something similar) by 
fire. (??) This last paragraph is not ABOUT THIS!". Americans- Webster Griffin Tarpley and 

Jerry Schlesinger came the end of this report. This WAKE UP! Also, send this Anton Chaitkin. The informa- 
out of all this smelling like a report is just the "Tip of the material tothe Constitutional tion can be tracked down 
rose. It pays to have friends in Iceberg". Interested parties Law Center-it might give through The NewFederalistwho 
high places. Ask ex-supervisor should start their own investi- them impetus to get on with is running a series a t  this time. 
Bill Coy. He always seemed to gation and interrogate the fol- those frliags to the court-if The authors will find it all but 
have a good relationship with lowing local citizens. Start with nothing else, at some point impossible to find a publisher, 
the "Mayor" of Los Osos (Cali- bartenders, building contrac- "THEY" will want to shut if I don't miss my guess, and 
fornia) . tors, dopers, sheriffs deputies, down this "discovery". No, it this work needs to be published 

Scott Alexander was not county officials (especially will not stop the discovery and distributed. The informa- 
so fortunate. Scott, who claimed Building and Planning), coun- but it will get attention. Yes, tion is very accurate and I would 
to have had law enforcement try supervisors (especially ex- it IS dangerous but nothing appreciate the assistance to 
experience, (Military Police, Ari- supervisors), judges (including else we have done is "safe". them by at  least recognition and 
zona State Police) was helping a ex-judges). Check and see how And if "dangerousn is that distribution-ifin fact, publish- 
Federal Agent (DEA?) Michael many local citizens went to which is required--so let it ingis alreadyarranged. Thank 
Francis Aivaz gather informa- Washington with Ronald Reagan be. If ones cannot walk you. 
tion for the above mentioned and left Washington embar- through shadows then the I also wish to next write on 
"drug bust". Evidently Scott rassed, disgraced, orwith "dirty sorting must be done. I am a the Divine Plan for I believe we 
did his job too well and found hands". The following list of "very big boyn and I also have are to the end (in number of 
out too much. His body was persons could supply plenty of "pretty good contacts" and a pages) for the current volume 
found by the creek on the M. V. information if they were so in- ulot of pulln and I CAN TAKE under assembly. We will refer 
Rodriguez ranch on Hwy. 4 1 clined: Ronnie Anzalone, Jerry CARE OFYOU, CHELAS. Have to this volume in point as Vol. I 
just outside of Morro Bay (Cali- Schlesinger and Janet, Eddie I not already done so??] in reference to THE DIVINE 
fornia). He wasUsuicided" with Haworth, Deputy Mike THE SAN LUIS OBISPO PLAN. I plan to branch off into 
a very short 12 gauge shotgun Sheridan, Deputy Chuck LAW FIRM OF SINSHEIMER, a path which shall surprise 
(one barrel or both?). Graves, George Jacobsen, SCHIEBELHUT, AND you-for I must tell you how it 

Mike Aivaz disappeared Carnahan and Brandenberg, BAGGETT WAVE RECEJWLY IS and how it will be-even if 
shortlyafter the bigUdrug bust" Mike Radon, Kathy Hodges, ANNOUNCED THE ADDITION you don't like it. It is important 
and Scott's death. He was in Al Switzer, County employ- T O  THEIR FIRM OF WILLUM that you ones NOT confuse the 
Florida, (Florida? coincidence?) ees Gibson and Milne, County P. CLARK. "three days of darkness" with 
New Jersey, and Fresno, Cali- supervisors including past [H: Another major law firm simply a photon entry period 
fornia. He was allegedly "dry- supervisors Coy and (about the second largest in which may or may not even take 
ing out" in a .sanitarium. He Diefenderfer, judges includ- the world) which is totally place. YOUR OWN "RULERS" 
made several quiet trips back to ingex-jrdge WILLIAMCLARK. involved is Shea and Gould AND "THUGS" COULD STOP 
LOS OSOS where he visited Clark, as Reagan's National etc., etc,, from which flowed THAT NULL-TIMd IF THEY BUT 
Anzalone's Sweet Springs. Mike Security Advisor, rapidly left Jason Brent at the appoint- WOULD DO SO. WE CAN STOP 
took the ultra short 12 gauge Washington and disappeared ment of the  Governor, IT IN A SPLIT SECOND IF THEY 
away from Scott becauseit was in obscurity in Ireland just Deukemejian. Is it any won- WOULD BUT ALLOW USTO DO 
"illegal" but gave it back to him after the Korean Air Lines 007 der that when Brent ran for SO-SO YOU SEE, YOU-THE- 
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PEOPLE REMAIN THE PAWNS! 
I CANNOT HELP IT FOR IT IS 
NOT MINE TO DO. I CAN ONLY 
GET YOU INTO KNOWING SO 
THATYOU WILL BE PREPARED 
IN THAT WE CAN CONTINUE 
RIGHT ON WITH THAT WHICH 
IS OUR MISSION. 

Please take a short break denly!" What is spoken of 
and let us  continue as the days herein? He is speaking of the 
become so overfilled now that I final great circumstance cycle 
must ask for more writing in the which is recognized as the 
days available. I shall give unto "Chastisement". I personally 
you, chela, that which you need deplore the word for it assumes 
to press on. Salu. meaning which is not exactly 

"on-target". It simply means 

ashes." 
"There will be a great 

prodigy which will fill the 
world with awe." 

"I saw one of my suc- 
cessors taking a flight 
over the bodies of his 
brethren. He will take 

that th;evil of the world shall be refuge in disguise some- 

Days Of Darkness cleansed and the creations will where; and after a short 
a be sorted and shifted. It cer- retirement he will die a - 

tainly is, however, THE time to cruel death. The present 

And Days Of Light get with the program and get wickedness of the world 
that pathway straightened out is only the beginning of 
and get on the journey up  the the sorrows which must 

61 18/92 #2 HATONN beings through actions--or in- right roadway for it is in this take place before the end 
actions. presentation of final knowledge of the world." (St. Pius X) 

I ask that, as we continue in Certainly, in presenting this have we been sent. We are come "God will send two 
discussions regarding days of information, our intent is not to to collect Creator's being-to punishments; one will be' 
darkness and days of "Light", scare the living daylights out of bring in the flock, if you will, in the form of wars, revo- 
and then thousands of years of anyone so that you can't come which belongs to the Lighted lutions and other evils; it 
Light-that you refrain from out of terror long enough to Source. Those of Earthianswho shall originate on earth. 
predisposition to "outguess" me LEARN but, rather, remain in choose other direction are ab- The otherwill be sent from 
or to "outrun" me and jump your ignorance from sheer panic solutely welcome to do so and Heaven. There will come 
into conclusions that have been and fear. Knowing gives ability will have no coercion from our over the whole earth an 
erroneous from onset. What we to respond and not simply re- Hosts. It seems avery good time intense darkness lasting 
are speakingabout is the evolve- act. If you get into total respect indeed torenew or reinforce that three days and three 
ment ofaplanet and those which and reverence for God (fear the "friendship" bond with Creator. nights." (Blessed Anna 
inhabit same. Stop your wig- Lord-respect God), the at- Does worry and turmoil help? MariaTaigi, 19th cent.) 
ging and wagging and let u s  tention turns unto that which, Not that I note-as you will note Why do I utilize "religious" 
look a t  what lies ahead. when accepted, brings a right this has been "imminent" to terms and speakers? Because 

will, a good life, and total confi- the point that many of the worst each began in purity and proph- 
PURIFICATION AND dence in God and true peace of "worriers" are already departed ecies are valid if valid-regard- 

CHASTISEMENT mind and heart-regardless of from your place so their fears less of who speaks them. The 
circumstances. We must bal- and worries were needless and "religions" of CHRIST and GOD 

Many writers, always of "re- ance the prospect ofcoming fear- changed nothing. There is a began in purity and represented 
ligious" origins, tell you horrid some, even apocalyptic-like writing, "Sufficient for the day the opposite of EVIL. It is MAN 
tales and, "Well, after all-it is events, with the reassurances is the evil thereofl" When to- who has aligned himself with 
good for us." But the terminol- from God Himself, from your morrow comes God will give His the corrupted concepts and al- 
ogy and prospects speak for own traditional scriptures and graces then, but not for tomor- lowed that which is Evil to take 
themselves as does "It's for your otherwise prophetical projec- row-today. If you are awake the very language of God and 
own good!" It smacks of the old tions, of His care and protection and KNOWING of the sequence cause its destruction in worthi- 
lie which says, "...it hurts me for those of His children who ofjourney-then there is noth- ness of definition. 
more than you," then whack, remain faithful to Him. Under ingtoconcernabout-thejour- I wish to pass on by the 
whack, whack. the shadow of His wings you ney continues and much for the obvious signs of spiritual "reli- 

If your trust and actions are can rejoice and not only feel but better ifyou are in KNOWING of gious" signs such as bleeding 
Godly then your assurance is be absolutely secure. In this progression and have func- and weeping statuary or the 
that HE will send ones (US) to security we can proceed about tioned in the physical plane as recognition of Wars as being 
make sure HIS people are safe. our own missions without total if-in goodness instead of evil valid confirmation. Let u s  look 
That portion is UP TO YOU IF distraction. practice. a t  that which is happening that 
YOU ARE TO BE INCLUDED IN Worry or anxiety and rest- can be related to Revelation and 
SUCH "LIFT OFF". So in that less striving to figure out or SIGNPOSTS other seers in connection with 
context, then we must look unto anticipate future events, espe- projections of changing cycles 
those changes which come sim- cially their exact "timing" must "A day will come when and eras. 
ply from the changes necessary be outgrown. A s  you have been the enemies of Christ will There are signs predominat- 
as Earth orbits through itsgreat told and the "Lord" said to boast of having con- ing which show a leading up, 
cycles and encounters those Julka: "None of My creatures quered the whole world." through even a climactic period 
regularly occurring impacts of a will fathom My thoughts and "The human race will of increasing trials and tribula- 
cosmic cycling. Then the third plans!. . . None of the people on have to go through agreat tions and disasters of all types, 
scenario to consider is that Earth will know the day and the storm that will sharpen to the peak finale of the Three 
which will come but can be im- hour of the punishment or the divisionsamongmenand Days' Darkness. These signs 
pactedeitherbycreatoror Earth cleansing. It will come sud- reduce their plans to are both natural and human- 
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ifyou choose to put it that way- full of humans and hapless gels went to SAVE Lot, his wife "possibilities". 
but also are spiritual and su- creatures paying the price for and daughters and anyone else The warnings are so preva- 
pernatural in observation ac- your total lack of responsibil- who would LISTEN-for the sake lent and current--even to such 
cording to your level of knowl- ity as a species and civiliza- of Abraham, who claimed God things as astatue of Mary shed- 
edge. tion. When this happens-- as friend. So, too, shall it be for ding blood near Baguio City Air- 

Among such "human" signs cleansing is always ahead for the goodly people in your days. port in the Philippines. Warn- 
are the expanding categories of you!! EVERY TIME!! At least your eternal salvation ings will always be presented 
evil rampant in your world: great and continued experience is from higher truth unto you in 
apostasies from Faith in God THE TRAP OF THE SENSES guaranteed. The spiritual- those manners which you can 
and billions of people propa- minded will note these signs be capable of seeing and hear- 
gandized against God under the The pyramiding millions of and developments and will pre- ing. The point is to return to 
control of governments infected abortions in the world today, pare for the more trying times to God so that you will be ready at 
with atheistic Communism as a includingthe annual million and come, which timesmany of them the passage and/or "pick-upn- 
gross example--even nations a half plus slain in the United believeareveryclose, dearones. I care not what you call it. 
calling themselves "Godly" are States alone cry out for the arm They prepare for what has been What happens is that evil 
actually submerged in what is of God's justice to fall if nothing forecast asa"minorjudgment", simply becomes more evil and, 
"called" Communism (but is else were amiss. a great "Day of the Lord" and a in so-doing, the very perpetra- 
not). Gross "sins" of all kinds, Besides all the hatred, revo- magnificent warning sign, if you tors of horror deceive you and 
especially those grouped against lutions, wars, religious divisions will. It is said that the Lord keep the security devices from 
the sixth and ninth com- among mankind, violence, spoke to ones in Heede, Ger- youwhichwouldsavethem~ri- 
mandments, from lust con- terrorism, we could list count- many and called the days of ads of lives in the physical- 
nected with contraception, less acts of rebellion against comingcycle bythat label. Then through their own greedy con- 
through fornication, adultery, authority from those against at about the same time from trolofcircumstances. Theywill 
sexual abuse of all categories, paternal authority in the home, Madrid, in 1955, another mes- then call it an act of God and the 
including the enslavement of rebellion against civil govern- sage was given: "This genera- remaining few will believe it. 
women and children, active ments and in the schools, to tion deserves to be annihilated, Why can you not see in advance 
homosexuality and lesbianism, those directed against the head but I desire to show Myself as and turn this from YOU? 

pornography, etc., to abortion, of the Churches, the merciful. Great and terrible . No, it becomes more and 
the murder of millions and mil- Magisterium and against God things are being prepared. That more certain, despite the efforts 
lions of infants cut to pieces in Himself. Many of these evils which is about to happen will be of the goodly and the repen- 
the womb, sucked apart by represent a towering Babel of terrible, like nothing ever seen tance of the many, that, be- 
vacuuminstrumentsor scalded pride and they simply echo since the beginning of the cause of the impenitence of the 
to death by salt injections. Do I Lucifer's (Satan) shout: "Non world." What makes you think greater number, there will be 
not believe in humans' right of serviam!"-"I will not serve!" that the "preparations" are of increasing tribulations which 
"choice"? Do I not have belief The result is a literal hell on God? Natural cycles are of Na- will first culminate in what is 
in "woman's rights to choose"? earth for both sinners and for ture and God-intent to annihi- prophesied as the Three Days of 
Indeed-BEFORE THE ACT the good they influence in the late and blow up a world are Darkness. This will be more a 
WHICH PRODUCESTHEPREG- negative passage away from destructive things and are of thing of "coincidence" than a 
NANCY-I DO NOT SANCTION Godliness in behavior. This is full EVIL intent-not GODLY precipitated event whenever it 
MURDER -OF THE INNOCENT the total falling into the trap of creation. happens. 
FOR THE S I N S  OF THE AC- the senses of the physical plane The "divine" interventions 
TORS. while defying and breaking all PREPARATION IS in the form of "signs" such as 

Therefore, do I say I do not of the rules of God as to produce REQUISITE apparitions, prophecies, won- 
condone abortion? Absolutely! harmony and balance. ders and prodigies, etc., are sim- 
I do not condone abortion in The "Churches" as you rec- What do the people who will ply dramatic indications of the 
any way, shape or form. If irre- ognize the clubs cry out in righ- pass through this tribulation great danger ofthe present times 
sponsibility precipitated the er- teousness that it is a day of do? Well, first of all they listen for souls and "souls" is what 
ror then more irresponsibility cleansing as with Noah and in and become prepared forwhat- it's all about! These are in- 
will not cure it. By the way-I the  days of Sodom and  ever will come. They, many of tended to get your attention and 
care not what you think of my Gomorrah. Can you not see them, will simply turn into that to help guide you, and to urge 
opinion about it-guments that at this "crossing" you have which they consider the "truth" you to turn to higher possibili- 
wil l  only reassure me that you populated and inhabited the of the doctrines of Churches. ties and communicate with us 
are moreignorant than1 could entire planet and not just an This will suffice if the doctrines who are sent to assist. But this 
have even imagined! I am area around the Holy Lands? are truly in projections of God's also requires a turning from evil 
here to tell you the facts of That was the only known place Laws. But it requires more than into lighted passage. There will 
how it IS-not argue wer opin- at the time of cleansing but was that-it requires physical re- actually be a time of great in- 
ions of how you think it ought indeed a perfect advance warn- sponse and action in protection crease of healings and cures, of 
to be! I can only observe that ing of what would come-TO- and readiness. miracles of various kind-by 
your thinking has gotten you DAY. I find it difficult to consider God and not just the insipid 
into the total downfall and You must remember all of the various possibilities herein spurious deceit of the few seir 
-erpopdation and pure mis- the story, though, as you con- and project the probabilities in proclaimed priests of some 6 
erablg e s t eqcq  gf a planet I 

I sider what happen+..* The aq- a differing. scenarios ,to those nomination of club or moth * 
$ 4 .  - .  . < .  
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There will be new rising of true short, hence their intensive ac- darkness is not dark for occurs a titanic intensity in the 
"religious movements" or a re- tivity before being crushed and You and the night is as struggle between the forces of 
affirmation of the truth of the returned to "hell". Evil knows clear as the day." (Ps. good and evil, and in particular 
(c)atholic body-which means the hand of God is descending 138: 11- 12). between Christ's teachings and 
universal body, by the truly Holy upon them and yet with the So now let us  apply the above His demonic-grouped enemies. 
"Spirit" or Great Spirit, and goodness also comes the recog- Scripture quotations to the ba- Evil insinuates itself so clev- 
whether or not you like it-by nition of great loss of physical sic attitudes and actions of erlyandalsoragessorampantly, 
unusual prodigies from the outer beings which means great tor- different people in today's world: as it did in the times of Noah, 
reaches. ment and suffering as the lost the approach of the sincere and and of Sodom and Gomorrah, 

souls cry out in their misadven- good people who seek to walk in that a special judgment or so- 
WHAT IS MEANT BY THE tures and, shall we say, regrets. God's light, and that of the evil called "Day of the Lord" will be 

CONVERSION OF THE JEW? Perhaps it would help herein and insincere people who hide necessary to wipe out the evil 
to look more closely now at the in the darkness and seek to and offer the Earth a new start. 

You assume it means that of matter of Darkness, especially escape God's wrath which While at  all times there are cer- 
going through a great chastise- as related to your "Old Testa- threatens them because the cup tain appeals that emanate from 
ment after return to Israel (Pal- mentn prophecies because those of their iniquity overflows be- God's patient Mercy and cer- 
estine) and return into the are the ones most familiar in all fore Him. The hope of the good, tain chosen souls who will cry 
temple, etc., etc., etc. No, it forms-to the largest numbers as the darkness of the Chas- out for His Mercy and offer 
means that the ones who have of people since all "religions" tisement increases about them atonement, nevertheless God's 
been betrayed by the adversary sprang from them. I do not (figuratively as well as literally), Justice will finally demand the 
will come into recognition of herein include the Aboriginal is biblically expressed by the execution of a Day of Judgment 
that which has happened and beings because they have no words: " 0  my God, You brighten for the unrepentant people and 
those who simply call them- "religion"; they have only spiri- the darkness about me." (2 nations. 
selves "Jewsn-because they tual traditions already based on Sam. 22:29) The majority of thinkers, 
know no better-will see and One God "Creator" and "Cre- A s  for the evil, however, there writers and preachers on your 
know what has happened and ation". is the Scriptural certainty: "His modern scene believe that you 
will return unto God in Truth "I can give you only lamp will go out at  the coming of are in such a crisis today and 
instead of the lie which has one piece of advice for the darkness." (Ps. 20:20) In that the peak period of a so- 
become the only tradition they today: PRAY and get oth- the same way, we hear from called chastisement is due, in- 
have been allowed to have ers to pray, for the world modern prophecies that, in the deed is at  hand, for the world. 
through these last generations. is a t  the threshold of its continuous darkness of the The aboriginal people know you 
Let me assure you that, as we perdition." (Padre Pio, Three Days, a blessed candle are in the time of purification. 
move through the happenings quoted by Francis will suffice for illumination in This conviction is borne out by 
on the planet, awhole big bunch Johnston in Fatima the the homes of the good, but any longtime Bible prophecies and 
of so-called "Jews" who have Great Sign.) blessed candle that the sinful in reinforced by modern and very 
denied these very JOURNALS Herein I think it appropriate their presumption might at- recent ones. A popular phrase 
wilI be calling George the minute to simply present some relative tempt to light will sputter out. today is: "Get it together!" From 
the phones work again-asking ancient prophecies to modern Events, which to some old and new prophecies, God 
"....so what can I do? I've cer- ones as already published and people, will appeai- as being to- has put it all together, one can 
tainly changed my mind!" leave them for your consider- tally evil, will be recognized by be sure! However, you had best 

ation. I have no intent of learn- discerning good people as being look carefully at  the various 
SATANIC ACTIVITIES ing "for you" for it is your own used by God for their ultimate options given to you and most 

INCREASING lessons which are in point and good. "In the shadow of Your specifically at  the ONE called 
you must consider what it is wings1 rejoice." (Ps. 63:9) A s  all "lay it on Jesus'blood". Simply 

Still another sign is the great YOU feel about each item of- should know by now, the Lord "believing" that there was a 
increase of Satanic activity: de- fered. draws good out of evil. For Jesus and who might have died 
monic cults which actually prac- repentant evil-doers the doors (or even "did die") FOR your 
tice sacrifice (blood) and this RELATING BIBLE PROPHE- of Mercy will always remain sins (instead ofyou payingyour 
considers the "Jewish temples" CIES TO MODERN ONES open. "Whoever has left the own price for ill-behavior) is in- 
also, black masses and other darkness of sin, yearns for God." correct assumption. If you as- 
demonic rites, devil worship, "In Your light we see For both the good people and sume Jesus and Christ to be 
cases of possession and obses- the light!" (Ps. 36) the repentant sinners we hear: the same and you attune to the 
sion (Satanism is even taught, Lots of people think they can "I will turn darkness into light "Christ" and not the "man", 
literally and also subtle in form, hide in the darkness--even as before them." (Is. 42: 16) then in either event your life will 
in schools), that even Church sinful Adam and Eve in the turn about and you will turn 
ministers and priests are being shadow of the trees as the myth A SPECIAL JUDGMENT into the pathway toward God- 
asked for exorcisms. This "rec- is presented-and not to be ACCORDING TO HIS LAWS. 
ognition" of demonic possibili- found out. But the inspired Scriptural Truths concern- JUST SAYING YOU BELIEVE 
ties is one of the major signs of know: ing the good and the bad, an- ON JESUS AND HE WILLTAKE 
the "times". Why would this be "If I say: 'Let the dark- nounced in one generation, ap- YOUR BURDENS AND BEAR 
i sign? Because it simply is ness hide meand the light ply to all generations. However, YOUR PUNISHMENT, ETC., 
hat "devils" know their time is around me be night', even in certain periods of history there WEL NOT CUT IT! 
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W e  possess the pro- General Judgment. Many other shall be saved, to the God; I DO SPEAK AND 
phetic message as some- Old Testament prophecies, es- Gentiles.. . to the islands afar off, ANNOUNCE MOST SOL- 
thing altogether reliable. pecially when illuminated by to them that have not heard EMNLY: These words of 
Keep your attention coordination with modern ones, Me ... and all flesh shall come to Mine spoken by My 
closely fmed on it, as you indicate that the End of the adore before My Face, saith the prophet JOEL are to be 
would on a lamp shining Ends is not yet. Lord." (Is. 66: 19, 23) fulfilled NOW! 
in a dark place until the Tha t  day is a day of "To My children of love 
first streaks of dawn ap- wrath, a day of tribula- VERY RECENT I offer the consolation of 
pear and the morning star tion and distress, a day of PROPHECIES Our Holy Spirit, GOD THE 
rises in your hearts." (2 calamity and misery, a HOLY GHOST. 
Pt. 1:19) day of darkness and ob- Let us, therefore, look at "To My erring children 
Various authors and schol- scurity ... And I shall dis- some connections between a few lam sending you the days 

ars concerned with prophecy tress men, and they shall very recent propheciesand some of chastisement, the days 
believe that the following Old walk like blind men, be- older ones, for an example, from of My just anger. Know 
Testament prophecies apply, at cause they have sinned the American layman who is a that these terrible days 
least on a broad scale, to the against the Lord: and their scientist and exile from Com- are filled with My love and 
outcome of certain develop- blood shall be poured out munist Europe, and whom we compassion, because I 
ments in your times. as earth, and their bodies shall refer to in subsequent pas- will receive everyone who 

"For behold, the Lord as dung." (Zephaniah sages as "L.G.A." for his pro- has the presence of mind . 

will come in fire, and His 1:15, 17) tection. to call on ME, WHO AM, 
chariots are like a whirl- "In all the land, says "Tell your brothers with a truly repentant 
wind, to render his wrath the Lord, two-thirds of and sisters, thus says the heart ." 
in indignation, and His them will be cut off and Lord: I am speaking to One day later, Feb. 23,1986, 
rebuke with flames of fire, perish, and one-third you now for the third time referring to the same passage of 
and His sword unto all shall be left. I will bring in a row. These words of Joel, part of a message given 
flesh, and the slain of the the one third through fire, Mine contain My plans then follows: 
Lord shall be many." (Is. and I will refine them as which I announced along "I will plunge the earth 
66: 15- 16) silver is refined, and I will time ago through My into darkness for three 
Some prophecies, old and test them asgold is tested. prophets. My words days and nights, and de- 

new, indicate that two-thirds or They shall call upon My stand as I pronounced liver it up to its crucifix- 
three fourths of mankind will be Name and I will hear them and they will come ion, just as I was in the 
destroyed. Here you have to them. I will say, They are true exactly as I uttered bowels of the earth for 
allow for interpretations regard- My people,'and they shall them ..." (Feb. 6, 1984) three days and nights af- 
ing geography of the world and say, The Lord is my God!" And now in referring to the ter My cruci f~on.  When 
world populations as also for (Zechariah 13: 8-9) prophet Joel, 2:28-32, from the sun rises after those 
the moral conditions of various In the above prophecies it which I quote verses 30 ,3  1: days and nights, the pu- 
nations. But, I remind you that seems you can note a day or so "And I will show won- rified earth shall shine 
the Elite One World Govern- of wrath, darkness and confu- ders in heaven: and in just as My resurrection 
ment-INTENDS TO DEPOPU- sion, a time of great destruction earth, blood and fire and did. My remnant, you 
LATE TO NO MORE THAN 550 and purification by what you vapour of smoke. The will experience it, for you 
MILLION PEOPLE-WORLD- might well assume to be fire (a sun shall be turned into will experience the pro- 
WIDE. I SUGGEST YOU STOP fire perhaps somewhat symbolic darkness and the moon tective arms of your God. 
BLAMING GOD! in part but very real also). You into blood; before the "As the darkened 

also might note that the fore- great and dreadful day of cloudscongeal to shut out 
A LOOK BACK AT ONE cast is that a remnant of the the Lord doth come." and extinguish all lights, 

CALLED NOAH people will be brought safely You hear the following pro- turn inwards to your 
through all trials by God Him- phetic words given by L. G.A. as . souls with the knowledge 

I care not to become en- self. Doyounot thinkyou ones recently as Feb. 22, 1986: that My Peace is yours, 
tangled in a web of argument are being sorely tried? Tested? "Tell to your brothers and then you will hear 
regarding whether or not there There is an overall tragic divi- and sisters, thus says the My voice calling you in 
was "actually" a Noah, ark or sion of the good and the evil, to Lord: The time is at  hand your inner silence.- 
real circumstance. The story the latter's eternal destruction. for the words I AM WHO KNOW THAT I AM WHO 
serves well enough. Noah's A s  in the old, so often in later AM have spoken through AM SPEAKING TO YOU!" 
world was judged by the waters prophetic revelations, you hear My prophets to come to Of further interest, this au- 
of a flood. The next great judg- of the "remnant" who will sur- fulfillment. Yes, I have thor is aware of a reliable seer- 
ment will be by fire according to vive the Chastisement and the had enough of the of- ess in midwestern U.S.A. who 
prophecy. That does not ex- Three Days'Darkness. Hm-m- fenses of mankind, by recently had a vision of an 
clude many other contributing m-n. men and women, yes, amassing ofdark clouds. She is 
disastrous forces, as of some You also learn of the trium- even by children, which not alone; there have been many 
tidal wave or torrential rain. phant aftermath for the people are hurled endlessly other such prophetic visions 
Nor does it mean the actual end of God and the Word to spread. against Our Divinity. I seen by people invarious places 
of the world and the last or "I will send of them that AMWHOAM,yourTriune around the U.S. and from all 
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Democracy is a kingless re- 
gime infested by many kings 
who are someh'mes more ex- 
clusive, tryannical and de- 
structive than one, if he be a 
tyrant. 

portions of the globe. Certainly interpreters ofBiblical passages. ABOUT YOUR VACATION 
this is not the only place wherein Also, there is no doubt that Hard Thoughts PLANS? IS IT MORE I ' O R -  
comes Truth and projections. these ancient passages are well For Today TANT TO VISIT ANCIENT R U- 
This is the place of THIS mis- buttressed-and continue to INS O R  S T A Y  ALIVE T O  
sion. Further, much truth be-almost daily a t  the present 6120192 #1 HATONN SERVE? IT IS STRICTLY UP 
comes from all "prophecy" even time, by modern private revela- TO YOU! 
though much may be false pro- tions, prophecies and signs. Hatonn present today for WEIGH THAT WHICH IS 
jection-YOU must discern from You must remember that, some "hard introspection sug- ccREASON" FOR YOUR AC- 
that which is given. while certain revelations and gestions". I am literally "bur- T I O M  AND NEEDS AND SEX 

prophecies are labelled "pri- ied" in influx of inquirers-AL- WHERE PRIORITIES IN MPOS- 
THE ..MESSAGE IS  CLEAR vate" to distinguish them from MOST ALL of personal nature SIBILITIESn ARE LOCATED 

Scripturalones,manysuchpri- and "What to do"? "Should I AND YOU WILL REALIZE 
The 'above prophecies are vate revelations are intended cancel trips during the period of WHETHER YOUR INTENT IS 

veryclear, it would seem. There for full public and universal July 25th to 30th?", "Should I SELF-ORIENTEDORIFuSTAY- 
are similar messages given re- consumption. A s  common stay home?", "NOW that the INGALNE TOSERVEnIS THE 
cently which would also appear sense dictates, they are intended scientists are saying it will hap- INTENT. I CANNOT DO TWAT 
to be related to the ancient for the whole of the world, but pen on the 15th  what do I do?" FOR YOU' CHELAS--NOR DO I 
prophecies of Micah, Joel, especially so for the members of and most abundant in the corn- WAVEANPINTENTION WHAT- 
Ezekiel and second Peter. For God's body. plaint departments  is: SOEVER OF EFFORTING TO 
instance, consider this proph- I shall leave this text with the "HATONN IS SO CONFUSING DOSO. ANOTHER PRIME CON- 
ecy from Ezekiel 30: 2-3. Re- following "prophecy" which AS TO NOT ALLOW ME TO SIDERATION IS, "WHY ARE 
member he is the one with the comes from a Catholic nun in MAKE A N Y  REASONABLE YOU W I N G  AND WHAT REAL 
"wheels" and "wheels of fire". France dated about 1872-3: CHOICES!!!" Oh? Hatonn is IMPORTANCE IS INVOLVED?'' 

"Son of man, speak "Before the war breaks out confusing? Hatonn is sent to If I tell you NOT to go some- 
this prophecy: Thus says again, food will be scarce and attend each one's desires and where and nothing happens- 
the Lord God: Cry, Oh the expensive. There will be little personal indecisions for some who gets blamed for spoiling 
day! for near is the day, work for the workers, and fa- 6- 112 billion persons? Confus- your fun? If you are traveling 
near is the day of the Lord; thers will hear their children ing? I am givingyou what YOUR and end up with terrible incon- 
a day of clouds, dooms- crying for food. There will be PEOPLE (SCIENTISTS) ARE venience, whogets blamed? You 
day for the nations shall earthquakes and signs in the "LEAK1NG"TOYOU. IAMALSO see, chelas-you want to set it 
it be." sun. Towards the end, dark- GIVING YOU WHAT HAS BEEN up so you can have it BOTH 
Now let's compare that with ness wLU cover the earth." PUBLISHED ABOUT YOUR WAYS-without responsibility 

a prophecy received by L.G.A. It can be noted, as we con- ENEMY'S PLANS AND CAPA- for own actions!! 
on March 17, 1986: tinue to speak of these proph- BILITIES FORDECADES! DOES 

"'A doomsday for the ecies in the next volume of THIS MAKEUGHATONN" CON- FOURTH OF JULY 
nations is a mild expres- the "Divine Plan", that they FUSING? Further, how do you 
sion of My divine wrath all speak of the multitudes of expect to get answers to the I observe that which you ones 
which is about to be the wicked who will perish at overall if you require ALL OF plan, including my own "crew", 
poured out upon the earth the time ofthe Darkness. Does OURTIME in responding toyour and am appalled. I have also 
for its purification." that mean as you pass into a individual travel dates? I GIVE told you that from every direc- 

"Now, hear My final Photon Belt and through a YOU WHAT INFORMATION I tion reportsare floodingme from 
warning, ****** or world, "null time"? I would guess CAN AND MAY-Y OU WILL "insidersw-that a major "hap- 
****** or earth and your that all depends on YOU! DECIDE THAT WHICH YOU pening" set up by your own 
inhabitants. A s  in the May the words of God rest WILL DO WITH IT. world governments is planned 
days of old, so shall now easily on your heart for this ia THERE ARE AT LEAST A and rehearsed for your Inde- 
all life be brought to an a time of remice unto that DOZEN W A Y S  T O  IMPACT pendence Day(s) of celebration. 
accounttoME, WHOAM! God who will take of your T m T  NULL-Z'lME PRIOR TO And yet, our own Motion Pic- 
I will destroy the land and burden if it seems too heavy PHOTON ENTRY. (POW ARE ture producer and the one whom 
its people, but shall save in your efforts in Mheas. I ALREADY RECENING A LOT all else revolves around at  this 
theREMNANTonwhose suggestyouthinkmoatcare- OFPHOTONE~RGYWwICHtime-intends to fly from 
behalf I AM WHO AM act- fully, however, about simply IS UUsING MUTANT CELLU- Canada ON THE FOURTH OF 
ing. From this day on, staking another to take your LAR STRUCTURES IN YOUR JULY. 
calamities upon calarni- own load-for it shall not hap- SPECIESy S O  W ' T  IN THE Well, do you STOP LIVING? I 
ties will you have.. ." pen! WORLD ARE W E  TALKING can't answer that for you-but 
There is no point in giving ABO- AT L U S T  ELEVEN ifyou do not take heed of nudges 

other references from other 
sources which originate in the 
Sacred Scriptures. That the 
Chastisement and Darkness are 
part of the fulfillment of ancient 
Scriptural prophecies there is 
no doubt in the minds of many 

OF THOSE aWAAPSn ARE BY and inner warnings-you very 
EARTH NUWAN ACTION- well may do so! Would I stop a 
WHY IS IT HATONN THAT "happening" to save one of my 
GETS THE uRAPn? DO IHAVE own workers?-No! I will how- 
TOSTOP TEUIJWYOUTRUTH ever, if need be, save the worker 
S O  A S  NOT TO SPOIL YOUR but the 'condition" (physical) 
EMOTIONAL ATTITUDES may be subject to alteration and 
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not considered to be comfort- ties and act accordingly. If the 
able. M O S ~  often I WILL NOT worst thing possible is to be warfare Bv Stealth: . . - - 

EVEN DO THAT, FOR IT IS NOT stalled out in a distant place, so 
MY BUSINESS WHAT YOU DO! be it. But it seems to me that 
I am a Commander of a fleet of you are nearing a time, if noth- Not SO ~ e i  After AH 

Eyes will not see when the 
heart wshes. them to be 
blind. Desire conceals 
Truth, as darkness does the 
earth. 

-Seneca 

ships-not your guardian ~gmorethan~liticallycaused, 
angle-you have your own to stay very close to security 6120192 #1 HATONN shake you y, a Mt 
guardian angels. To some of and HOME. I am not going to In dealing with the term 
you I serve a major part in that make it convenient for you so Dharrna, herein is a good "Stealth" let us  utilize it as a 
system but withveryfew indeed that you can postpone actions place to re-publish a writing by good word to apply to the cen- 
for YOU HAVE YOUR OWN AP- of properness until the last con- Dr. Peter David Beter on No- tury of Planning for a one-world 
POINTED GUARDIANS. THE founded minute for ability to vember 30,1980. It is picked at Federation and a one-world 
POINT IS TO LEARN RIGHT act. Do whatever makes you random and not nearly the bet- church as presented in defini- 
NOW-LISTEN TO THEM AND happy is the only answer I can ter of the choices available tion at the Colombian Expo. 
HEED THEIR INPUT. possibly give you--or succumb simply the one handy at the (1893). 

There is no point in quarrel- to "unhappiness", whichever moment of this presentation. QUOTE: 
ing with me about it-those you choose. The "stealth" submarines with Topic  #3-Several 
things are between God and missile launchers and "place- months ago there were big head- 
you and are none of my busi- WHAT ARE THOSE ment" of missiles is "interest- lines about a supposed new 
ness. To deliberately defy the TROOPS FOR? ing" but we will look at what American secret weapon. It's 
warnings as if some little birdie was then labeled as "The New called the "Stealthplane". The 
will snatch you fromnever, never Those bits of military equip- Age of Warfare by Stealth". weapon which is actually in- 
land is indeed being unwise. ment and placement of troops Dharma, this is not going to volved is a specialized hybrid 
You can argue your points all over the place-especially be on any of the subjects given machine called a "Subcraft". 
regardinguMaryAnncan'tget foreign ones (for "exercises") prior to now so: To the Editors, It's the same weapon that I [re- 
off work except a t  that  timen ARE FOR THE PURPOSE OF please just publish it as is in the member: Beter, not Hatonn] 
to u...it's my only vacation MAINTAINING ORDER AT ALL LIBERATOR and the TANGLED described two years earlier in 
timen-if you can't control COSTS WITHSHOOT TOEILL WEBS series and let it go out of Audio Letter No. 37. And early 
THOSE things then why should ORDERS no matter what takes placement by "indexn. We are this year, January 1980, the 
I do it for you? The adversarial place for MUCH WILL BE TAK- writing ongoing JOURNALS Bolsheviks here tried to use it 
troops are indeed clever, chelas, ING PLACE, BE IT MILITARY, which means "regular entries against Russia. The result was 
the very King-led troops of sur- POLITICAL OR PRONOUNCED ofinformation and/ordata" and a disaster, as I reported in Au- 
prise and deceit-you are in "NATURAL". NO, NONE OF IT I choose the subjects according dio Letters No's. 53 and 54. So 
charge of your choices. There- HAS TO BE, even in the "natu- to need and not according to now the spectacular sounding 
fore, if I am confusing to your ral order", for the "natural or- your computer indexes. Mine is Stealthplane has become just a 
senses-1 cannot change it for- der" would not happen as it is not to cause you convenience- publicity tool to make nuclear 
while you individually chatter unfoldingandyou take somuch it is to get you information in war sound less suicidal. 
and whim-aworld goes farther time on the little tree that you the best and fastest way pos- To judge by all the recent 
into the darkness. Darkness is give us NO TIME to point out the sible with that which we have publicity, one would think that 
defined in many ways, c h e l a e  trees in the forest! with which to work and make stealth is a radical new concept 
you had best check up on all the presentation. Our people are in warfare; but stealth, trick- 
definitions. HURT FEELINGS? totally overworked and weary of ery, deception, and surprise 

You do not need to ask me complaints from readers who have been the prime ingredi- 
about children in stuffy rooms I cannot dealwith your "hurt object to the WAY we structure ents in military strategy since 
and/or "Will it be cold or will it feelingsn which are nothing but "literature". Forget "literature" ancient times. And today, my 
be hot?" Look at that which is EGO manifestations. If you are and think "save your assets!". friends, we live in an age of 
and prepare accordingly. If I offended by my writings, then The following is from the Dr. stealth-stealth in politics, 
take time to respond to you are not mature in your Peter David Beter presentation stealth in economics, and above 
Masheewa, South Africa and "judgments". The remainderof #60, recorded November 30, all stealth in weaponry in war- 
Henson, Alaska on particular the population and species will 1980. It is an interruption of fare. During the past six years 
cases-we won't even get to the NOT be pleased to await while sequence--takencompletelyout or so I have made public many 
"next catastrophe which is al- you make up your individual of sequence of presentation- secret developments in weap- 
ready taking shape and is far vacation and holiday plans. but you ones must understand ons and warfare. I revealed the 
more impacting on your beings that information has been avail- secrets of both Russia and the 
than any null-time, dark or able to you in hard copy regard- United States because I believe 
light ." I simply am not going to 
do this FOR YOU. 

I also have youngsters plan- 
ning a long trip North during 
the holidays--with one of my 
children. Well, they must take 

ing the subject about which we you need to know, and knowl- 
write-for decades. This infor- edge is power. 
mation in point was made pub- A secret war is raging right 
lic to all who would hear on Nov. now, and already you and I are 
30, 1980 and wasn't new in- suffering the consequences; and 
fornzutiononTHATdute. Thds if it is not stopped, it will soon 

into consideration the possibili- ds for example and, Ihope ,  to explode into all-out t h e m a  
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: "Don't be silly, that's no UFO! It's probably 
<..*-* just a laser-armed killer satellite!" " ' " " 

ally outrun America's best tor- 
pedo, the Mark 48; and it can 
dive almost a mile deep to es- 
cape attack and slip away un- 
der complex ocean currents. 

But the biggest shock so 
far in Russia's submarine pro- 
gram took place earlier this fall 
of 1980. It's a submarine 
launched from a shipyard near 
Arkangel on the White Sea. 
When Western Intelligence offi- 
cials got their first look at it they 
could hardly believe their eyes. 
Traditionally submarines have 
been known as boats rather than 
ships because of their relative 
smallness, but not this subma- 
rine. It's a giant, a ballistic 

volved, but many are and, as a 
result, there is a tremendous 
turnover in personnel. Another 
result is defective welds. and 
mistakes in critical piping. 
When the mistakes are found 
they have to be done over, some- 
times more than once. And, my 
friends, absolutelv nothing is 
being done about it. 

ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE 

The other side of the coin 
in undersea warfare is  
Antisubmarine Warfare, or 
ASW. Lately we have heard 
brave stories that there have 
recently been ASW break- 

missile submarine about the size throughs by the United States. 
of an American World War  I1 These are based on extremely 

nuclear war. There is only one with Russia.' There was a time Aircraft Carrier. Western Intel- complex computerized sonar- 
way to stop the deadly cycle of when quality was in our favor ligence officials are mystified as listening networks; but as I first 
warnow underway. Thatway is but that time is long gone. To- to why it is so large, but I can revealed some time ago, all new 
to put an end to stealth and day the United States is losing reveal the reason to you right Russian submarines produce 
trickery, and replace it with the badly in the secret war to con- now. The giant new Russian artificial noises in normal op- 
TRUTH-the t ru th  about  trol the world's oceans. submarine, code named "Ty- eration. That's why the new 
America's gold scandal, the New generations of Rus- phoon", is another "firstn. It's Alpha Subs are thought to be so 
truth about stealingof elections sian submarines are entering a the world's first ballistic missile noisy-the noise is deliberate. 
and unregulated voting ma- new era of their own. For ex- submarine with a reload capa- When war comes, the noise- 
chines, and the truth about a ample, there are the new Oscar bility. It can empty all 20 of its makers called "Cavitatorsn, will 
whole new age of secret weaD- Class Cruise Missile Subma- ballistic missile tubes at a tar- be retracted. The American so- 
ons which are unknown to the rines. These can launch Cruise get in war, then it can re-load nar nets will listen in vain for - 
public. The new age of stealth Missiles to attack aur Aircraft the tubes with 20 more missiles the familiar noises. Instead, 
in warfare is everywhere today. Carriers and other surface carried aboard. So, if need be, Alphasubs and others will swim 
It makes up a complete spec- ships. They can do this while Russia's Typhoon Sub can at high speed toward America 
trum from deep beneath the sea still submerged, far beyond the mount two nuclear attacks. Like whisper quiet and, as they do 
to outer space. horizon. And there are the new the Alpha Subs, Russia's awe- so, the Russian subs will strike 

To begin with, consider AlphaClassAttackSubmarines some new m h o o n  has a tita- as submarines always strike- 
Submarines. From the very which are without parallel in nium hull. It's not as fast as the by stealth. [H: Something not 
beginning submarines have al- the world. Submariners always sleek Alpha Sub but very fast mentioned herein are the de- 
ways been weapons of stealth. say that a submarine's worst even so, and it can dive ex- vices which are attached to 
Their outstanding advantage enemy is another submarine, tremely deep. the subs which canbe released 
has always been their ability to and Russia's new Alpha Subs Meanwhile, what does the and computerized to a e  off 
escape detection. The modern are the worst enemy yet to our United States have to answer the "aamen signals and to- 
age of nuclear submarines was subs. Unlike the United States, allthat? TheanswerisAmerica's tally mislead trackers indsfi- 
inaugurated by the United Russia has mastered the use of new Trident Missile Sub. It nit*!] 
States in 1954 and it was titanium for submarine con- carries 24 missiles, compared The true condition of 
America that conceived a ballis- struction. And unlike America, to the Typhoon's 40. It's slower America's Antisubmarine War- 
tic missile submarine, first Russia has big supplies of tita- and cannot dive nearly as deep fare was summed up in the New 
launched in 1959. Today our nium for use in all kinds of new with its non-titanium hull, and York Times last month on Octo- 
leaders still reassure us that technologies-and Russia no it's also three years behind ber 5. A senior American naval 
American submarines remain longer sells titanium to the schedule and still slipping-and officer was quoted as saying: 
second to none. They have to United States. So the new Al- there are several reasons for "To find a submarine you need 
admit that Russia has several pha Subs have double hulls of that, some of which have been to know where to look. Other- 
times more "subs" than we do, titanium, and they are now the mentioned in the news lately. wise you'll have to use a large 
but they gloss over that with deepest diving, fastest opera- ~ u t  one major reason for our share of your antisubmarine 
stories that Russian subs are tional submarines on earth. Its crumbling Trident Submarine resources just to find and kill 
noisy, or leaky, or their crews speed has been estimated in the program is not in the news-it's one submarine and in wartime 
are not very smart. So, in effect, West a t  45 knots but, my friends, the widespread use of narcotics that is not practical. You're 
they tell us, 'Don't worry. We it is actually well over 60 knots! among Trident shipyard work- better off waiting for him to at- 
can handle a submarine war In most situations it &m actu- ers! Many workers are not in- tack." He explained that then 
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we could more easily detect the coastal targets. The resultwould the Navy's project "Hydra". He invisible to radar detection. The 
sub-but he added that a bal- be zero warning time for an says, quote: "We can easily satellite was success full^ 
listic missile sub could fire its underwater missile attack. The waterproof missiles such as the launched and it carried on board 
missiles before being caught, missiles were planted in bays MX, and launch them from a a radio transmitter which could 
quote: "...so it probably doesn't and coves along America's vertical floating position. The be used to confirm that it was in 
matter." shoreline by a special type of United States Navy's project orbit." He mentions that 

My friends, it would still submarine. This was the Mis- Hydra demonstrated this  NORAD requested radio-track- 
be a standoff in submarines if sile-planting Mini-Sub which I launch technique with test mis- ing data from the Sohio Station 
Russia had the same problem described in Audio Letter No. siles of ICBM size in the early and continues, quote: "Nor- 
we do in finding subs, but they 16. I mentioned in that tape 1960's." And a further quote: mally radio tracking data is not 
don't. Five years ago, in 1975, that, quote: "These special sub- 'A Hydra-type missile can also needed by NORAD unless radar 
the head of the Russian Navy marines are very difficult for be floated up from a submerged and optical methods prove inef- 
announced a breakthrough in our undersea sonar detection submarine to the surface and fective. Apparently thiswas the 
ASW, and it was not a bluff. He nets to pick up because the hull launched from there, the tech- case. After approximately two 
was talking about Psychoener- is created in such a way that it nique used for Soviet SLBM's." months, the radio transmitter 
getic Range Finding, or PRF. I absorbs sonar signals instead In light of these words in the satellite ceased to oper- 
first reported on Russia's PRF of reflecting them." recently published, what I first ate, and the space vehicle be- 
in Audio Letter No. 42. It was Four years later we hear reported in the summer of 1976 came invisible to all methods of 
the key to Russia's destruction an echo of this concept in the becomes almost routine. The tracking." 
of American Subcraft early this so-called Stealth-plane. For air- things I reported then were well My friends, for more than 
year and Russian manned space craft, the treatment is to absorb known tobe feasible in Intelli- three years now, Russia has 
satellites used PRF to keep track radar instead of sonar, but 0th- gence circles. But out of the controlled the militarv use of 
continuously on all United erwise it's the same idea. Rus- sheer ignorance, if nothing else, space. Russia now has many 
States submarines. When war sia was planting underwater certain Newsletters and organi- satellites, including manned 
comes, the positions of our own missiles along our shores by zations wanted people to ignore satellites, which are not even 
submarines will be relayed to stealth, and our own leaders mywarnings. Fortunatelylarge being tracked in the West. For 
Russian Attack Submarines. were responding with eaual se- numbers of my listeners did not this  and other reasons, 
This will be done by means of crecv w: Didn't you see Red ignore those warnings. They America's military plight has 
theworld-wide Submarine Com- October, with Sean Connery? applied heavy pressure to the become untenable, and yet the 
munication System, which I re- Where do you think these Joint Chiefs of Staff as I sug- Bolsheviks here are still bent on 
vealed in Audio Letter No. 16. Uoutlandish" stories come gested, and action was taken nuclear war  against Russia! 
Russian Attack Submarines in- from?] instead ofwamhcvoul for a while to dEfuse the crisis. They believe they will survive, 
cluding the new Alphas will be When I made these things pub- In the letter "To the Edi- as 1 explained prior to this, but 
vectored in toward our own Bal- lic over four years ago, certain tor" I just quoted by Captain they don't care how many of the 
listic Missile Subs. Ourown subs, newsletter writers and others Draim, the reference to ICBM- rest of us suffer and die. One 
older and slower, will be caught went into a frenzy. For what- size missiles is interesting be- way or another they are deter- 
by surprise and unable to escape. ever reason they did their best cause a few months after I re- mined to set off an American 
And without warning, Russian to tell their readers not to listen ported on Russia's underwater nuclear first strike against Rus- 
nuclear torpedoes will destroy our about the missiles. They tried missiles, I learned about our sia. 
Ballistic Missile Submarines. to say that waterproof missiles own. In a prior writing last June 

lurking under water are impos- I revealed one of the keystones 
SUB-PLANTED MISSILES sible. Likewise they pooh- RUSSIANS OLD HANDS of Bolshevik nuclear war plan- 

CREATED CRISIS IN 1976 poohed the very idea of sonar- ning.' It is America's secret 
absorbing submarines. When it comes to stealth mobile missile, the Minuteman 

When I mentioned But today we are four in space, the Russians are old TX, the traveling Minuteman. 
Russia's worldwide Submarine years closer to NUCLEAR WAR hands. About three months TX Missiles are already deployed 
Communication System in Au- ONE and the closer catastrophe ago, on Sept. 1, 1980, a fasci- along existing railroad tracks in 
dio Letter No. 16, a crisis was looms over us, the more it casts nating letter was printed in the our northern states. Meanwhile 
under way. It was the Under- its shadow. The New York 'lfmes Cleveland Plain Dealer. It was the elaborate publicity cover- 
water Missile Crisis of 1976. At article of last month, which I written by A. L. Jones, the di- UJ for the Minuteman TX pro- 
that time the Russian Navy was mentioned earlier, is a good ex- rector of the Sohio Radio Satel- gram is continuing. This in- 
planting underwater missiles ample. It mentioned, quote: lite Tracking Station from 1958 cludes controversy over the al- 
within our own territorial wa- "Soviet subsare usuallycoated to 1964. He said, quote: 'The leged MX Missile. And now it 
ters and they were using sub- with a material that absorbs technology for making aircraft also includes stories about a 
marines to do it. The missiles sonar impulses." And as for the invisible to radar detection is possible speed-up of the mobile 
involved were small short-range underwater missiles, listen to neither new nor is it proprietary missile program. On Nov. 18 
missikswith nuclearwarheads. some words from a recent letter with the United States Military. the New York Times reported 
Onceplanted,thesemissilescan "To the Editor". It was pub- In mid summer of 1962, the that this could include, and 1 
be launched from their own lished on September 25, 1980, Soviet Union made a public quote: "...making some Minute- 
underwater resting places by in the Washington Star. The announcement that it was manMissilesmobile." Asusual, 
satellite command and theywere writer is Captain John E. Draim, launching a Cosmos Earth-or- the news is far behind the facts. 
planted very close to their formerly program manager of biting Satellite which would be I can report that the ini- 
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tial deployment of Minuteman briefly and, with the well blown to dust particles." THESEDAYS!!! Thesewondrous 
TX Missiles is now virtually com- Cosmospheres euen tempo- Swearing and cursing would be names given unto God in the 
pleted. Now a second ~ h a s e  is trrrily neutralized, the Wzn- represented by my asking God Beginning are now utilized al- 
under way. [H: You had best utenurn TX Missiles them- to damn you for your irrational most exclusively by the 
get nervous, readers--what do selves will be launched at and incredible behavior-I have adversarial troops-you are go- 
you think they have DONE Russia-t least that is the not yet done this although it ing to have to get all the infor- 
SINCE 1980!?!] I have de- plan of the Bolsheviks HERE. HAS crossed my mind! By the mation in Truth which you can 
scribed previously a special [H: BUT-today (199%) the way, were I do such a thing-it garner and then measure the 
mobile-launch car that carries Cosmosphere crews can to- would not be accidentally "talc- output by the guidelines and 
each Minuteman TX. Now, one tally disable the tracking de- ing the Lord's name in vain"- against the commandments as 
by one, each TX car is being vices and nullify the plan. As IT WOULD BE QUITE INTEN- given by God and Creation. It is 
joined by a second car. On the farback as 1980-you can see TIONAL AND WOULD VERY total simplicity so I suggest you 
outside it looks just like the TX what was already underway.] WELL BE HONORED! SO BE stop looking for contradictions 
car, but the missile inside is ButCosmosphemcrews IT! And how is YOUR day? and follow the guidelines of 
totally different. The missile in have already been given or- Salu. Truth for they vary not from one 
the second car is an  Anti- ders intended to nulli,fy the speaker to the next. Truth is 
Cosmosphere Missile, or ACM, p h n  WHEN THE ACld Truth IS Truth Truth is Truth and will stand 
and it is armed with a cobalt LAUNCHED, THEY WlZL NOT into infinity! 
ionization bomb, which I have EVEN TRY TO SHOOT AT IT. 6120192 #2 HATONN Ask me about this subject 
also described. INSTEAD, THEY WILL START tomorrow at the gathering and I 

I have described the launch FIRING THEIR CIMRGED PAR- shall be happy to further dis- 
sequence that is being planned TICLE BEAM WEAPONS AT I am not going to buffer word- cuss it. 
for the TX Missiles, but now THE IMNUTEmN TX RAIL- ing for you readers-I am not 
somethingextrawillalsobetak- ROAD CAR. [H: REMEMBER? here to quarrel, debate or 
ingplace. When the ordercomes I already told you all about "straighten up MY thinking". 
to launch the TX Missiles, the this plan.] They will have This latter is for you dear ones 
ACM will go into action first. about 10 seconds to d m  who in good intent write to 
Without waiting to slow down, it before the Cobalt Ionha- "straighten u p  Hatonn's 
the cover will be blasted off the tion Bombsexplode, andthat thinking" and "...clarify 
ACM railroad car. That will should be mom than enough Hatonn's output". My think- 
expose the ACM Missile itself time tovaporZze euery TXand ing nor my output is shrouded 
resting on its launcher. The its &~~omotiue. [H: Not to nor "crooked". You want to 
ACM is far smaller t h m  the mention everything within know about years and what hap- 
Minuteman, and its launcher is MILES around the area in- pened, etc., and then set about 
angled upward slightly, so the volved.] But by that time the correcting me when I tell you. 
moment the cover flies off, the kamikaze nuclearfirststdke That is fine; it would simply 
ACM will be launched. [H: My against Russia may be seem wiser, to me, to go and 
scribe is now in attention for impossibk to stop and, it look at  WHERE YOU ARE TO- 
I only write recently of things is, the consequences for DAY and consider that perhaps 
which are very apt to be hap- America will be TOTAt DE- I might just be RIGHT. You 
pening in your own moment STRUCTION. Stealth d se- certainly don't have anything 
of expedence so when Dharma ctrecy will end in compZete to LOSE by reading my presen- 
gets insight and nenrous, per- disaster. END. tations for goodness has never 
haps all of you had best heed END OF QUOTING HURTanyone that I know about. 
the twitching!] By the way: Dr. Beter was When you consider what 

tCThentheACMtu&esof& murdered (taken out) following happened to Y ehwah and  
it will accelemte with 100 many, many warnings and Yewah, Yeawow and Jehova as 
times the f o m  of gtrrvi- threats--on March 14, 1987. well as Jehovah-I have only 
minimum Less than one (1) And-what do YOU do in your this to say to you-WATCH FOR 
second crfter Launch, the ACM spare time?? THE CLUES. Speakers who 
will be tmveling mom than * * * claim to be speaking in the name 
1000 miles per how and, be- Another complaint that one of these ones and/or disembod- 
cause ittukesoff aLmosthor3- or two have bothered to pay a ied speakers who claim these 
zo&lZy, it will be an impos- rather high phone fee for is to names in referenceare false! I 
sible target for the effort to 'stop Hatonn from us- don't need to carry the argu- 
cosmmphereouerheadtoaim ing God's name in vain and ment further but I will, briefly. 
at Less than 10 seconds swearing." When asked what If these 'channels" speaking 
after launch, the COBALT Hatonn says, the response is for these so-named energy forms 
IONIZATION BOMB will ex- 'B.S." and 'damn". All I can tell you exactly where to go, 
plode in the upper atmo- respond to this is with the ob- what to do and when to do it 
sphetre. That is supposed to servation that: "This kind of BS (specificdly and finite)-watch 
disable the Cosmospheres is going to get your world damn OUT! THIS IS NOT OF GOD IN 

THE TRILLION DOLLAR 

THE HOLOCAUST. VOL. I 
By Gyeorgos Ceres 

Hatonn ... $10.00 
Details are given regarding the facts 
of the Holocaust; the history and 
background of the "Jews"; why 
Israel receives reparations paid to 
her due to the "Holocaust"; why 
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outside your livingquarters right The Earth's Moon In The Genesis Quest .OW to a place wherein YOU can 
touch "earth". This will be far 

6120192 #2 HATONN the various theories must be cmft presumably set down a more expressive if you take 
examined. It, like Earth, be- total of twelve astronauts on someone who lives in rural ter- 

A s  to creationists of this lat- longed to the same Solar Sys- the Moon; the last manned rain. Simply first look around 
ter day-they tell you that it tem, and thehistories ofboth go mission was that of Apollo you-HOW FAR AND HOW 
appears that "creation" took all the way back to its creation. 17, in Dec. 1972. The first MUCH CAN YOU SEE? Pick up 
place some 10,000 or 22,000 On Earth, erosion caused by onewasadmittedlyintended a handful of dirt--is it topsoil 
years ago. That alone should the forces ofnature as well as by prfmarily to %eat the Rus- added to your lawn or natural in 
give you ample reason to sus- the life that has evolved on it sians to the Mmnl but that location? Now move twenty or 
pect error-there is, for one has obliterated much of the evi- didn't work either for the So- thirty feet or even five miles- 
thing, a lot of years between dence bearing on that creation, viets were already there- and look and dig again. Now, let 
10,000 and 22,000. But it does to say nothing of the cataclys- waiting--along with a Zot of u s  assume you are in Montana 
indicate that the "cycles" as mic events that changed and brothers from "out there orTexas-haveyoujustlearned 
outlaid have a large part to play revamped the planet. But the somewhem" and YOU were a single solitary thing about the 
in the projections of possibili- Moon, so it was assumed, had invited to  withdraw and Grand Canyon? You could uti- 
ties. Since you have PHYSICAL remained in its pristine condi- Hdon't come back!" The mis- lize a hundred tons of soil from. 
PROOF of elders beyond 22,000 tion. With neither winds, atmo- sions became increasingly sci- the spot wherein you stand and 
years past-that would take the sphere, nor waters, there were entific as the Apollo program how much would learn about 
edge off the "whole truth". no forces of erosion. A look at  progressed. The equipment for the Grand Canyon? How about 
However, when one considers the Moon was tantamount to a the tests and experiments be- Yellowstone? The Black Hills? 
the truth of the presentation peek a t  Genesis. came ever more sophisticated The Aegean Sea? The Sahara 
and "creation" methods of God Man has gazed a t  the Moon (or at  least the reports specu- Desert? If you don't harken up, 
and projection of manifested for eons, first with the unaided lated as much); the choice of dear ones, you are going to have 
experience--anything COULD eye, then with Earth-based landing sites was more scien- come,experiencedandperished 
be possible??!! Therefore we magnifying instruments. The tifically oriented, the areas cov- without knowinga single worth- 
have to look first at probabili- Space Age made it possible to ered increased with the aid of while thingabout yourpassage, 
ties and then take higher knowl- probe the Moon more closely. surface vehicles, and the length how you began or why you 
edge as viewed by elder travel- Between 1959 and 1969, anum- of stay increased from hours to ended. 
ers and work from that percep- ber of Soviet and American un- days. Even the crew makeup The notion of "Genesis 
tion. manned spacecraft photo- changed to include, in the last rocks" to be found on the Moon 

Perhaps in overreaction to graphed and othenvise exam- mission, a trained geologist, was proposed to NASA by the 
this "Creationism", scientists ined the Moon either by orbiting Harrison Schmitt; his expertise Nobel Laureate Harold Urey. The 
have considered the biblical tale it or by landing on it. You don't was speculated as invaluable in so-called Genesis rock that was 
of Genesis as a subject of faith, even know about the other "na- the on-the-spot selection of one of the very first to be picked 
not fact. And yet, chelas, when tions" which have likewise vis- rocks and soil to be taken back up on the Moon proved, as the 
one of the rocks brought back ited that orb. Then Man finally to Earth, in the description and Apollo program progressed, not 
from the Moon by Apollo astro- set foot on the moon, or so it was evaluation of dust and other to be the oldest one. It was 
nauts turned out to be almost stated to you-the-public, when lunarmaterials left behind, and "only" some 4.1 billion years 
4.1 billion yearsold, it was nick- the landing module Apollo fl in the choice and description of old, whereas therockslaterfound 
named "the Genesis rock" so touched down on the moon's topographicfeatures-hills,val- on the Moon ranged from 3.3 
who is efforting to fool who? surface as reported on July 20, leys, small canyons, escarp- billion-year-old "youngsters" to 
When a tiny piece of green glass 1969. I have no wish to contra- ments, and giant boulderswith- 4.5 billion-year 'old-timers". 
shaped like a lima bean turned dict what you have been told for out which the true face of the Barringafuturediscoveryofsome 
up in lunar soil samples gath- it makes NO DIFFERENCE. You Mooh would have remained in- older rocks, they said, the oldest 

' ered by the Apollo 14 astro- have NEVER been an enemy of scrutable. Instruments were rockson the Moon brought its age 
nauts, the scientist dubbed it the Soviet Union and all infor- left on the Moon to measure and to within 100 million years (give 
"the Genesis bean". It there- mation has been shared so that record its phenomena over long or take a day or so in either 
fore appears that, in spite of all no ONE HAS to go anywhere to periods; deeper soil samples direction) of the estimated age of 
the objections and reservations, get very valid information to were obtained by drilling into the Solar System-of 4.6 billion 
even the scientific community push off as "first hand". But the face of the Moon; but most years--which until thenwas sur- 
cannot escape theige-old faith we will simply go with the scientifically precious and re- mised only fmm the age of mete- 
(or perhaps truth), belief, inner "story". We will remember Neil warding were the 838 pounds of orites that struck the Earth-and 
feelings, or perhaps some "ge- Armstrong and his announce- lunar soil and Moon rocks the records of the Sumerians of 
netic memory" of the species ment for all the world to hear: brought back to Earth. Their ancient experience and/or the 
called Mankind, that a primor- "Houston! Tranquility Base examination, analysis, and oral traditional teachers of the 
dial truth underlies the narra- here. The Eagle has landed!" study were still in progress as "ancients" (aboriginal people). 
tive of the Books considering the twentieth anniversary of the 
Genesis. LOTS OF LUNAR HYPE first landing was being cel- 

However the Moon became a ebrated. 
constant companion to Earth- In all, siK ApolZo space- As an exercise, herein, walk 
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AGE OF THE MOON Darwin's evolution, is the con- sented in New Jersey. Also, Moon supposedly acquired from 
trovershl absurdity which took scientists consider a study by the Apollo program added geolo- 

Who cares? Well, in estab- root and flourished? Kurt S. Hansen in 1982 (Review gists and chemists to the lineup 
lishing the age of the Moon, the Although it is "a hypothesis of Geophysics a n d  Space Phys- of scientists rejecting the' fis- 
time of its probable creation, now considered unlikely to be ics, vol. 20) [eeh-gads, spare us sion theory. The Moon'scompo- 
only intensified the debate con- true," said the from the other 191 as showing sition is, in many respects, they 
cerning the question of HOW E N C Y C L 0 P A E D I A conclusively that the Moon could say, similar to Earth, yet differ- 
the Moon was created and BRITANNICA, the idea reap- never have beencloser to Earth ent in key respects. There is 
"Green Cheese" didn't quitecut peared in the twentieth century than 140,000 miles; this would sufficient "kinship" to indicate 
it. as one of three contenders for rule out any theory that the theyareveryclose relatives, but 

"The hope of establishing the being proved or disproved by Moon was once part of Earth there are enough differences, 
Moon's origin was a primary the lunar reports as furnished (the Moon is now an average as reported, to show they are 
scientific rationale for the by whoever and whatever was distance ofabout 240,000 miles not twin brothers. This is espe- 
manned landings of the Apollo "out there" issuing the infor- from Earth, but this distance cially true of the Earth's crust 
project in the 1960's" (or so mation. Given a high-tech has not been constant). and mantle, from which the 
they told YOU), wrote a James name, the Fission Theory, it was moon had to be formed, accord- 
Gleick in June of 1986 for The revived with a difference. In the PROPONENTS OF FISSION ing to the fission theory. Thus, 
New York Times Science Ser- reconstructed theory, the sim- THEORY for example, the Moon has too 
vice. It was, however, "the great plistic idea of the tidal pull of little of the elements called 
question that Apollo failed to the Sun was dropped; instead it Proponents of the Fission "siderophile", such as tungsten, 
answer. " was proposed that the Earth Theory have offered various vari- phosphorus, cobalt, molybde- 

How could modern science divided into two bodies while ants thereof in order to over- num, and nickel, comparedwith 
read an uneroded "Rosetta spinning vexy rapidly during its come the distance problem, (as the amount of these substances 
stone" of the Solar System, so formation. The spinningwas so well as the truth), which is fur- present in the Earth's mantle 
close by, so much studied, rapid that achunkofthe mate- ther constrained by a concept and crust (even in the Grand 
landed upon six times or so-- rial ofwhich the Earth was form- termed the Roche limit (the dis- Canyon?) and too much of the 
and not come up with an an- ing was thrown off, coalesced at  tance within which the tidal "refractory" elements such as 
swer to the basic question? The some distance from the bulk of forces overcome the gravita- aluminum, calcium, titanium 
answer to the puzzle seems to the Earthly matter, and eventu- tional force). But all variants of and uranium (even in the Florida 
be that the findings were ap- ally remained orbiting its bigger the fission theory have been Everglades?). In a highly tech- 
plied to a set of preconceived twin brother as its "permanent" rejected because they violate the nical summary of the various 
notions and, because none of satellite. Why would it be per- laws of the preservation of en- findings ("The Origin of the 
these notionsiscorrect, the find- manent? How do YOU know ergy. The theory requires much Moon", American Scientist, 
ings appear to leave the ques- that you both are notjust pieces more angular momentum than Sept.-Oct. 1975), Stuart R. Tay- 
tion unanswered. of a giant cosmic fire-breathing has been preserved in the en- lor stated: "For all these rea- 

One of the earliest scientific dragon's dung-bits? Is  it any ergy that exists to spin the Earth sons, it is difficult to match the 
theories regarding the Moon's more unspeculative or unin- and the Moon around their axes composition of the bulk of the 
origin was published in 1879 by spired? and to orbit around the Sun. Moon to that of the terrestrial 
Sir George H. Darwin, second The "thrown-off chunk" writing in the book ORIGIN OF mantle. (Even in the Philip- 
son of Charles Darwin. Whereas theory, whether in its earlier or THE MOON (1 986) John A. ' pines??-how about the Mojave 
his father put forth the theory renewed form, has been con- wood of Harvard-S&ithsonian Desert??) 
regarding the origin of species clusively rejected by scientists Center for Astrophysics ("A Re- The book ORIGIN OF THE 
on Earth, Sir George was the from various disciplines, which view of Hypotheses of Forma- MOON, apart from its introduc- 
first to develop a theory of ori- is also routinely the way it is tion of ~ a r t h ' s  Moon") (this is tionsandsummaries, isacollec- 
gins for the Sun-Earth-Moon and for no better reason than certainly one of your finer con- tion of papers presented by some 
system based on mathematical just THAT. Studies presented stipated Rockefeller institu- sixty-two scientists at  the Con- 
analysis and geophysical theory. at  the third Conference on the tions) summed up this con- ference on the Origin of the Moon 
How many of you readers even Origins of Life held in Pacific straint thus: The fission model held at Kona, Hawaii, in Octo- 
knew that Charles Darwin HAD Palisades, California, in 1970- has very severe dynamic  rob- ber 1984 (a better location?? At 
sons? Don't you find this so it must all be true-estab- 1ans: In order to fission, the leastforavacation!!)-themost 
interesting? ' His, George's, spe- lished that tidal forces as the Earth had to have about lour comprehensive since the con- 
cialty was the study of tides; he cause of the fission could not times as much momen- ference twenty years earlierthat 
therefore conceived of the Moon account for the origin of the as the Earth-Moon 'ystem had mappetl out the scientific 
as having been formed from Moon beyond a distance of five now has. There is no good ex- goals of the unmanned and 

matter pulled off Earth by solar Earth radii, whereas the Moon planation why the Earth had manned Moon probes. In their 
tides. The Pacific basin was is some 60 Earth radii away such an excess of mO- papers, the contributing sci- 

mentum in the first place, or later postulated to be the scar from the Earth. All I see proven where the surplus angular mo- entists, approaching the prob- 
that remained after this "pinch- is that some idiots gave some menturn went after fission oc- lem from various disciplines, 
ing off of part of Earth's body to opinions in the form of "pa- curred." My, my, and "Hatonn invariably reached conclusions 
form the Moon. I s  it not inter- pers" and "abstracts" which is against the fission theory. 
esting to note that the most have no basis of merit whatso- The knowledge about the Comparisons of the composi- 
unlikely theory-the one of ever--even if they were pre- tion of the upper mantle of the 
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Earth with that of the Moon, the heavens where Earth itself somehow. A s  reported found by reject this theory when it is ap- 
Michael J. Drake of the Univer- was formed. This conclusion the Pioneer and Voyager space- plied to the Earth and the Moon 
sity of Arizona stated, "rigor- was accepted even by another craft, themoonsoftheouterplan- is their relative sizes. The Moon. 
ously exclude" the Rotational famous(?) scientist, S. Fred ets-that had to be formed, by is simply too large relative to the 
Fission hypothesis (even in Singer of George Mason Univer- and large, out ofthe same primor- Earth-not only about one- 
South Africa?). sity-a proponent of the cap- dial material as theiruparents"- eightieth of its mass but about 

ture hypothesis-in his paper are both sufficiently akin to their one quarter of it diameter. This 
CAPTURE THEORY ("Origin of the Moon by Cap- parent planets and at the same relationship is all out of pro- 

fOR "GOTCHAW1 ture") presented at the above- time reveal individual character- portion to what is KNOWN to be 
mentioned Conference on the isticsasUchildren" do; this might elsewhere in the Solar System. 

The laws of angular momen- Origin of the Moon. "Capture well be true also for the basic When the mass of all the moons 
tum plus the comparisons of from an eccentric heliocentric similaritiesand sufficient dissirni- of each planet (excluding Pluto) 
the composition of the Moon orbit is neither feasible nor nec- larities between the Earth and is given as a ratio of the planet's 
with thalof Earth's mantle also essary," he stated; the oddities the Moon--at least this does be- mass, the results clearly present 
ruled out, after the landings on of the Moon's composition "can gin to enter the realm of possibili- the anomaly in point. A com- 
the moon, the second favored bekxplained in terms of a Moon ties. parison of the relative sizes of 
theory, that of Capture. Accord- formed in an Earthlike orbit": the largest moon of each of the 
ing to this particular theory, the the Moon was "captured" while ALSO REJECT THIS other planets with the size of 
Moon was formed not near the forming near Earth. Do you feel THEORY the Moon relative to Earth shows 
Earth but among the outer plan- like you are in a "B-Grade" great disproportion and too 
etsoreven beyond them. Some- movie plot? So be it for these What makes scientists now much angular momentum in 
how thrown off into a vast ellip- are CURRENT MODERN PRO- 
tical orbit around the Sun, it JECTIONS! PRE-FLIGHT PHOENIX OPERATORI 
passed too closely to the Earth, INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE OWNER MANUAL 
was caught by the Earth's gravi- COACCRETION PHOENIX, VOL. I By Sananda, Lord Michael, St. 
tational force, and became By Jesus Sananda, Lord Michael & 

Germain ... $10.00 

Earth's satellite. Hot-dog- These admissions by propo- St. Germain ... $10.00 **OPERATOR/OWNER 

"gotcha" in action. nents of the fission and the cap- MANUAL ON TAPE 
$20.00 ...( FOUR TAPES) 

This theory, it was pointed ture theories lent support to the ~ S J O U R N A L  contams instructions and 
spiritual instructions for Earth Humans out after numerous computer third main theory that was previ- rules to live by which will keep you 

studies, required an extremely ouslycurrent, that of Coawetion, firmly on the lighted path of God. The 

slow approach by the Moon to- a common birth. This theory has Cosm~c Brothers explain that by under- 

ward the Earth. This capture its roots in the hypothesis pro- standing and living by God's Laws of 
Balance, you will obtain your ticket for 

process, not unlike that of the posed at the end of the eighteenth 
Healing Power of Forgiveness - Fnend- graduation off of this planetary dimen- 

satellites YOU have sent to pre- century of one Pierre-Simmon de sion. %IS manual presents the Eighteen 
sumably be captured and re- Laplace, who said that the Solar Cosmic Laws of Balance of ~ o d  includ- 

main in orbit around Mars or System was born of a nebular gas mg The Highest Law of The Creation, 

Venus, etc., fails to take into cloud that coalesced in time to How to Recognize the Anti-Christ W i h ,  
Understanding Personal Responsibility 

account the relative sizes of form the Sun and the planet-a and the Twelve Deadly Sins (Errors). 
Earth and Moon. Relative to the hypothesis that has been retained 
Earth, the Moon (about one- by modern science. Showing that SPIRITUAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR EARTH HUMANS 
eightieth the mass of Earth) is lunar accelerations are depen- BY THE MASTER TEACHER SANANDA 
much too large to have been dent on eccentricities in the Receive 15% discount when purchasing all four books 

$34.00 for books - $42.50 for 3 books and tape 
snared from a vast elliptical or- Earth's orbit, Laplace concluded Shipping - UPS $6.75 - Bookrrte $5.50 
bit unless it was moving very that the two bodies were formed Send cbeck or M.O. to America West Publishers, a Nevada corporation, 
slowly; but then, as all the cal- side by side, first the Earth and P.O. BOX 2208, Carson City, NV 89702 
culations have shown, the re- then the Moon. The Earth and 1-800-7294131 
sult would be not a capture but the Moon, he suggested, were SATAN'S DRUMMERS AND THEY CALLED HIS 

By Sananda ... $10.00 a collision. This theory was sister planets, partners in a bi- NAME IMMANUEL: I AM 
SANANDA 

further laid rest by nary, Or two-planet, system, in 
parisons of the compositions of which they orbit the Sun together 
the two celestial bodies: the while one "dances" around the 
Moon was  too to Earth other. Would it be a Waltz or a 

recognize evil and how to protect ow- Jesus and hls disciple and scribe, Judas and too dissimilar to the outer Texas Two-Step? selves from it Satan's presence is docu- Iscarioth. Judas Iscarioth's name is 
bodies to have been born so far That natural satellites, or 
away from Earth. moons, coalesce from the r e m -  

Extensive studies the derOfthe-eprimOrdialmatter 
"Capture" Theory su@Fsted of which their parent planet was 
that the Moon would have re- formed is now the generally ac- 
mained intact only if it had cepted theory of how planets ac- days with cosmic Beings, His Crucifix- 

neared Earth, not from way out, quired moons and should also 
but from the very same part of apply to Earth and the Moon 
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the combined Earth-Moon sys- Elite Factions Shuffle TARY ADVANTAGE--NOW IN- 
tem to readily support the Bi- SERTED INTO EVERY NATION 
nary Planets Hypothesis. 

OOPS! THEORY For Position 
INYOUR WORLD-INCLUDING 
THE BEAUTIFUL DOWNTOWN 
U.S.A. 

What you now end up  in WHAT OF THESE 
conclusion of the above is that 6/21/92 # 1 HATONN has happened before on both COSMOSPHERES? 
all three basic theories are un- the East and West Coasts. The 
able to meet some of the re- A s  you barrage me with in- sad part is that both YOU and There are now other moun- 
quired criteria to the point that quiries regarding the Photon the Russians have capability of tains added to the ones which 
you can wonder how Earth Belt and the Fourth of July- triggering the faults and also in were targeted adecade ago when 
ended up  with its satellite a t  all. why have you overlooked what detonating of volcanos. they actually triggered Mount 
Such a conclusion, in fact, does JUST HAPPENED? why the "west Coastn now? St. Helens in May of 1979. That 
not bother some; they point to Don't any of you remember Because on the West Coast is had an intended impact effect- 
the presumed fact that none of the predictions which poured the banking central computer ing the Hostage holdinginIran- 
the terrestrial planets (other forth from the "Channelsn and system which, if put down, does anyone remember? 
than Earth) have satellites: the "Insidersn? That there would would throw chaos into the en- Well, we have pulled out our 
two tiny bodies that orbit M a r s  be massive happenings, prob- tire American financial world. final stationed Nefilim from Mt. 
are, all are agreed, captured ably war s ta r ted ,  during This is both an asset and a Shasta so it, too, is now in the 
asteroids. If conditions in the Yeltsin's visit to the United problem, as you might well target focus. However, if they 
Solar System were such that States? I believe you made it guess. Most of the important choose to "blow" Shasta they 
none of the planets formed be- through the 17th and the 19th 

data and ability to function from are going to get a most rude 
tween the Sun and M a r s  (inclu- still alive but oh, chelas, NOT awakening. Indeed, all shall be 
sive) obtained satellites in any WELL. the of the has most sorry for such action. The 
one of the considered methods- While Yeltsin was in the U. S. been moved off shore--com- same holds true for several such 
Fission, Capture, Coaccretion- and Canada getting what he P letelyoff shore and into 'pace-- places in the Philippines. There 
should not Earth, too, being wanted, Gorbachev was in Is- BUT, the enemy can take are SO many adversarial beings 
within this moonless zone, have rael making sure things were Out those satellites in re siding in S hast  a t h a t  
been without amoon? But there under control. the network. Therefore, one by Pandora's box will look reallv 
remains the obvious fact that The bargaining uws cen- one the major banks have good-if opened. The same 
Earth as you know it and tered amund a thrust topre- merged--even if not openly- holds true for the areas around 
wherein you CAN know it at  all, uent afirst strike against the and the central system has been Sedona, Arizona. o h  yes, in- 
does have a moon, and an ex- Russians befom the Elite can moved to Basel, Switzerland. deed, WE expect massive up- 
tremely large one at  that. So have the Control garnered in This takes care of the Elite but heaval and we will not allow our 
might it not be wise to effort to totat It is a war of nerves right the fact is, the Bank of China is people to be the receivers of 
account for that? now and none of the subtle signs the major Communist institu- particle beam games. 

Well Dharma, we won't "ac- should be missed. tion which threatens, at  this The so-called "old Soviet 
countn for it at  this sitting for I time, the stability of the finan- block nations" which are in 
need you elsewhere and you "BOOMS" OVER THE cia1 world. YOU ARE NOT AL- deadly conflict are staged to 
need a respite from the key- WEST COAST LOWED TO KNOW WHAT GOES deceive the "free worldn and 
board. We need to finish tape 6 ON IN THE FINANCIAL CEN- distract you while you finalize 
please before continuing on with These are speculated as com- TERS OF THE CHINESE. you your alliance with the Red Bear 
writing today. Thank You for ing from a regular "flight testn will, however, shudder at re- of the North which has set you 
your patience. Don't concern of your Aurora craft. No-the membering that the Elite have a up for the KILL. Why, for good- 
about your getting behind in booms are regular reminders to lot of operations in China which ness sakes, do you think your 
the work-load. We will take the Elite-specifically the Ad- have been in full function for own Elite have been disman- 
what we can as we can do so. ministration and Kissinger- 

decades-Kissinger and Asso- tling your nation and moving 
Mankind must also make his that the Russians are STILL IN their own businesses and in- 
priorities listings and "their" CONTROL IN SPACE-FULL ciates is one, Chase (Rockefeller) dustries out of the country? 
priorities are not "your" priori- CONTROL. is another and on it goes. Chelas, it is wake-up time. you 
ties. Thank YOU. The blasts come from sta- Now I am going t' remind just, once again through ca- 

Hatonn t~ stand by. Salu. tioned Cosmospheres along You information and pitulation using your very ex- 
your San Andreas Fault sys- ~ o u - % ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~  the isten,, for all future time, in the 
tem. The focus is off-shore to number  hands of the Elite-have been 
remind your so-called leaders Cosmospheres has changed- HAD. But I must agree-the 
that the fault will go when Rus- into the tho~sands .  What think alternatives in planning if any- 
sia is ready to refocus the beam YOU that the Russians have done thing had happened to Yeltsin 
which takes all of three-tenths with all the money they have would have been disastrous and 
of a second! The firing comes garnered? They are the largest catastrophic. 
right on schedule and under oil shippers AND gold holders. 
full control. This very scenario THEY HAVE MASSIVE MILI- 

There are no living communi- 
ties which do not have some 
notions of justice, be ond their 
historic laws, by whic L' they seek 
to gauge the justice of their leg- 
islative enactments. 

-Reinhold Niebuhr 
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WHAT WAS PLANNED AS The ones running the Where are you, America?? Yes, IF survival is attained; if we fail, 
SHOW AND TELL Comspheres, in fact, ham many are awake and working it matters not at any rate. You 

no wish to kill any af you- their very hearts out, putting ones have so little opportunity 
Once again, the City of New their very enemy is your we- their very lives on the line even to understand your circum- 

York (the Bolshevik capital of the-people enemy also. The in the midst of realization that stanceofmanifestationthatyou . - - 
the world), was staged for a hope would be t i  release no the Bushwhacker can pull the cannot realize what has been 
massive earthquake. Actuallya additional radiation. However, nation to a dead halt and bring actually kept brom you. 
small one would be more im- as counter-move, the adversary into play ALL THE EXECUTIVE A s  we have touched on this 
pressive in my own view for the would strike first with nuclear ORDERS OF FEMA-IN- subject, let us look a bit deeper 
infrastructure of that old city is devices for they both want to STANTLY, EVEN WITHIN THE into the meaning of importance 
so wasted that the entire area depopulate and take the world. NEXT SECONDS OF TIMING-- regarding work such as Walter 
would be rendered destroyed if Your own ground crews have WITHOUT ANY PERMISSION, Russell who recognized the to- 
only that portion of sewers, placed bombs which can also CONCESSIONAL ATTENTION tality of LIGHT AND PERCEP- 
drainage and water systems cause similar destruction and OR MORAL OR POLITICAL IN- TION OF "DIMENSION". 
were hit. However, it would be the results will be equally dev- TERFERENCE! [Editor's note: 
planned to cause enough dev- astating. This almost happened throught 
astation to take no hostages Why do I feel a need to tell the mechanism of the recent 

A Look At 
and leave no enemies. If earth- you these things? Because the rail strike and may still happen UDimension~" 
quake failed (as they often do in brotherhoodofspace isgoing that way!] 
the triggering) then cobalt to be -dven the %lamen in Oh, indeed, you have much 6/21/92 #I HA TO^ 
bombs are planted which could order b make final unifica- more important things to at- 
be detonated in numbers to tionofthe.fr~~~qmentsmmatn- tend than a PHOTON BELT en- What exactly are the basic 
bring the effect desired. This is itl,cr and get rid of the mst of trance-you have to attend the dimensions of your science? 
last choice for demonstration your po~u2ation. When _vou things the adversary will do Well, perhaps that is where we 
purposes for it indicates "act of realla wake y, to what has DURING that time of helpless- need to start since most of you 
man" and not "act of God". happened to _you, llou will do ness because they are NOT help- only came up with two: They are 
ThepZans are to take you out one of two thims-mll m r  less for they have taken the Length, Maw and T h e b u t  
in massive numbers and al- and be dead without saUsauqg& technology given by ones out to these are purely arbitrary PO=- 
low a l l  of you to blame God or rise up and kill a h n c h  of "save humanity" through de- tulates. you experience them 
for the happenings. *hem9'. However, number vices of free energy and health ONLY with your "senses" for 

There are still well over a S t h i s  is CCwhw" thew are balancing so that YOU DO NOT they exist not in your soul (en- 
hundred Cosmospheres sta- sendim in cCdesirabLrr ex- HAVE IT. Your very enemy is ergy) experience, you ban# NO 
tioned along the New Madrid pendablen ones to maintain assisted by the ones who sue PROOF that a m  one of thcm 
Fault from north to south. There peaceful h a m e r r r t i o n o f f ~ -  others for disallowingTruth from is or  here 
are some 150 presently sta- the-masses. Those which will any of their perceptions AND/ mew REASON TO BELIEVE 
tioned over the San Andreas be lost will not be mourned OR PUBLICATIONS to be uti- THEY ARE NOT! 
from offshore Alaska/Aleutians for- am CLuseless mouthsn lized to inform the "rest" of the Most interesting of all, for 
to Central America. aZso in the perception of the public. Every threat against my interstellar travel is that dis- 

Squadrons of a minimum of Elite. The point is to dewpu- own people-IS A MASSIVELY tance does not exist at all! 
four (depending on strategic lo- Zate the planet-BY 2000. DESTRUCTIVE A CTI 0 N The hardest consideration for 
cation of volcanos) Cosmo- The warring faction of the AGAINST YOU!!! The most extraterrestrials traveling to 
spheres are stationed above ev- Bolsheviks, Big Oil, Banks and amazing thus far is the intent of your sphere of experience is 
ery major volcanic mountain of the communists (still a whole ones who stash Walter Russell's dealing with your limitations 
the Northwest. These are: bunch Russian and a lot more material, on the actual defini- and perspective called "time" 
Mount St.  Helens, Mount Chinese) are bringingyoucloser tion of God and *how Light IS and "space". You will find 
Adams, Glacier Peak, and and closer to open all-out war of Creation to effort to shut down "contactees" frequently report- 
Mount Rainier (now added is which the prophecies have pro- all information flow to you-the- ing much inquiry about time, 
Shasta). In the Southwest- jected since onset ofyour planet. people. [Editor's note: This is which should tell you that the 
every possibly active volcano is the issue behind the boxed story concept of inter- or ultra-& 
also targeted but it is known WHAT CAN YOU DO? on the front page.] I-Iard to mensional travel involved with 
that if you trigger all the major comprehend, is it not? They call so-called UFO's is warped if 
mountains then the rest will Nothing more than I have themselves some kind of "uni- nothing else. 
simply "go". told you in the past 57 JOUR- versity" and deal onlywith "New The major o>e thing pro- 

There is a squadron above NALS and multitudes of LIBERA- Age" meditation. NO, we shall jected as a problem-solving 
the Lake Mead dam in Nevada TORS. Other persons with per- not see such incredibly impor- game for humans on planet 
and several over Yucca Moun- ception and realization of the tant work be hidden and buried Earth as studied bv extrater- 
tain where you have a massive facts and actions in planned in greedy attempts to hide the restrials is to havi you ones 
amount of toxic waste stored precision have TRIED to make information from mankind. It is le- to handle the truth of time 
along with a major facility. you hear-you plugged your the time of TRUTH and we shall and space correctly. BY not 
Remember "they are not ready ears and covered your eyes. Why pour it on you in every way we understanding the correct 
to actually "kill" everything and is Col. Bo Gritz not even MEN- can regardless of consequences. assumption of timelesrmm, 
certainly not the real property. TIONED in ANY presentations? We shall deal with those things spacel-nea and projection 
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of thought "creationm--it is THE ACTION WILL SOME WAY existence. 
recognized that your species IMPACT THE OUTER ENERGY Moreover, we as time travel- 

Wolves In 
CANNOT move fruther in your FIELDS OF THE UNIVERSAL ers, if you will, also appear "dif- Sheep's Clothing 
growth but are destined to FLOW PATTERNS. Even in your ferent" because we have evolved 
continue around and arbund atmosphere, WE TRAVEL ON and therefore to "fit-in" will as- 6/22/92 #1 HATORIN 

(the clock in your limited ENERGY WAVES. sume various appearances so + * *  
space) forwer. your own "illusionn will allow 

Time simply does not exist. ILLUSIONS acceptability. On the other hand, E*J*s I have to remind you of 
Your elder brothers have ability your adversaries can develop by m m e u v q p  vq 
to distort time as you know it by The past, present and future crossDNA replication-very sub- we into these -- 
speeding it up, slowing it down, are all the same. This means, stantid "creatures" of any pre- rent subjd matt-ere 
or totally stopping it. To do this, chelas, that what you call space sentation desirable for their pur- be@, -9  a of 

you have to remove the brai and time are nothing more than poses-usually reptilian fonns for a t t e m ~ a t o  out Dharma- 
-washed ideas that you have illusion. That, further, means spiritually you abhor the serpent a e a d ~  this mor*g* the 
about time from your minds. A that all actions are only thought more than any other creature. did not 

tiny baby, or a young child,does projections made manifest. DO you not begin to see WHY tlntil the thhd a t  it. There 

not have any concept of time. Pmof? Oh dear-you HAVE itisimportantforyourElitewould- be Wdt the 
Ponder it. A minute will seem PROOF, it is simply another one be rulers to present aliens who with frquenCY 
like an hour to them-or aday- ofthose things hidden fromyou. are different from you? Say, Little beams and I must ask you 
or whatever. A day can seem as There is a team of about six top- grays, who differ greatly. It is Ones to go back to of 

if it is forever-and it IS . As if ranked scientists from a top- because we ofyour elder race 'fit- extreme This means 

it Lforwer--and it IS. As you secret "think tankn right in in" and fear control is not in that care be taken with 

grow in your percep- California's Silicon Valley, south issue-we are alreadywithin your ALL incorn- person-No 
tion, you become more and of San Francisco, who just fin- society and no one knows the IN 

more consdons of your con- ished a seven-year study u ti- difference. So, you are presented ING FOR THE CURRENTTIME, 
cept of time. You lose this lizing Cray Computer technol- with "strange" aliens and the LOW PROFILE AND BASI-. 

innocence of the child and ogy to back up the findings of idea is implanted and created CALLY KEEP YOUR "BUSI- 

your expectations of move- the group. stories of abductions and mis- NESSn MEETINGS TO THE 
ment toward physical death The team members signed a treatment flourish, and you are SUBJECT OF BUSINESS. YOU 
becomes paramount in h i -  secrecy pledge with the govern- trapped within the LIE. Now all ONES ARE NO LONGER IN A 
tation of your emperience. ment and with the giant corpo- that k rernahhqk to bring out LITTLEUGAME" OFHIDE AND 
This is another reason you ration that funded the massively the army of replicas and you SEEK AND MUCH OF THE 
cannot visit in the realms of expensive investigation, prom- will be totally t d e d .  USTUFF" FROM WHICH YOU 
your consideration as "outer- ising they would not ~ubliclv WILL GARNER "HELPn IS SET 

-< " d 

space" because you can't re- release all their astonishing find- REPLICAS ON W O S E  SIDE? UP TO ALLOW THE ENEMY 

lease these total limitations ings "for fear of worldwide WITHIN. IT IS FINE, FOR 
of selves. This, further, is WHY p&ic"-under penalty of 'dis- THEY WILL ONLY FIND THAT 
you can't visit us but we can appearancen-(forever). However, I remind you ones of WE ARE NOT "ENEMIES* BUT 

visit you. Does anyone remember that 
somethinethis is also a NO-NO "CARE" MUST AGAIN BE- 

Our ships go faster than light even Einstein said time is the and will not long be tolerated. COME YOUR EVER-PRESENT 

speed--even the technologically fourth dimension and that a YOU Can only humanly manufac- THOUGHT AND A BIT OF ISO- 

"backward" peoples of space straight line in the universe will ture beings-WE CAN GIVE LATION WILL BE THE BET- 

residence. We also recognize ultimately return to its own start- THEM ENERGY "LIFEn and that TER PART OF WISDOM, 
means we can have our own PLEASE. the transition process of simply ingpoint? ThereforeUtime travel" army-kom their*in a matter * * * sluffing off the old body when presents the logical and realistic of split seconds. Already your 

ready to do so (much as the answer toability to interface with Indeed, Dharma, we ARE 
locust sheds a too-tight shell or any and all places in the Uni- underground facilities are over- going to write on ~ u s h ' s  in- 

a lizardlsnake outgrows the verse. run with 'helpfulw and "harm- volvement with the CIA-finally! 
binding of the outer covering as We are here now without any 1ess"littlerepli~~whocanwatk ~ u t  before we do so I must 

f h t o l u h e ,  vanish and reap- share a news item of last evening the entity "grows". We cannot intent ofaltering anythingwe fmd p.U.PdnOwUmn them- 
get the same concern ove in sequence of events. Let us look exrept pte ule- 

of 
which I HOPE most of you 

your physical perplexiti at AIDS for instancewe would p- 
cell. fm re- 

missed. 
s and perceptions of sufferi not reveal, to today'sworld, cures productiOP 

stunted. Oh g and death of physical tha for such human experiences be- dd, OODHOLDSTHETRUMP BOTHERED BY TRUTH? 
you ones experience-for it cause to do sowould alter achain 

seems a totally binding impris- of events that are already in mo- CARD! Just  this morning a person 
onment placed upon selves in tion. This,furthemore, isWHYonly 'claiming" to be in Pennsylva- 
your dimensional un-  ONE GODLY MAN WITH KNOW- nia who "identified(??)" him- We 

these INGCANRECREATETHESCE- self to George Green, as one derstanding. This is another piecesofUknowledge" forwe could 
reason that no one from the actuaJly prevent our own an- NAmO IN ANY WAY HEISHE paul Robert Resnick Jr., called 
cosmic experience would inter- cestors, if you will, from meeting CHOOSES. IT IS ALSO to demand that the information 
fere with your action-UNLESS and, by so doing, erase our own GOD WINS! being set forth be STOPPED! 
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The specific writings in point STANTLY BEINGTHREATENED 
were from the April 14, Volume WITH LAWSUIT AFTER LAW- Bushgate: George Bush 
18, No. 13 issue of the LIBERA- SUITUFOR PLAGIARISM"! YOU 
TOR. Why would this be? Was CANT HAVE IT BOTH WAYS, 
it my breakdown of the "major CHELAS!! And The CIA 

SEE BACK PAGE FOR A 

COMPLETE LJST OF THE 

PHOENIX JOURNALS 

L 

point of teachings" of the v&- Even the projects we will 
ous MAJOR religions? How build are simply for use by the 6/22/92 #1 HATONN assist thousands of citizens. I 
about "Distractors"? Could it humble "peasants" with inex- do not play in your political 
be my suggestion to "use" pensive but durable and beau- The following excerpts are games other than to present the 
BankAmerica (for protection tiful housing, foodstuffs and taken directly from a manu- facts wherever I find them in 
within the Elite vaults)? Could gardening services, along with script copy of a book "soon-to- disagreement with the "party- 
it be that the identification of ability to communicate and ben published by Webster Grif- line". I am an enemy of EVIL- 
"Hatonn" displeases him?-for make motion pictures. Why are fin Tarpley and Anton Chaitkin. not ANY "man". I will get a 
MOST deny such existence as the Elite angry with us--would I have no input on this sub- remnant through this tribula- 
possibility. OR: Could it be the you not think the subjectswould stance other than to say these tion and I appreciate all the help 
full article from Senate Re- be pleased for even the slightest people have done their home- I can get. In fact, I met with the 
port No. 93-549 (Some Dare amount of "advertising" of their work. Since by their own state- original Mr. Bush at Camp David 
Call I t  Treason)? Could it be "stand" on political issues and ments the book is "unautho- and offered to remove him to 
the "CIA: INTELLIGENCE AND their "political platforms of ac- rized" as a biography, I would total security IF HE WOULD 
POLICY"? Could it be John tion"? By all records according suggest they will have great dif- REVEAL THE TRUTH TO YOU- 
Coleman'swritingregardingthe to "them", the LIBERATORhas ficulty in getting it published. THE-PEOPLG-HE WAS GRA- 
"Patriot Missiles" and the "no audience" and the material George, please make contact CIOUS AND LOVING BUT FELT 
*hearingsn. (By the way, that is "false and stupidly incoher- with them and in exchange for HIS POWER WAS BIG ENOUGH 
was the last shared article we ent". So be it-beats me!! utilizing portions of the volume, TO SUSTAIN HIS SAFETY AND 
have printed from this resource.) we will see to it that it gets THATOFHISFAMILY-HEWAS 

WHY would this above infor- NEW GAME: published. Please require that WRONG. To each his own. 
mation disturb anyone? Could PEROT-BASHING the pricing be kept low enough 
the objection be THE "LIE"? for ALL to be able to receive it A BIT OF HISTORY 
and other information, since, The spokesperson quoted in and I WILL MOST SURELY PUSH 
caused alarm? this morning's TV mush (and IT AS MANDATORY READING. I am going to start in the 

Just understand, all of you we must assume it was one of The New Federalist, a LaRouche middle of a subject so please do 
crew-members, it is the time of the Republicans) said that sev- publication, has utilized it in not be confused by dates. I ajn 
separation of the "men" from eral years ago (like ih the 70's) serial form but all others have taking up at the point in 1975 
the *boysn. No one in the Elite Ross Perot spent "bundlesn of been blocked from publishing wherein George became head-of 
groups seem to understand that "his own money" on investiga- in hope to drown it before elec- the CIA. I trust you will all go 
my mission is to bring Truth for tors and investigations TRYING tions or "other happenings" back into the JOURNAL series 
the unfolding and wrapping up to find wrongdoing and illegal which lock in Bush. I would on TANGLED WEBS and realize 
of a planetary "cyclen. My in- actions "on George Bu shn . surmise that The New Fedeml- that George Bush's involvement 
tent is not to interfere with "BUT HE FOUND NOTHING?' ist might well be the publishers in the CIA was PRIOR to the 
"business as usual" for if the the speaker went on to say. if, indeed, there is valid possi- assassination of Kennedy (both 
PEOPLE want to stop corrup- This is the same man (Perot) bilityofsuch. It does, however, brothers). That is not my focus 
tion-it is their responsibility- who said a few weeks past that lose its value "after the facts" herein so let us take up with his 
NOT MINE, to do so. This is "Bush is a FINE MAN but we such as elections and current directorship. 
WHY I make sure to give you need change in Washington??" events. Our only contribution QUOTE: (This is a very good 
information which has already And-my own crew claims that at this time is to simply get and inclusive book as you will 
not only been published but Hatonn is confusing! I could information out as well as we ncte this information comes af- 
even appears in Congressional write hundreds of pages on just can in assisting those who al- ter 15 preceding chapters. 
Records, etc. If ones perform in these two points, chela-I can ready DARE. In late 1975, as a r 1 sult 
a manner which requires 'hid- only hope that your insight Bush, you readers must in particular of his role in 
ing" from public view-then I and perception to the "un- come to realize, is PERSONALLY Watergate, Bush's confirmation 
suggest YOU ONES check into seenn and "unheardw-by responsible for the incarcera- as CIA director was not auto- 
it for they all *claimn TO BE physical means--gives you as tion via Kissinger of Lyndon matic. And though the debate 
HONEST, OPEN AND ONLY much. LaRouche and personally keeps of his confirmation was superfi- 
SERVING YOU AND THE NA- him incarcerated by refusing to cial, some senators, including 

SO DREARY THAT I AM CON- for they do and will continue to home front, from which Bush 

TIONS OFTHE WORLD. IFTHIS 
BE "TRUE", THEN IT IS SURELY 
"I" WHO IS IN ERROR OF PER- 
CEPTION OF GOODLY "SER- 
VICE" SO WHY SHOULD I 
CAUSE ANYONE ALARM? THIS 

respond to the legal documents in partic*-l-v the late Frank 
in his hands. I thought you Church of Idaho, made some 
inquiring minds would want to obsrr i ations about the dangers 
know this fact. inherent in the Bush nomina- 

How do I feel personally tion that have turned out in 
about Bush? I appreciate his retrospect to be useful. 

INFORMATION IS SO OLD AND HELP in the matter of projects The political scene on the 
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had been so anxious to be ab- c~rnmit tees  were impaneled and those involved are con- Rumsfeld to sum up the aggre- 
sent during 1975, was the so- during 1975 whose proceedings stantly sitting around thinking gate number of times each per- 
called Year of Intelligence", in we-F: somewhat less rigidly con- u p  schemes for intervention son was mentioned, minus one 
that it had been a year of in- tro!lcd. These included the Sen- which will win them promotions point for each time a person had 
tense scrutiny of the illegal ac- ate intelligence Committee, and justify further additions to been recommended against, 
tivities and abuses of the intel- known as the Church Commit- the staff. ... It self-generates in- among the names on the final 
ligence community, including tee, and the corresponding terventions that otherwise never list were the following: Robert 
CIA domestic and covert opera- House committee, first chaired would be thought of, let alone Bork (rejected in 1987 for the 
tions. On December 22, 1974, by Rep. Lucien Nedzi (who had authorized." Supreme Court), John S. Foster 
the New York Times published previously chaired one of the It will be seen that, at  the ofPFIAB(forrner1yoftheDepart- 
the first of a series of articles by principal******** Watergate-era beginning of Bush's tenure a t  ment of Defense), C. Douglas 
Seymour M. I-Iersh, which re- probes) fH: Do you suppose the CIA, the congressional com- Dillon, Stanley Resor, and Rob- 
lied on leaked reports of CIA this could ALSO be a connec- mittees were on the offensive ert Roosa. 
activities assembled by Direc- tion with THE "Nedzin of the against the intelligence agen- It will be seen that Bush was 
tor James Rodney Schlesinger San Luis Obispo Connection? cies. By the time that Bush not among the leading candi- 
to expose alleged misdeeds by It must be that this investiga- departed Langley, the tables dates, perhaps because his net- 
the agency. [H: Hmmnn-Did tion was handled by a whole were turned, and it was the works were convinced that he 
I not just write about a San flock of foxes or is that a Congress which was the focus was going to make another at- 
Luk Obispo female "connec- "bunchn of foxes in theUflocP of scandals  including tempt for the vice-presidency 
tion" called Neal McCrea of chickens?] and then (after "Koreagaten [H: Whoops! and that therefore the Com- 
(Janet) of the "Janet Leen July) by Rep. Otis Pike [H: No-o- Didn't know about that merce Department or some sirni- 
drag running boat-who 03 Could it really be such a one??]. Soon thereafter the lar post would be more suitable. 
"lost" her husband by termi- coincidence?]. One example Congress would undergo the as- The summary profile of Bush 
ial  disappearance and later was the Pike Committee's issu- sault of Abscam. [H: And sent to Ford by Rumsfeld found 
became Janet Schlesinger? ance of a contempt of Congress Dharma was afraid we would that Bush had "experience in 
This must be a good "com- citation against  Henry run out of things to write government and diplomacy" 
mon" American name or Kissinger [H: Is  this just not about!] and was "generally familiar with 
something because you fipd too unbelievable to go on?] for Preparation for what was to components of the intelligence 
Schlesingers (from the same his refusal to provide docu- become the "Halloween massa- communityand theirmissions" 
family tree) in every top group mentation of covert operations cren began in the Ford White while having management ex- 
of Elite. I t  would seem this in November, 1975. Another House during the summer of perience. UnderUCons" Rums- 
one is probably " Jerryn of the was Church's role in leading the 1975. The Ford Library in Ann feld noted: "RNC post lends 
San Luis Obispo Connection. opposition to the Bush nomina- Arbor, Michigan preserves a undesirable political cast." 
Indeed, I'm sure you can have tion. [H: We have barely begun memo from Donald Rumsfeld to A s  we have seen, the CIA 
confidence in such "leakedn to write and already I must Ford dated July 10,1975, which post was finally offered by Ford 
reports. Please realize my ask you sincerely: Are you deals with an array of possible to Edward Bennett Williamsper- 
tongue just punched through beginning to SEE how your choices for CIA director. haps with an eye on building a 
my cheek!] nation got in the shape you Rumsfeld had polled a number bipartisan bridge toward apow- 

It was widely recognized at  are in?] of White House and adminis- erful faction of the intelligence 
the time that the Hersh articles The Church Committee tration officials and asked them community. But Williams did 
were a self-exposure by the CIA launched an investigation of the to express preferences among not want the job; Bush, origi- 
that was designed to set the use of covert operations for the "outsiders to the CIAn. (Gerald nally slated for the Department 
agenda for the Ford-appointed purpose of assassinating for- R. Ford Library, Richard B. of Commerce, was given the CIA 
Rockefeller Commission, which eign leaders. By the nature of Cheney Files, Box 5) [H: Rich- appointment. 
was set up a few days later, on things, this probe was let to ard B. Cheney "boxn?] The announcement of Bush's 
January 4. The Rockefeller grapple with the problem of Dick Cheney of the White nomination occasioned a storm 
Commission was supposed to whether covert operations sanc- House staff proposed Robert of criticism whose themes in- 
examine the malfeasance of the tioned to eliminate foreign lead- Bork, followed by Bush and Lee cluded the inadvisability of 
intelligence agencies and make ers had been re-targetedagainst Iacocca. Among the officials choosing a Watergate figure for 
recommendations about how domestic political figures. The polled by Cheney was Henry such a sensitive post so soon 
they could be reorganized and obvious case was the Kennedy Kissinger, who suggested C. after that scandal had finally 
reformed. In reality, the assassination. Douglas Dillon, Howard Baker, begun to subside. References 
Rockefeller Commission propos- Frank Church-who, we and James R. Schlesinger. were made to Bush's receipt of a 
als would reflect the transition must keep in mind, was himself Rumsfeld himself listed Bork, financial largesse from Nixon's 
of the Struc:tures of the "733's an ambitious politician-was Dillon, Stanley Resor, Lee Townhouse fund and related 
toward the growing tot,: " i7ja.n especially diligent in attacking Iacoccaand Walter Wriston, but operations. There was also the 
ie~dencies of the 1989 r CIA covert operations, which NOT Bush. The ONLY officials question of whether the dornes- 

'iV!lile r k e  Rockefeller Ccm- Bush would be anxious to de- puttingBushon theirUpossible" tic CIA apparatus would get 
nissior., bas a tightly r::ntrr-rlled fend. The CIA'S covert branch, lists, other than Cheney, were mixed up in Bush's expected 
vehi,.ie of the Easten Angio- Church thought, was a "self- Jack 0. Marsh, a White House campaign for the vice-presi- 
philc Libr-a1 Estabiishment, serving apparatus". "It's a bu- counselor to Ford, and David dency. These themes were de- 
:on;rcess. .-:a1 invest'gating reaucracy which feeds on itself, Packard. When it came time for veloped in editorials during the 
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month of November 1976, while nist George Will came to the informationregardingUPerot" would like to take against the 
Bush was kept jn Beijing by the conclusion that Ambassador right after the conventions. nomination. 'Once they used to 
requirements of preparing the Bush at the CIA would be "the I s  clarity seeping into the give former national party chair- 
Ford-Mao meetings of early De- wrong kind of guy at the wrong script? Yes, indeed, Kissinger men (as Bush had been under 
cember. Tosomedegree. Bush place at the worst possible plays BOTH sides to the hilt President Nixon) postmaster 
was just hanging there and time." and that SHOULD BE MOST generalships-the most politi- 
slowly, slowly twisting in the Senator Church viewed the DISCONCERTING!] cal and least sensitive job in 
wind. The slow-witted Ford soon Bush appointment in the con- The following day, November government,'he said. 'Now they 
realized that he had been inept text of a letter sent to him by 4, Church read Leslie Gelb's have given this former party 
in summarily firing William Ford on October 31, 1975, de- column in the NLJJ York Times chairman themost sensitiveand 
Colby, since Bush would have manding that the committee's suggesting that Colby had been least political agency.' Church 
to remain in China for some report on U.S. assassination fired, among other things, "for wanted me to stress how Bush 
weeks [H: Remain inCHINA??] plots against foreign leaders be not doing a good job containing 'might compromise the indepen- 
and then return to face confir- kept secret. In Church's opin- the congressional investiga- dence of the CIA-the agency 
mation hearings. Ford had to ion, these two developments tions." George bush, Gelb could be politicized." 
ask Colby to stay on in a care- were part of a pattern and thought, "would be able to go to Some days later, Church ap- 
taker capacity until Bush took amounted to a new stonewall- Congress and ask for a grace pearedontheCBSpmgramFQoe 
office. The delay allowed oppo- ing defense by what Church period before pressing their in- the Nation. He was asked by 
sition against Bush to crystal- had called "the rogue elephant". vest igation s further.  " A George Herman if his opposi- . 
lize to some degree, but his own Church issued a press state- Washington Starheadline of this tion to Bush would mean that 
networkwas also quick to spring ment in response to Ford's let- period summed up this argu- anyone with political experience 
to his defense. terattempting to impose a black- ment: "CIA Needs Bush's PR would be a priori unacceptable 

Former CIA officer Tom out on the assassination re- Talent". Church talked with forsuchapost. Churchreplied: 
Bsaden, writing in the Fort h u -  port. "I am astonished that this staff that day about what "I think that whoever is chosen 
derdale News, noted that the President Ford wants to sup- he saw as an ominous pattern should be one who has demon- 
Bush appointment to the CIA press the committee's report on of events. He told reporters strated a capacity for indepen- 
looked bad, and looked bad at a assassination and keep it con- "First came theverydetemined dence, who has shown that he 
time when public confidence in cealed from the American administration effort to prevent can stand up to the many pres- 
the CIA was so low that every- people," said Church. Then, on anyrevelationsconcerningNSA, sures." Ch~ych hinted that 
thing about the agency desper- November 3, Church was ap- their stonewalling of public Bush had never stood up for 
ately needed to look good. proached by reporters outside hearings. Then came the principle at the cost of political 
Braden's column was entitled of his Senate hearing room and President's letter. Now comes office. Moreover, "aman whose 
"George Bush, Bad Choice for asked by Daniel Schorr about the firing of Colby, Mr. background is as partisan as a 
CIA Job". the firing of Colby and his likely Schlesinger and the general past chairman of the Republi- 

Rowland Evans and Robert replacement by Bush. Church beliefthat Secretary Kissinger can Party does serious damage 
Novak, writing in the Washing- responded with a voice that was is behind these latest devel- to the agency and its intended 
ton Post, commented that "the trembling with anger. "There is opments." For Church, purposes." 
Bush nomination is regarded no question in my mind but "clearly a pattern has emerged * * *  
by some intelligence experts as that concealment is the new now to try and disrupt this Sen- Dharma, please, we need a 
another grave moral deflator. order of the day," he said. "Hid- ate Intelligence Committee in- break. We will simply take up 
They reason that any identified ing evil is the trademark of a vestigation. A s  f a r  as I'm con- again where we leave off herein. 
politician, no matter how re- totalitarian government." cerned it won't be disrupted," Thank you. Salu 
solved to be politically pure, p: I want you ones to think said Church grimly. 
would aggravate the CIA'S cred- very carefully here, about One of Church's former aides, 6/24/92 #2 HATONN 
ibility gap. Instead of an identi- ements and current happen- speech writer Loch K. Johnson, 
fied politician like Bush.. ..what krgs. I have long told you that describes how he worked with GEORGE BUSH & CIA 

is needed, they feel, ip a re- the Elite have a major "goaln Church to prepare a speech (CONTINUED) 

spected non-politician, perhaps which is nwer lost-and yet scheduled for delivery on No- QUOTING CONTINUED: 
from business or the academic therewillbefactiondkr-soup vember 1 1, 1975, in which ". . . . .His proposed ap- 
world." fighting about WHO does what Church would stake out a posi- pointment would bring with it 

The Washington Post came and to whom! You are seeing tion opposing the Bush nomi- inevitable complications for the 
out against Bush in an editorial the factions begin to show nation: "The nomination of intelligence community. Mr. 
entitled "The Bush Appoint- clues of who Is; who and what George Bush to succeed Colby ~ u s h  is a man with a recent 
ment". Here the reasoning was is what. It would begin to disturbed him as he wanted to parti- political past and a 
that this position "should not appear here that Bush really wind up the speech by opposing probable near-term partisan 
be regarded as a political park- is NOT a part of the in-group the nomination ... He hoped to political future. This is a bur- 
ing spot", and that public con- of San Luis Obispo but might, influence Senate opinion on the den neither the Agency, nor the 
fidence in the CIA had to be in fact, be in direct conflict nomination on the eve of Armed legislative oversight committee, 
restored after the recent revela- with t hem-t hat means Services Committee hearings to nor the Executive should have 
tions of wrongdoing. Nixon, Ford and certainly confirm Bush. to bear as the CIA enters per- 

After a long-winded argu- Reagan. I believe you will also "I rapidly jotted down notes as haps the most difficult period of 
ment, the conservative colum- note that Bush "promisesn Church discussed the line he its history. 
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"Accordingly, I respect- refused to do so, answering, I draft? "I cannot in all honesty notorious abuse of the Nixon 
fully urge that you reconsider don't think people of talent tell you that I would not accept, (and subsequent) administra- 
your appointment of Mr. Bush ought to be excluded from any and I do not think, gentlemen, tions: 
to this most sensitive of posi- field of public service." At a that any American should be "What if you get a call 
tions." press conference, Ford said, '1 asked to say he would not ac- from the President, next July or 

Within just a couple of don't think he's eliminated from cept, and to my knowledge, no August, saying 'George, I would 
days ofmaking Bush's nomina- consideration by anybody, the one in the history of this Re- like to see you.' You go in the 
tion public, the Ford White delegates or the convention or public has been asked to re- White House. He takes you 
House was aware that it had a myself." nounce his political birthright over in the corner and says, 
significant public relations as the price of confirmation for 'Look, things are not going too 
problem. To get reelected, Ford BUSH CIA CONFIRMATION any office. And ? can tell you well in my campaign. This 
had to appear as a reformer, HEARINGS that I will not seek any office Reagan is gaining on me all the 
breaking decisively with the bad while I hold the job of CIA Direc- time. Now, he is a movie star of 
old days of Nixon and the Plumb- Bush's confirmation tor. I will put politics wholly out some renown and has traveled 
ers. But with the Bush nomi- hearings got under way on De- ofmy sphere ofactivities." Even with the fast set. He was a 
nation, Ford was putting a cember 15, 1975. Even judged more, Bush argued, hiswilling- Hollywood star. I want you to 
former party chairman and fu- by Bush's standards of today, ness to serve at  the CIA re- get any dirt you can on this guy 
ture candidate for national of- they constitute a landmark ex- flected his sense of noblesse because I need it." 
fice at the head of the entire ercise in sanctimonious hypoc- oblige. Friends had asked him What would Bush do? "I 
intelligence community. risy so astounding as to defy why he wanted to go to Langley do not think that is difficult 

Ford's staff began to mar- comprehension. at all, "with all the controversy sir," intoned Bush. "I would 
shal attempted rebuttals for the Bush's sponsor was GOP swirling around the CIA, with simply say that it gets back to 
attacks on Bush. On November Senator Strom Thurmond of its obvious barriers to political character and it gets back to 
5, Jim Connor of Ford's staff South Carolina, the ranking future?" integrity; and furthermore, I 
had some trite boiler-plate in- Republican on Senator John Magnanimously, Bush cannot conceive of the incum- 
serted into Ford's Briefing Book Stennis's Senate Armed Ser- replied to his own rhetorical bent doing that sort of thing. 
in case he were asked if the vices Committee. Thurmond questions: "My answer is  But if I were put into that kind 
advent of Bush represented unloaded a mawkish panegyric simple. First, the work is des- of position where you had a 
move to obstruct the Church in favor of Bush: "I think all of perately important to the sur- clear moral issue, I would sim- 
and Pike Committees. Ford was this shows an interest on your vival of this country, and to the ply say 'no' because you see I 
told to answer that he "asked part in humanity, in civic devel- survival of freedom around the think, and maybe1  have the 
Director Colby to cooperate fully opment, love of your country, world. And second, old fash- advantage as everyone on this 
with the Committee" and "ex- and willingness to serve your ioned as it may seem to some, it committee of 20 / 20 hindsight, 
pects Ambassador Bush to do fellow man." is my duty to serve my country. that this agency must stay in 
likewise once he becomes Di- Bush's opening state- And I did not seek this job but I the foreign intelligence business 
rector. As  you are aware, the ment was also in the main a want to do it and I will do my and must not harass American 
work of both the Church and tissue of banality and cliches. very best." [H: Getting any citizens, like in Operation 
Pike Committees is slated to He indicated his support for the ideas yet, that Mr. Bush might Chaos, and that these kinds of 
wind up shortly." In case he Rockefeller Commission report just "fudge the truthn a little things have no business in the 
were asked about Bush politi- without having mastered its bit?] foreign intelligence business." 
cizing the CIA, Ford was to an- contents in detail. He pointed Stennis responded with This was the same Bush whose 
swer; "I believe that Republi- out that he had attended cabi- ajoke that sounds eery in retro- 1980 campaign was heavily 
cans and Democrats who know net meetingsfrom 1971 to 1974, spect: "If I thought that you staffed by CIA veterans, some 
George Bush and have worked without mentioning who the were seeking the Vice Presiden- retired, some on active service 
with him know that he does not President was in those days. tial nomination or Presidential and in flagrant violation of the 
let politics and partisanship Everybody was waiting for this nomination by way of the route Hatch Act. This is the Vice 
interfere with the performance consummate pontificator to get of being Director of the CIA, I President who ran Iran-Contra 
of public duty." That was a to the issue of whether he was would question your judgment out of his own private office, 
mouthful. "Nearly all of the going to attempt the vice-presi- most severely." There was and so forth. 
men and women in this and dency in 1976. Readers of laughter in thecommittee room. Gary Hart also had a few 
preceding administrations have Bush's propaganda biographies Senators  Barry questions. How did Bush feel 
had partisan identities and have know that he never decides on Goldw a t  er  and S tuar t  about assassinations? Bush 
held partisan party his own to run for office, but Symington made clear that they "found them morally offensive 
posts .... George Bush is a part always responds to the urging would give Bush a free ride not and I am pleased the President 
of that American tradition and of his friends. Within those only out of deference to Ford, has made that position very, 
he will demonstrate this when limits, his answer was that he but also out of regard for the very clear to the Intelligence 
he assumes his new duties." was available for the second late Prescott Bush, with whom Committee ..." How about 

But when Ford in an ap- spot on the ticket. More re- they had both started out in the "coups d'etat in vwous coun- 
pearance on a Sunday talk markably, he indicated that he Senate in 1952. Senator Tho- tries around the world?" Hart 
show,wasaskedifhewereready had a hereditary right to it-it mas McIntyre was more de- wanted to know. 
to exclude Bush as a possible was, as he said, hisUbirthright". manding, and raised the issue "You mean in the covert 
vice-presidential candidate, he Would Bush accept a of enemies list operations, a field?" replied Bush. "Yes." "I 
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would want to have full benefit hindsight on that case, I hope I is wrong for him to want both not serve as the Chief of the 
of all the intelligence. I would would have said the CIA is not positions, even in a Bicenten- U.S. Liaison Office in the 
want to have full benefit of how going to get involved in that if nial year." People's Republic of China." Not 
these matters were taking place we are talking about the same It was an argument that only Bush but his whole cursus 
but I cannot tell you, and I do one. conceded far too much to Bush honorurn was insulted! "I will 
not think I should, that there Senator Hart: We are. in the effort to be fair. Bush was never apologize," said Bush a 
would never be any support for Senator (Patrick) Leahy: incompetent for the post, and few seconds later, referring to 
a coup d'etat; in other words, I Are there others? the argument should have his own record. Then Bush 
cannot tell you I cannot con- Bush was on the edge of ended there. Church's unwill- pulled out his "you must re- 
ceive ofa situation where I would having his entire Watergate past ingness to demand the unquali- sign" letter to Nixon: "Now, I 
not support such action." In come out in the wash, ,but the fied rejection of such a nominee submit that for the record that 
retrospect, this was a moment liberal Democrats were already no matter what future goodies that is demonstrable indepen- 
of refreshing candor. far too devoted to the one-party he was willing temporarily to dence. I did not do it by calling 

state to grill Bush seriously. In renounce has cast long shad- the newspapers and saying, 
ON THE EDGE OF a few seconds, responding to ows over subsequent American 'Look, I am having a press con- 

WATERGATE another question from Hart, history. But even so, Bush was ference. Here is a sensational 
Bush was off the hook, droning in trouble. statement to make me, to sepa- 

Gary Hart knew where at on about plausible deniability, Church was at  his ironic rate me from a President in 
least one of Bush's bodies was of all things. best when he compared Bush great agony." 
buried: The next day, December to a recent chairman of the [H: I can only again warn 

Senator Hart: You raised 16, 1975, Church, appearing Democratic National Commit- you-the-mpl~thirmanwill 
the question of getting the CIA as a witness, delivered his tee: '...IfaDemocrat were Presi- do anything to achiwe HIS 
out of domestic areas totally. philippie against Bush. After dent, Mr. Larry OBrien ought GOALS-including bringing 
Let us hypothesize a situation citing evidence of widespread pot to be nominated to be Di- dawn the entire world into 
where a President has stepped public concern about the re- rector of the CIA. Of all times to this New World Order--One 
over the bounds. Let us  say the newed intrusion of the CIA in do it, this is the worst, right at World Government and he is 
FBI is investigating some people domestic politics under Bush, a time when it is obvious that ready to do so RIGHT NOW!!!] 
who are involved, and they go Church reviewed the situation: public confidence needs to be 
right to the White House. There 'So here we stand. Need we restored in the professional, THE FORD LETTER 
is some possible CIA interest. find or look to higher places impartial, and nonpolitical char- 
The President calls you and than the Presidency and the acter of the agency. So, we have Bush had been savaged 
says, I want you as Director of nominee himself to confirm the the worst ofall possible worlds." in the hearings, and his nomi- 
the CIA to call the Director of fact that this door of the Vice Church tellinglyunderlinedthat nation was now in grave danger 
the FBI to tell him to call off this Presidency in 1976 is left open "Bush's birthright does not in- of being rejected by thecommit- 
operation because it mayjeopar- and that he remains under ac- clude being Director of the CIA. tee, and then by the full Senate. 
dize some CIA activities. tive consideration for the ticket It includes the right to run for Later in the afternoon of No- 

Mr. Bush: Well, generally in 19763 We stand in this posi- public office, to be sure, but vember 16, a damage control 
speaking, and I think you are tion in the close wake of that is quite a different matter party met at  the White House to 
hypothecating a case without Watergate, and this committee than confirming him now for assess the situation for Ford. 
spelling it out in enough detail has before it a candidate for this particular position." According to Patrick O'Donnell 
to know if there is any real Director of the CIA, a man of Church said he would of Ford's Congressional Rela- 
legitimate foreign intelligence strong partisan political back- under no circumstancevote for tions Office, the most Bush 
aspect.. . ground and a beckoning politi- Bush, but that if the latter re- could hope for was a bare ma- 

There it was: the smoking cal future. nounced the '76 ticket, he would jority of 9 out of 16 votes on the 
gun tape again, the notorious "Under these circum- refrain from attempting to can- Stennis Committee. 
Bush-Liedtke-Mosbacher- stancesIfindtheappointment vassothervotesagainst Bush. Ford was inclined to give 
Pennzoil contribution to the astonishing. Now, as never be- It was an ambiguous position. the senators what they wanted, 
CREEP again, the money that fore, the Director of the CIA Bush came back to the and exclude Bush apriori from 
had been found in the pockets must be completely above po- witness chair in an unmistak- the vice-presidential contest. 
of Bernard Barker and the litical suspicion. At the very ably whining mood. He was When Ford called George over 
Plumbers after the Watergate least this committee, I believe, offended above all by the com- to the Oval Office on December 
break-in. But Hart did not should insist that the nominee parison of his august self to the 18, he already had the text of a 
mention it overtly, only in this disavow any place on the 1976 upstart Lamy O'Brien: "I think letter to Stennis announcing 
oblique, Byzantine manner. Presidential ticket .... Otherwise there is some difference in the that Bush was summarily ruled 
Hart went on: his position as CIA Director qualifications," said Bush in a off the ticket if Ford were the 

I am hypothesizing acase would be hopelessly compro- hyperthyroid rage. 'Larry candidate (which was anything 
that actually happened in June mised. O'Brien did not serve in the but certain). Ford showed Bush 
1972. There might have been "If Ambassador Bush Congress of the United States the letter. We do not know what 
some tangential CIA interest in wants to be Director of the CLA, for four years. Larry O'Brien whining may have been heard 
something in Mexico. Funds he should seek that position. If did not serve, with no partisan- in the White House that day 
were laundered and so forth. he wants to be Vice President, ship, at the United Nations for from a senatorial patrician de- 

Mr. Bush: Using a 50-50 then that ought to be his goal. It two years. Larry O'Brien did prived (for the momeaa L'- 
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birthright. Ford could not yield; 
it would have thrown his entire 
election campaign into acute 
embarrassment just as he was 
trying to get it off the ground. 
When George saw that Ford was 
obdurate, he proposed that the 
letter be amended to make it 
look as if the initiative to rule 
him out as a running mate had 
originated with Bush. The fate- 
ful letter read 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

A s  we Both know, 
the nation must have a 
strong and effective for- 
eign intelligence capabil- 
ity. Jus t  over two weeks 
ago, on December 7 while 
in Pearl Harbor, I said 
that we must never drop 
our guard nor unilater- 
ally dismantle our de- 
fenses. The Central In- 
telligence Agency is es- 
sential to maintaining our 
national security. 

I nominated Am- 
bassador George Bush to 
be CIA Director so we can 
now get on with appro- 
priate decisions concern- 
ing the intelligence com- 
munity. I need-and the 
nation needs-his lead- 
ership at CIA as we re- 
build and strengthen the 
foreign intelligence com- 
munity in a manner 
which earns the confi- 
dence of the American 
people. 

Ambassador Bush 
and  I agree that  the 
Nation's immediate for- 
eign intelligence needs 
must  take precedence 
over other considerations 
and there should be con- 
tinuity in his CIA leader- 
ship. Therefore, if Am- 
bassador Bush is con- 
firmed by the Senate as 
Director of Central Intel- 
ligence, I will not con- 
sider him as my Vice 
Presidential running 
mate in 1976. 

He and I have dis- 
cussed this in detail. In 

fact, he urged that I make tion of Richard Welch. In his period since World War 11. Leo 
this decision. This says book, HonombleMen, published Cherne was to be one of Bush's 
something about the man some years later, Colby contin- most important allies when he 
and about his desire to ued to attribute the killing to was CIA Director and through- 
do hisjob for the nation. .. the "sensational and hysterical out Bush's subsequent career. 

way the CIA investigations had Cherne has been a part of 
On December 19, this let- been handled and trumpeted B'nai B'rith all his life. He was 

ter was received by Stennis, who around the world." and still is an ardent Zionist. 
announced its contents to his The Ford White House He is typical to the extent of the 
committee. The Committee resolved to exploit this tragic so-called "neoconservatives" 
promptly approved the Bush incident to the limit. Liberals who have been prominent in 
appointment by a vote of 12 to raised a hue and cry in response. government and policy circles 
4, with Gary Hart, Leahy, Cul- Les Aspin later recalled that under Reagan-Bush, and Bush. 
ver and McIntyre voting against "the air transport plane carry- Cherne was the founder of the 
him. Bush's name could now ing Welch's body circled International Rescue Commit- 
be sent to the floor, where a Andrews Air Force Base for tee (IRC), a conduit for neo- 
recrudescence of anti-Bush sen- three-quarters of an hour in Bukharinite operations between 
timent was not likely, but could order to land live on the Today East and West in the Cold War, 
not be ruled out. Show." Ford waived restric- and it was also reputedly a CIA 

Then, two days before tions in order to allow inter- front organization. 
Christmas, the CIA chief in Ath- ment at Arlington Cemetery. The Cherne was a close friend 
ens, Richard Welch, was gunned funeral on January 7 was de- ofWilliam Casey, who was work- 
down in front of his home by scribed by the Washington Post ing in the Nixon administration 
masked assassins as he re- as "a show of pomp usually as undersecretary of state for 
turned home with his wife from reserved for the nation's most economic affairs in mid- 1973. 
a Christmas party. A group renowned military heroes." That was when Cherne was 
calling itself the "November 19 Anthony Lewis of the New York named to the President's For- 
Organization" later claimed Times described the funeral as eign Intelligence Advisory Board 
credit for the killing. "a political device* with cer- (PFIAB) by Nixon. On March 

Certain networks imme- emonies "being manipulated in 15, 1976, Cherne became the 
diately began to use the Welch order to arouse a political back- chairman of this body, which 
assassination as a bludgeon lash against legitimate criti- specializes in conduiting the de- 
against the Church and Pike cism", Norman Kempster in the mands of financiers and related 
Committees. An example came Washington Star found that interests into the intelligence 
from columnist Charles Bartlett, uonly a few hours after the CIA'S community. Cherne, as we will 
writing in the now-defunct Athensstationchiefwasgunned see,wouldbe,alongwithBush, 
Washington Star "The assassi- down in front of his home, the a leading beneficiary of Ford's 
nation of the CIA Station Chief, agency began asubtle campaign spring 1976 intelligence reor- 
Richard Welch, in Athens is a intended to persuade Americans ganization. 
direct consequence of the stagy that his death was the indirect Bush's correspondence 
hearings of the Church Com- result of congressional investi- with Cherne leaves no doubt 
mittee. Spies traditionally func- gations and the direct result of that theirs was a very special 
tion in agray world of immunity an article in an obscure maga- relationship. Cherne repre- 
from such crudities. But the zine." Here, in the words of a sented for Bush a strengthen- 
Committee'sprolonged focus on Washington Star headline, was ing of his links to the Zionist- 
CIA activities in Greece left "one CIA effort that worked". neoconservative milieu, with 
agents there exposed to ran- options for backchanneling 
dom vengeance." Staffers of BUSH AND THE ADL into the Soviet bloc. Bush 
the Church committee pointed PAY ATTENTION!] wrote to Cherne, "1 read your 
out that the Church Committee testimony with keen inteaest 
had never said a word about Between Christmas and and appreciation. I am redy 
Greece or mentioned the name New Year's in Kennebunkport, looking forward to meeting 
Welch. looking forward to the decisive you and working with you in 

CIA Director Colby first floor vote on his confirmation, connection with your PFIAB 
blamed the death of Welch on Bush was at work tending and chores. Have a wonderful 
Counterspy magazine, which mobilizing key parts of his net- 1976." 
had published the name of work. One of them was a cer- January 1976 was not 
Welch some months before. The tain Leo Cherne. auspicious for Bush. He had to 
next day, Colby backed off, Leo Cherne is  not a wait until almost the end of the 
blaming a more general climate household word but he has been month for his confirmationvote, 
of hysteria regarding the CIA a powerful figure in the U.S. hanging there, slowly twisting 
which had led to the assassina- intelligence community over the in the wind. In the meantime, 
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the Pike Committee report was been leaked. Goldwater in opposing the prin- On this last note of nausea- 
approaching completion, after On January 19, George cipal final recommendation of related lies, let us take a break 
months of probing and hag- Bush was present in the Execu- the Church Committee, such please. 
gling, and was sent to the Gov- tive Gallery of the House of as it was-the establishment of Hatonn to stand-by. We will 
ernment Printing Office on Representatives, seated close to a permanent intelligence over continue on this subject when 
January 23, despite continuing the unfortunate Betty Ford, for sight committee. we again sit to pen. 
arguments from the White the President's State of the Pike found that the at- 
House and from the GOP that Union Address. This was a tempt to censor his report had 6/24/92 W3 HATONN 
the committee could not reveal photo opportunity so that Ford's made "a complete travesty of 
confidential and secret mate- CIA candidate could get on tele- the whole doctrine of separa- GEORGE BUSH & CIA 
rial provided by the executive vision for a cameo appearance tion of powers." In the view of a CONTINUED 
branch. On Sunday, January that might boost his standing staffer of the Church commit- 
25, a copy of the report was on the eve of confirmation. tee, "all within two days, the QUOTING CONTINUED: 
leaked to Daniel Schorr of CBS House Intelligence Committee 
News, and was exhibited on tele- CONFIRMED AT LAST had ground to a halt, and the CIA DIRECTOR BUSH 
vision that evening. The follow- Senate Intelligence Committee 
ing morning, the New York Rmes Senate floor debate was had split asunder over the cen- When Bush became Di- 
published an extensive sum- underway on January 26, and terpiece of its recomrnenda- rector of Central Intelligence 
mary of the entire Pike Commit- Senator McIntyre lashed out at tions. The White House must (DCI), the incumbent principal 
tee report. the Bush nomination as "an have rejoiced;. the Welch death deputy director w a s  Gen . 

Despite all this exposure, insensitive affront to the Ameri- and leaks from the Pike Com- Vernon Walters, a former Amy 
the House voted on January 29 can people". mittee report had produced, at lieutenant general. This is the 
that the Pike Committee report In further debate on the last, a backlash against the con- same Gen. Vernon Walters who 
could not be released. A few day of the vote, January 27, gressional investigations." was mentioned by Haldeman 
days later, it was published in Senator Joseph Biden joined Riding the crest of that and Nixon in the notorious 
full in the Village Voice, and other Democrats in assailing wave of backlash was George "smoking gun" tape already 
CBS correspondent Daniel Bush as "the wrong appoint- Bush. The constellation of discussed, but who of course 
Schorr was held responsible for ment for the wrong job at  the events around his confirmation denied that he ever did any of 
its appearance. The Pike Com- wrong time." Church appealed prefigures the wretched state of the things that Haldeman and 
mittee report attacked Henry to the Senate to reject Bush, a Congresstoday: arubber stamp Erlichman said that he had 
Kissinger, "whose comments," man "too deeply embroiled in parliament in a totalitarian promised to do. Walters had 
it said, "are at variance with the partisan politics and too inter- state, incapable of overriding been a t  the CIA since May 
facts." In the midst of this twined with the political des- even one of Bush's 22 vetoes. 1972-a Nixon appointee who 
imperial regency over the United tiny of the President himself" to On Friday, January 30, had been with Nixon when the 
States, an unarnused Kissinger be able to lead the  CIA. Ford and Bush were joined at then-Vice President's car was 
responded that "we are facing a Goldwater, Tower, Percy, the CIA auditorium for Bush's stoned in Caracas, Venezuela. 
new version of McCarthyism". Howard Baker and Clifford Case swearing-in ceremony before a Ever since then, Nixon had seen 
A few days later, Kissinger said all spoke up for Bush. Bush's large gathering of agency em- him as part of the old guard. 
of the Pike Committee: "I think floor leader was Strom ployees. Colby was also there: Walters left to become a private 
they have used classified infor- Thurmond who supported Bush Some said he had been fired consultant in July 1976. 
mation in a reckless way, and by attacking the Church and primarily because Kissinger To replace Walters, Bush 
the version of covert operations Pike Committees. thought that he was divulging picked Enno Henry Knoche, who 
they have leaked to the press Finally it came to a roll too much to the congressional had joined the CIA in 1953 as 
has the cumulative effect of call and Bush passed by a vote committees, but Kissinger later an intelligence analyst special- 
being totally untrue and dam- of 64-27. Church's staff felt told Colby that the latter's izing in Far Eastern political 
aging to the nation." they had failed lamentably, hav- stratagems had been correct. and m i l i t q  affairs. Knoche 

Thus, as Bush's eonfir- ing gotten only liberal Demo- Colbyopenedtheceremony came from the Navy and knew 
mation vote approached, the crats and the single Republican with afew briefwords: "Mr. Presi- Chinese. From 1962 to 1967, 
Ford White House, on the one vote of Jesse Helms. dent, and Mr. Bush, I have great he had been the chief of the 
hand, and the Pike and Church It was the day after Bush's honor to present you to an orga- National Photographic Interpre- 
Committees on the other, were confirmation that the House nization of dedicated profession- tation Center. In 1969, he had 
close to "open political war- Rules Committee voted 9 to 7 to als. Despite the turmoil and tu- become deputy director of plan- 
fare", as the Washington Post block the publication of the Pike mult of the last year, they con- ning and budgeting and chaired 
put it a t  the time. One explana- Committee report. The issue tinue to produce the best intelli- the international CIA commit- 
tion of the leaking of the Pike then went to the full House on gence in theworId." This wasmet tee in charge of computeriza- 
report was offered by Otis Pike January 29, which voted, 146 byaburstofapplause. Forri'sline tion. Next, Knoche was deputy 
himselfon February 1 1: "A copy to 124, that the Pike Committee was: "We cannot improve this director of the Office of Current 
was sent to the CIA. It would be must submit its report to cen- agency by destroying it." Bush Intelligence, which produces 
to their advantage to leak it for sorship by the White House and promised to make the &CIA an ongoing assessments of inter- 
publication." By now, Ford was thus by the CIA. At almost the instrument of peace and on ob- national events for the Presi- 
raving about mobilizing the FBI same time, Senator Howard ject of pride for all our people." dent and the National Security 
to find out how the report had Baker joined Tower and * * +  Council. After 1972, Kn~che  
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headed the Intelligence Noriega from Bush. Tongsun network known as The Enter- ber 1990 on four felony tax 
Directorate's Office of Strategic Park, Murphy's ostensible busi- prise, which was at the heart of counts for not reporting his ill- 
Research, charged with evalu- ness associate, will soon turn Iran-Contra and the other ille- gotten gains, and sentenced to 
ating strategic threats to the out to have been the central gal covert operations of the 16 months in prison and a fine 
U.S. In 1975, Knoche had been figure of the Koreagate scandal Reagan-Bush years. of $40,000. 
a special liaison between Colby of 1976, avery important devel- During the early 1960's, Another career covert 
and the Rockefeller Commis- opment on Bush's CIA watch. after the Bay of Pigs, Theodore operations man, John Waller, 
sion, as well as with the Church Other names on the Bush Shackley had been the head of became the inspector general, 
and Pike Committees. This was flow chart included holdover the CIA Miami Station during the officer who was supposed to 
a very sensitive post, and Bush Edward Proctor, followed by the years in which Operation keep track of illegal operations. 
clearly looked to Knoche to help Bush appointee Sayre Stevens Mongoose was at its peak. This For legal advice, Bush turned 
him deal with continuing chal- in the slot of deputy director for was the E. Howard Hunt and first to holdover General Coun- 
lenges coming from the Con- intelligence; holdover Carl Watergate Cubans crowd, sel Mitchell Rogovin, who had 
gress. In the fall of 1975, Knoche Duckett, followed by Bush ap- circles familiar to Felix in December 1975 theorized that 
was to function as Bush's "In- pointee Leslie Dirks as deputy Rodriguez (Max Gomez), who in intelligence activities belonged 
dian guiden through the secrets director for science and tech- the 1980's ran Contragun-run- to the "inherent powers" of the 
of Langley; he knew "where the nology; John Blake, holdover ning and drug-running out of presidency, and that no special 
bodies were buried". as deputy director for adminis- Bush's vice-presidential office. congressional legislation was 

Knoche was highly criti- tration, and holdover William Later, Shackley was re- required to permit such things 
cal of Colby's policy of handing Nelson, followed by Bush ap- portedly the chief of the CIA as covert operations to go on. 
over limited amounts of classi- pointee William Wells, deputy station in Vientiane, Laos, be- later, Bush appointed Anthony 
fied material to the Pike and director for operations. tween July 1966 and December Lapham, Yale '58, as CIA gen- 
Churchcommittees, while fight- (H: I can only urge you, 1968. Some time after that, he era1 counsel. Lapharn was the 
ing to save the core of covert once more, toget theongoing moved on to become the CIA scion of an old San Francisco 
operations. Knoche told agroup series of TANGLED WEBS: station chief in Saigon, where banking family, and his brother 
of friends during this period: TANGLED WEBS , VO L. I;  he directed the implementation was Lewis Lapham, the editor 
"There is no counterintelligence TANGLED WEBS, VOL. 11; THE of the Civilian Operations and of Hatper's magazine. Lapham 
any more." This implies a con- MOTHER OF ALL WEBS (T.W. Rural Development Support would take aleading role in the 
demnation of the congressional 111); LOOSEN THE KNOTS AND (CORDS) program, better known CIA cover-up of the Letelier as- 
committees with whom Knoche TANGLES (T.W. IV); BLOOD- as OPERATION PHOENIX, a sassination case. 
had served as liaison, and can SUCKERS OF THE TANGLED genocidal crime against human- Typical of the broad sec- 
also be read as a lament for the WEBS (V); SILENT BLOOD ity which killed tens of thou- tion of CIA officers who were 
ousting of J a m e s  J e s u s  SUCKERS OF THE TANGLED sands of Vietnamese civilians delighted with their new boss 
Angleton, chief of the CIA'S WEBS (VI) and the others as becausetheyweresuspectedof from Brown Brothers 
counterintelligence operations we get them to release point. working for the Viet-Cong, or Harriman/ Skull and Boneswas 
until 1975 and director of the Remember, chelas, these are sometimes simplybecause they Cord Meyer, who had most re- 
mail-openingoperation that had JOURNALS and the great were able to read and write. [H: cently been the station chief in 
been exposed by various prob- value is the continuity of flow Yes indeed, I can only urge London from 1973 on, a wild 
ers. and integration of that which you to get the above named and woolly time in the tight 

is already known. I think JOURNALS forit'sall therein little island, as we will see. 
NORIEGA INVOLVEMENT there is even some kind of one or another of them.] A s  Meyer, a covert action veteran 

discount if you purchase rev- for Shackley, there are also re- and Watergate operative, writes 
Adm. Daniel J. Murphy eral-you'll have to check on ports that he worked for a time at length in his autobiography 

was Bush's deputy director for it.] in the late 1960's in Rome dur- about his enthusiasm for the 
theintelligencecommunity,and William Wells as deputy di- ing the period when the CIA'S Bush regime at CIA, which in- 
later became Bush's chief of rector for operations was a very GLAD10 capabilities were being duced him to prolong his own 
staff during his first term as significant choice. He was a used to launch a wave of terror- career there. 
vice president. Much later, in career covert operations spe- ism in that country that went And what did other CIA 
November 1987, Murphy vis- cialist who had graduated from on for well over a decade. Such officers, such as intelligence 
ited Panama in the company of Yale a few years before Bush. was the man whom Bush chose analysts, think of Bush? Acom- 
South Korean businessman and Wells soon acquired his own to appoint to a position of re- mon impression is that he was 
intelligence operative Tongsun deputy, recommended by him sponsibility in the CIA. Later, a superficial lightweight with 
Park, and met with Gen. and approved by Bush: This Shackley will turn up as a no serious interest in intelli- 
Manuel Antonio Noriega. was the infamous Theodore "speechwriter" for Bush dur- gence. Deputy Director for Sci- 
Murphywas later obliged totes- Shackley, whose title thus be- ing the 1979-80 campaign. ence and Technology Carl 
tify to the Senate Foreign Rela- came associate deputy director Alongwith Shackley came Duckett, who was ousted by 
tions Committeeabout his meet- for covert operations. Shackley his associate and former Miami Bush after three months, com- 
ing with Noriega. Murphy later emerged as one of the cen- Station second in command, mented that he "never saw 
claimed that he was only in tral figures of the Iran-Contra ThomasClines, apartner of Gen. George Bush feel he had to un- 
Panama to 'make a buck", but scandal of the 1980's. He is Richard Secord and Albert derstand the depth of some- 
there are indications that he reputedly one of the dominant Hakim during the Iran-Contra thing .... He is not a man tre- 
was carrying messages to personalities of a CIA old boys' operation, convicted in Septem- mendously dedicated to a cause 
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or ideas. He's not fervent. He But on J a n u a r y  10, ert Ellsworth, the assistant sec- FORD EO OPENS DOOR 
goes with the flow, looking for Marsh and the intelligence retaryofdefenseforintelligence. FOR DOMESTIC COVERT 
how it will play politically." agency bosses met again with This committee was jointly to ACTIONS 
According to Maurice Emst, the Ford, and the strategy began to formulate the budget of the in- 
head of the CIA'S Office of Eco- shift toward preempting Con- telligence community and allo- The Official Secrets Act 
nomic Research from 1970 to gress. On January 30, Ford cate its resources to the various would have to be passed by 
1980, "George Bush doesn't like and Bush came back from their tasks. Congress, but most of the rest 
to get into the middle of an appearance at  the CIA audito- of what Ford announced was 
intellectualdebate .... he liked to rium swearing-in session and KISSINGER AND embodied in Executive Order 
delegate it. I never really had a met with other officials in the SCOWCROFT: IOB 11905. Church thought that 
serious discussion with him on Cabinet Room. Attending be- this was over-reaching, since it 
economics." Hans Heyrnann sides Ford and Bush were Sec- The 40 Committee, which amounted to changing some 
was Bush's national intelligence retary of State Kissinger, Secre- had overseen covert operations, provisions of the National Se- 
officer for economics, and he tary of Defense Donald was now to be called the Oper- curity Act by presidential fiat. 
remembers having been im- Rumsfeld, Attorney General ations Advisory Group, with its But this was now the new tem- 
pressed by Bush's Phi Beta EdwardLevi, JackMarsh, Philip membership reshuffled to in- per of the times. 
Kappa Yale degree in econom- Buchen, Brent Scowcroft, Mike clude Scowcroft of NSC, A s  for the CIA, Executive 
ics. A s  Heymann later recalled Duval, and Peter Wallison rep- Kissinger, Rumsfeld, Chairman Order 1 1905 authorized it "to 
Bush's response, "He looked at  re sen t  ing Vice President of the Joint Chiefsof StaffGeorge conduct foreign counterintelli- 
me in horror and said, 'I don't Rockefeller, who was out oftown Brown, plus observers from the gence activities ... in the United 
remember a thing. It was so that day. Here Ford presented attorney general and OMB. States", which opened the door 
long ago, so I'm going to have to his tentative conclusions for An innovation was the to many things. Apart from 
rely on you." further discussion. The general creation ofthe Intelligence Over- restr ic t ions on physical 

line was to preempt the Con- sight Board (in addition to the searches and electronic bug- 
INTELLIGENCE CZAR BUSH gress, not to cooperate with it, President's Foreign Intelligence ging, it was still open season on 

to increase secrecy, and to in- Advisory Board), which was Americansabroad. The FBI was 
During the first few weeks of crease authoritarian tenden- chaired by Ambassador Robert promised the Levi guidelines, 

Bush's tenure, the Ford admin- cies. D. Murphy, the old adversary of and other agencies would get 
istration was gripped by a "first Ford scheduled a White Charles de Gaulle during World charters written for them. In 
strike" psychosis. This had House press conference for the War  11. The IOB was supposed tht lnterim, the power of the 
nothing to do with the Soviet evening of February 17. to be awatchdog to prevent new FBI to combat various "subver- 
Union, but was rather Ford's In his press conference of abuses from coming out of the sive" activities was reaffirmed. 
desire to preempt any propos- February 17, Ford scooped the intelligence community. Also Political assassination was 
als for reform of the intelligence Congress a n d  touted his on th is  board there were banned, but there were no limi- 
agencies coming out of the Pike bureaucratic' reshuffle of the Stephen Ailes, who had been tations or regulations placed on 
or Church Committees with a intelligence agencies as the most undersecretary of defense for covert operations, and there was 
pseudo-reform of his own, pre- sweeping reform and reorgani- Kennedy and secretary of the nothing about measures to im- 
mised on his own in-house zation of the United States' in- Army for LBJ. The third figure prove the intelligence and ana- 
study, the Rockefeller report, telligence agencies since the 
which recommended a n  in- passage of the National Secu- 
crease of secrecy for covert op- rity Act of 1947. "I will not be a 
erations and classified informa- party to the dismantling of the 
tion. Since about the time of CIA or other intelligence agen- 
the  Bush nomination, a n  cies," he intoned. He repeated 
interagency task force armed that the intelligence commu- 
with the Rockefeller Commis- nity had to function under the 
sion recommendations had direction of the National Secu- 
been meeting under the chair- rity Council, as if that were 
manship of Ford's counselor something earth-shaking and 
Jack 0. Marsh. This was the new; from the perspective of 
Intelligence Coordinating Oliver North a n d  Admiral 
Group, which included del- Poindexter we can see in retro- 
egates of the intelligence agen- spect that it guaranteed noth- 
cies, plus NSC, Office of Man- ing. A new NSC committee 
agement and the Budget (OMB), chaired by Bush was entrusted 
and others. This group worked with the task of giving greater 
up a series of final recommen- central coordination to the in- 
dations that were given to Ford telligence community as a 
to study on his Christmas vaca- whole. This committee was to 

on this IOB was Leo ~ h e i n e ,  
who was soon to be promoted to 
chairman of PFIAB as well. The 
increasingly complicit rela- 
tionship of Cherne to Bush 
meant that all alleged oversight 
by the IOB was a mockery. 

Ford also wanted a ver- 
sion of the Official Secrets Act, 
which we have seen Bush 
supporting: He called for "Spe- 
cial legislation to guard critical 
intelligence secrets. This legis- 
lation would make it a crime for 
agovernment employee who has 
access to certain highly classi- 
fied information to reveal that 
information improperlyn- 
which would have made the 
Washington leak game rather 
more dicey than it is at  present. 

tion in Vail, Colorado. At this consist of Bush, Kissinger clone 0, ,hat a trmgled web we weave, 
point Ford was inclined to "go William Hyland of the National whenjjrst we practice to deceive. 
slow and work with Congress". Security Council staff, and Rob- - Sir Walter Scott 

lytical product of agencies. 
In the view of the New 

York Rmes, the big winner was 
Bush: "From a management 
point of view, Mr. Ford tonight 
centralized more power in the 
hands of the director of Central 
Intelligence than any had had 
since the creation of the CIA. 
The director has always been 
the nominal head of the intelli- 
gence community, but in fact 
has  had little power over the 
other agencies, particularly the 
Department of Defense." Bush 
was now de facto intelligence 
czar. 

Congressman Pike said 
that Ford's reorganization was 
bent "largely on preserving all 
of the secrets in the executive 
branch and very little on guar- 
anteeing a lack of any further 
abuses." Church commented 
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that what Ford was really after AND WILL CONTROL UNDER Both men were linked to Suzi pretend to make a few disclo- 
was "to *give the CIA a bigger DIRECTION OF THOSE SAME Park Thomson, who had been sures tocreateaveneerofcoop- 
shield and a longer sword with HANDS-IS A MEMBER OF hosting parties of the Korean eration. 
which to stab about." KISSINGER'S "KISSINGERAND Embassv. Later. it turned out 

The Bush-Kissinger-Ford -ASSOCIATESn!!!! 
counteroffensive against the 

that sPiaker of the House Carl THE LETELIER AFFAIR 
Albert had kept Suzi Park 

congressional committees went BUSH'S REAL AGENDA Thomson on his payroll for all of One of the most spectacular 
forward. On March 5,  the CIA the six years that he had been scandals of Bush's tenure at 
leaked the story that the Pike Reality was different. The speaker. The New York Times the CIA was the assassination 
Committee had lost more than administration Bush served had estimated that as'many as 1 15 in Washington, D.C. of Orlando 
232 secret documents which Ford as its titular head, but Congressmen were involved. Letelier, the Chileanexile leader. 
had been turned over from the most of the real power, espe- In reality the number was Letelier had been a minister in 
files of the executive branch. cially in foreign affairs, was in much lower, but  former the Allende government, which 
Pike said that this was another the hands of Kissinger. Bush Watergate Special Prosecutor had been overthrown by 
classic CIA provocation de- was more than willing to play Leon Jaworski was brought Kissinger in 1973. Letelier, 
signed to discredit his commit- alongwith the Kissingeragenda. back from Houston to become along with Ronnie Moffitt of the 
tee, which had ceased its activ- special prosecutor for this case Washington Institute for Policy 
ity. Bush denied that he had KOREAGATE as well. This underlined the Studies, died on September 2 1, 
engineered the leak. press line that "the Democrats' 1976 in the explosion of a car 

By September , Bush The first priority was to put Watergaten had finally arrived. bomb on Sheridan Circle, in the 
could boast in public that he an end to such episodes as con- It was embarrassing to the Bush heart of Washington's Embassy 
had won the immediate engage- tempt citations for Henry CIA when Tongsun Park's offi- Row district along Massachu- 
ment: His adversaries in the Kissinger. Thanks to the pres- cial agency file disappeared for setts Avenue. 
congressional investigating ence of Don Gregg as CIA sta- several months, and finally Relatively few cases of inter- 
committeesweredefeated. "The tion chief in Seoul, South KO- turned up shorn of key infor- national terrorism have taken 
CIA," Bush announced, "has rea, that was easy to arrange. mation on the CIA officers who place on the territory of the 
weathered the storm.. . The This was the same Don Gregg of had been working most closely United States, but this was cer- 
mood in Congress h a s  the CIA who would later serve with Park. tainly an exception. Bush's 
changed," he crowed. "No one as Bush's national security ad- With "Koreagate", the Con- activities before and after this 
is campaigning against strong viser during the second vice- gress was terrorized and assassination amount to one of 
intelligence. The adversary presidential term, and who brought to heel. In this atmo- the most bizarre episodes in the 
thing, how we can ferret out would manage decisive parts of sphere Bush moved to reach a annals of secret intelligence 
corruption, has given way to the Iran-Contra operations from secret foreign policy consensus operations. 
the more serious question how Bush's own office. Gregg knew with key congressional leaders One of the assassins of 
we can have better intelligence." of an agent of the Korean CIA, of both parties of the one- arty Letelierwasunquestionablyone 

Such was the public pro- Tongsun Park, who had for a state. According to two senior Michael Vernon Townley, a CIA 
file of Bush's CIA tenure up number of years been making government officials involved, agent who had worked for David 
until about the time of the No- large payments to members of limitedcovertoperationsinsuch Atlee Phillips in Chile. Phillips 
vember 1976 elections. If this Congress, above all to Demo- places as Angola were contin- had become the director of the 
had been the whole story, then cratic members of the House of ued under the pretext that they CIA'S Western Hemisphere op- 
we might accept the usual talk Representatives, in order to se- were necessary for phasing out erations after the overthrow of 
about Bush'speriod of unevent- cure their support for legisla- the earlier, larger, and more Allende and the advent of the 
ful rebuilding and moral boost- tion that was of interest to Park expensive operations. Bush's dictatorship of Augu st0 
ing while he was at Langley. Chung Hee, the South Korean secret deal was especially suc- Pinochet Ugarte, and its Milton 

+ * * leader. It was therefore a simple cessful with the post-Church Friedman/Chicago School eco- 
Let us take a rest break be- matter to blow the lid off this Senate Intelligence Committee. nomic policies. In 1975, Phillips 

fore we take up the subject of story, causing a wave of hyste- Because of the climate of resto- founded AFIO, the Association 
Bush's real agenda. ria among the literally hundreds ration that prevailed, a number of Former Intelligence Officers, 

of members of Congress who of Democrats on this committee which has supported George 
6/24/92 W4 HATONN had attended parties organized concluded that they must break Bush in every campaign he has 

by Tongsun Park. off their aggressive inquiries and ever waged since that time. 
GEORGE BUSH 8b CIA The Koreagate headlines be- make peace with Bush, accord- Townley, as a "former" CIA 

(CONTINUED) gan to appear a few days after ing to reports of remarks by two agent, had gone to work for the 
Bush had taken over at Lan- senior members of the commit- DINA, the Chilean secret police, 

A s  we move along here I just gley. In February, there was a tee staff. The result was an and had been assigned by the 
want you to keep in mind that story by Maxine Cheshire of the interregnum d.uring which the DINA as its liaison man with a 
"Kissinger" will be coming up Washington Post reporting that Senate committee would nei- group called CORU. CORU was 
constantly as the brains behind the Department of Justice was ther set specific reporting re- the acronym for Command of 
everything happening-BUT investigating Congressmen Bob quirements nor attempt to pass United Revolutionary Organi- 
ALSO REMEMBER: THE UN- Leggett and Joseph Addabbo any binding legislation to re- zations, a united front of four 
KNOWN PERSON, WALLACE for allegedly accepting bribes strict CIA covert and related anti-Castro Cuban organiza- 
STICKNEY, WHO HEADS FEMA from the Korean government. activity. In return, Bush would tions based primarily in the 
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neighborhood of Miami called that his Agency did not desire to fice a t  the CIA'S Langley head- tant attorney general replied 
Little Havana. With CORU, we have any contact with the Chil- quarters. It is quite beyond that he happened to be a per- 
are back in the milieu of Miami ems." Ambassador Landau re- belief that the CIA is so lax in its sonal friend of the CIA Director 
anti-Castro Cubans, whose po- sponded by revoking the visas counterespionage functions himself, George Bush. Pottinger 
litical godfather George Bush that he hadalreadygrantedand that it would simply have ig- called him 'George'. For him, 
had been since very early in the telling the Immigration and nored a clandestine operation the CIA Director was only a 
1960's. Naturalization Service to put by a foreign intelligence service phone call away. Would Propper 

It was under these circum- the two DINAmenon theirwatch in Washington, D.C., or any- like an appointment? By that 
stances that the U.S. arnbassa- list to be picked up if they tried where in the United States. It is afternoon he (an FBIagent work- 
dor to Chile, George Landau, to enter the United States. The equally implausible that Bush, ing on the case) and Pottinger 
sent acable to the State Depart- two DINA men entered the Walters, (Ambassador George) were scheduled for lunch with 
ment with the singular request United States anyway on Au- Landau and other officials were Director Bush at  CIA headquar- 
that two agents of the DINA be gust 22, with no apparent diffi- unaware of the chain of inter- ters on Monday. A Justice De- 
allowed to enter the United culty. The DINA men reached national assassinations that partmentlimousinewouldpick 
States with Paraguayan pass- Washington, and it is clear that had been attributed to DINA. them up a t  noon. Propper 
ports. One of these agents is they were hardly traveling in- Bush's complicity deepens whistled to himself. This was 
likely to have been Townley. cognito: They appear to have when we turn to the post-as- known in Washington as ac- 
The cable also indicated that asked a Chilean embassy offi- sassination cover-up. The pros- cess." 
thetwoDINAagentsalsowanted cial to call the CIA to repeat ecutor in the Letelier-Moffitt At CIA headquar ters ,  - 
to meet with Gen. Vernon their request for a meeting. murders was Assistant U.S. Pottinger introduced Propper to 
Walters, the outgoing deputy According to other *ports, Attorney Eugene M. Propper. Director Bush, and Bush intro- 
director of central intelligence, the DINA men met with New Nine days after the assassina- duced the two lawyers to Tony 
and so the cable also went to York Senator James Buckley, tions, Propper was trying with- Lapham, his general counsel. 
Langley. Here, the cable was the brother of conservative col- out success to get some coop- There was some polite conver- 
read by Walters, and also passed umnist William Buckley of Skull eration from the CIA, since it sation. Then, "When finally 
into the hands  of Director and Bones. It is also said that was obvious enough to anyone called on to state his business, 
George Bush, Bush not only the DINA men met with Frank that the Chilean regime was the Propper said that the Letelier- 
had this cable in his hcinds, Terpil, a close associate of Ed prime suspect in the killing of Moffitt murders were more than 
Bush and Walters discussed the Wilson, and no stranger to the one of its most prominent po- likely ' political assassinations, 
contents of the cable and what operations of the Shackley- litical opponents. The CIA had and that the investigation would 
to do about it, including whether Clines Enterprise. According to been crudely stonewalling probably move outside the 
Walters ought to meet with the one such version, "Townley met Propper. He had even been United States into the Agency's 
DINA agents. The cable also with Frank Terpil one week be- unable to secure the requisite realm of foreign intelligence. 
reached the desk of Henry fore the Letelier murder, on the security clearance to see docu- Therefore, Propper wanted CIA 
Kissinger. One of Landau's same day that he met with Sen- ments in the case. Then Propper cooperation in the form of re- 
questions appears to have been ator James Buckley and aides received a telephone call from ports from within Chile, reports 
whether the mission of the DINA in New York City. The explo- Stanley Pottinger, assistant at- on assassins, reports on for- 
men had been approved in ad- sives sent to the United States torney general in charge of the eign operatives entering the 
vance by Langley; his cable was on Chilean airlines were to re- Civil Rights Division of the Jus- United States, and the like. He 
accompanied by photocopies of place explosives supplied by tice Department. Pottinger said wanted anything he could get 
the Paraguayan passports. Edwin Wilson, according to a that he had been in contact that might bear upon the mur- 
(Later on, in 1980, Bush denied source close to the office of As- with members of the Institute ders." 
that he had ever seen this cable; sistant U.S. Attorney Lawrence for Policy Studies, who had ar- If Bush had wanted to be 
he had not just been out of the Barcella." The bomb that killed gued that the Civil Rights Divi- candid, he could have informed 
loop, he claims; he had been in Letelier and Moffitt was of the sion ought to take over the Propper that he had been in- 
China.) The red Studebaker same type that the FBI believed Letelier case because of its clear formed of the coming of the 
hacks, including Bush himself that Ed Wilson was selling, with political implications. Propper DINA team twice, once before 
in his campaign autobiography, the same timer mechanism. argued that he should keep con- they left South America and 
do not bother denying anything trol of the case since the Protec- once when they had arrived in 
about the Letelier case; they BUSH CIA COVER UP tion of Foreign Officials Act gave Washington. But Bush never 
simply omit it. him jurisdiction. Pottinger volunteered this highly perti- 

Bush therefore had plenty of agreed that Propper was right, nent information. Instead, he 
CHILEAN DC BOMB warning that a DINA operation and that he ought to keep the went into asophisticated stone- 

RULING: ALLOWED BY was about to take place in Wash- case. When Pottinger offered to wall routine: "Look," said Bush, 
DEFAULT ington, and it was no secret that be of help in any possible way, "I'm appalled by the bombing. 

it would be wetwork. A s  au- Propper asked if Pottinger could Obviously we can't allow people 
On August 4, on the basis of thors John Dinges and Saul expedite cooperation with the to come right here into the capi- 

the conversations between Bush Landau point out, when the CIA. tal and kill foreign diplomats 
and Vernon Walters, the CIA DINA hitmen arrived in Wash- A s  Propper later recounted and American citizens like this. 
sent a reply from Walters to ington they "alerted the CIA by this conversation: "Instant, It would be hideous precedent. 
Landau, stating that the former having a Chilean embassy em- warm confidence shot through So, as director, I want to help 
"was unaware of the visit and ployee call General Walters' of- the telephone line. The assis- you. A s  an American citizen, I 
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want to help. But, as director, disclosed." "competitive analysis": in the not just that Israel had to be 
1 also know that the Agency Most remarkably, Bush is area of National Intelligence financedwithout stint, butthat 
can't help in a lot of situations reported to have flown to -Miami Estimates of Soviet air defenses, Israel had to be brought into 
like this. We've got some prob- on November 8 with the pur- Soviet missile accuracy, and Central America, the Far East, 
lems. Tony, tell him what they pose or pretext of taking "a overall Soviet strategic objec- and Africa. There was even a 
are." walking tour of Little Havana". tives. Bush and Cherne de- design for a new NATO, con- 

Lapham launched into acon- A s  author Donald Freed tells it, cided to conduct the competi- structed around Israel, while 
summate Aristotelian obfusca- "Actually Bush met with the tive analysis by commissioning junking the old NATO because 
tion, recounted in Lapham and Miami FBI Special Agents in two separate groups, each of it was absorbing vital U.S. re- 
hopper's Labyrinth. Lapham Charge Julius Matson and the which would present and argue sources needed by Israel. 
and Propper finally agreed that chief of the anti-Castro terror- for its own conclusions. On the By contrast, Team B sup- 
they could handle the matter ism squad. According to a one, Team A would be the CIA'S porters like Richard Perle, who 
best through an exchange of source close to the meeting, own National Intelligence Offic- served as assistant secretary of 
letters between the CIA Direc- Bush warned the FBI against ers and their staffs. But there defense under Reagan, were 
tor and Attorney General Levi. allowing the investigation to go would also be a separate Team bitterly hostile to the Strategic 
George Bush summed up: "If any further than the lowest level B, a group of ostensibly inde- Defense Initiative, which was 
you two come up with some- Cubans. pendent outside experts. plainly the only rational re- 
thing that Tony thinks will pro- In a meeting presided over The group leader of Team B sponse to the Soviet buildup, 
tect us, we'll be all right." The by Pottinger, Propper was only was Harvard history professor whichwasveryrealindeed. The 
date was October 4, 1976. able to get Lapham to agree that Richard Pipes, who was work- "window of vulnerability" ar- 

the Justice Department could ing in the British Museum in gument had merit, but the policy 
ELITE MEDIA HELPS ask the CIA to report any infor- London when he was appointed conclusions favored by Team B 

COVER mation on the Letelier murder by Bush and Cherne. had none, since their idea of 
that might relate to the security The liaison between Pipes' responding to the Soviet threat 

Contrary to that pledge, of the United States against for- Team B and Team A, the official was, once again, to subordinate 
Bush and the CIA began ac- eign intervention. It was two CIA, was provided by John Pais- everything to Israeli demands. 
tively to sabotage Propper's in- vears before any word of the ley, who had earlier served as Team A and Team B were 
vestigation in public as well as July-August cables was di- the liaison between Langley and supposed to be secret, but leaks 
behind the scenes. By Satur- vulged. the McCord-Hunt-Liddy Plumb- appeared in the Boston Globe 
day, the Washington Post was Ultimately, some low-level ers. In this sense, Paisley served in October. Pipes was surprised 
reporting many details of Cubanswereconvictedinatrial as the staffdirector oftheTeam to find an even more detailed 
Propper's arrangement with the that saw Townley plea bargain A-Team B experiment. account of Team B and its grim 
CIA. Even more interestingwas and get off with a lighter sen- Team B's basic conclusion estimate of Soviet intent in the 
the following item in the "Peri- tence than the rest. Material was that the Soviet military New York Times shortly after 
scope" column of Newsweek about Townley under his vari- preparations were not exclu- Christmas, but Paisley told him 
magazine of October 1 1: "After ous aliases strangely disap- sively defensive, but rather rep- that Bush and CIA official Rich- 
studying FBI and other field peared from the Immigration resented the attempt to acquire ard Lehman had already been 
investigations, the CIA has con- and Naturalization Service files, a first-strike capability that talking to the press, and urged 
cluded that the Chilean secret and records of the July-August would allow the USSR to un- Pipes to begin to offer some 
police were not involved in the cable t r a f f i cwi th~e rnoh te r s  leash and prevail in thermo- interviews of his own. 
death of Orlando Letelier ... . The (and Bush) were expunged. No nuclear war. The U.S. would 
agency reached its decision be- doubt there had been obstruc- face a window of vulnerability BUSHLIPS AT WORK 
cause the bomb was too crude tion of justice; no doubt there during the 1980's. But it is 
to be the work of experts and had been a cover-up. clear from Pipes' own discus- Qpically enough, Bush ap- 
because the murder, coming sion of the debate that Team B peared on Face the Nation early 
while Chile's rulers were woo- TEAM A AND TEAM B was less interested in the Soviet in the new year, before the 
ing U.S. support, could only ZIONIST INFLUENCE Union and its capabilities than inauguration of the new Presi- 
dam%e the Santiago regime." INFUSED in seizing hegemony in the in- dent, Jimmy Carter, to say that 

On November 1, the Wash- telligence and think-tank com- he was "appalled" by the leaks 
ington Post reported aleakfrom Now, what about the intelli- munity in preparation for seiz- of Team B's conclusions. Bush 
Bush personally: "CIA officials gence product of the CIA, in ing the key posts in the Re- confessed that "outside exper- 
say ... they believe that opera- particular the National Intelli- publican administration that tise had enormous appeal to 
tives of the present Chilean gence Estimates that are the might follow Carter in 1980. me." He refused to discuss the 
military junta did not take part centerpiece of the CIA'S work? The argument in Team B quar- Team B conclusions themselves, 
in Letelier's killing. According Here Bush was to oversee a ters was that, since the Soviets but did say that he wanted to 
to informed sources, CIA Direc- maneuver to markedly enhance were turning aggressive once "gun down" speculation that 
tor Bush expressed this view in the influence of the pro-Zionist again, the U.S.A. must do ev- the CIA had leaked a tough es- 
a conversation last week with wing of the intelligence commu- erything possible to strengthen timate of the Soviet Union's 
Secre tw of State Kissinger, the nity. the only staunch and reliable military buildup in order to stop 
sources said. What evidence In June 1976, Bush accepted American ally in the MIDDLE Carter from cutting the defense 
the CIA has obtained to support a proposal from Leo Cherne to East or possibly anywhere in budget. 
this initial conclusion was not carry out an experiment in the world, Israel. This meant After the Team B conclu- 
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sions had been bruited around cremated at the funeral home Carter look good if he did the impressed with Bush," said a 
the world, Pipes became a lead- approved by the Office of Secu- same. Carter signaled that he key Carter staffer. 

ing member of the Committee rity. wasn't interested. Then Bush Bush left Langley with 

on the Present Danger, where lamelv stammered that if Carter Carter's inauguration, leaving . - 
his fellow Team B veteran, Paul 

" 

PARTING SHOTS TO wanted his own man in Lan- Knoche to serve a couple of 

Nitze, was already ensconced, POWER gley, Bush would be willing to months as acting DCI. George 

along with Eugene V. Rostow, resign, which is of course stan- Bush now turned to his family 

Dean Rusk, Lane Kirkland, Max A s  he managed the fonni- dard procedure for all agency business of international bank- 

Kampelman, Richard Allen, dable world-wide capabilities of heads when a new President ing--or so the story goes - - -. 
* * A  - . " a .  

David Pac kard and Henry the CIA during 1976, Bush was takes office. Carter said that 
Fowler. About 30 members of laying the groundwork for his that was indeed exactlywhat he Let us  leave this, please. I 

the Committee on the Present personal advancement to higher wanted, and that he would have believe you have something 

Danger went on to become high office and greater power in the his own new DCI ready by Janu- worthwhile to chew on for the 

officials of the Reagan admin- 1980's. A s  we have seen, there ary2 1,1977. Bush and Knoche next while and this is surely 

istration. was some intermittent specula- then briefed Carter and his enough for this day's work of 

Ronald Reagan himself em- tion during the -year that in people for some six hours. writing. I believe if we hurry we 

braced the "window of vulner- spite of what Ford had prom- Carter insiders told the press shall have time for a short re- 

ability" thesis, which worked ised the Senate, Bush might that Bush's briefing had been a spite prior to the meeting. 

as well for him as the bomber showupasFord'srunningmate "disaster". "Jimmy wasn't 
gap and missile gap arguments after all. But at  the Republican 
had worked in previous elec- Convention, Ford chose Kan- 
tions. When the Reagan ad- sas Senator B O ~  Dole for Vice Beware! Dangerous Time 
ministration was being as- President. If Ford had won the 
sembled, Bush and James election, Bush would certainly 
Baker had a lot to say about have attempted to secure a fur- 

- 

Is Fast Upon Us 
who got what appointments. ther promotion, perhaps to sec- 
Bush was the founder of Team retary of state, defense, or trea- (Editor's note: This writing came out a few days befom the 
B, and that is the fundamental sury as a springboard for a new major Southern California earthquakes, the strong aftershocks 
reason why such pro-Zionist presidential bid of his own in of which are continuing to rumble and strongly suggest we all 
neoconservatives as Max 1980. But if Carter won the r=ad the following advice and comments very wry carefilly.) 

- 

Kamperlman, Richard Perle, election, Bush would attempt 
steven Bryen, Noel Koch, Paul to raise the banner of the non- 6 / 2 5 / 9 2  81 HATONN forhecutive Ordettake-over. 
Wolfowitz and Dov Zakem political status of the CIA in Everything the Administra- 
showed up in the Reagan ad- order to convince Carter to let Friends, please donot cause tion and the Elite are doing is 
ministration. him stay at Langley during the me to have to have "your" in- pointing to either civil or out- 

In a grim postlude to the period 1977-8 1 as a "non-par- sight for you. Please see that nght international war. There 
Team B exercise, Bush's hand- tisan" administrator. which is going on and act ac- is first strike in readiness and 
picked staff director for the op- In the close of the 1976 elec- cordingly. Things are not sim- now they will barrage you with 
eration, John Paisley, the So- tion, Carter prevailed by vote ply going to "go away"-you are "natural disaster" drills and 
viet analyst (Paisley was the fraud in New York, Ohio, and being set up and it grows more hype until you are lulled back 
former deputy director of the other states, but Ford was con- severe with each trial balloon. into your prison cells. 
CIA'S Office of Strategic Re- vinced by William Nelson and Foreign troops are in your Photon Belt?? Who cares!! 
search) and CIA liaison to the Happy Rockefeller, as well as by nation! Fomign military You will be most lucky indeed if 
Plumbers, disappeared on Sep- his own distraught wife Betty, equipment has now been you make it to such time as a 
tember 24, 1978 while sailing that he must concede in order placed in ew ty  podon of little photon experience. 
on Chesapeake Bay in his sloop, to preserve the work of "heal- your nation and now the mil You of mine-sharpen up 
the Brillig. Several days lciter, a ing" that he had accomplished cirmrkztion is stopped. This and check your emergency sup- 
body was found floating in the since Watergate. Carter would means that in a brief period plies. Again, tendofyour money 
bay in an advanced state of therefore enter the White House. of time the entire indudAzl for if the Executive Orders are 
decomposition, and with a gun- Bush prepared to make his dtmclationof yourndon will brought down for emergency 
shot wound behind the left ear. bid for continuity at  the CIA. be halted. QTheg" are now regulations, it will probably take 
The corpse was weighted down Shortly after the election, he telling you that it will even down the banks also if fear and 
by two sets of ponderous diving was scheduled to journey to moue to the steel industry panic set in. At any rate there 
belts. The body was four inches Plains to brief Carter with the and on thmugh the network will be "action" to prevent 
shorter than Paisley's own help of his deputy Henry ofptpdudonfactories. THEY "panic"theywillbete1lingyou. 
height, and Paisley's wife later Knoche. The critical meeting ALSO ARE %UGGLSTINGn W* .-r?Watch the clues. The 
asserted that the body found with Carter went very badly in- EXECUTNE ORDERS! rail syilie is the biggest one 
was not that of her husband. deed. Bush took Carter aside There is a gmve plan to thing -notable AFTER 
Despite all this, the body was and argued that in 1960 and the railmad shut-down now rearrangement of military sup- 
positively identified as Paisley's, 1968, CIA directors were re- that the military equipment plies-which by the way are even 
the death summarily ruled a tained duringpresidential tran- has been replaced and relo- marked (though most insignias 
suicide, and the body quickly sitions, and that it would make cated, etc. I t  is to .give reason have been covered or painted 
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over) with communist designa- about a month to act. America one and the more massive the It is different with the property 
tions. The Japanese troops are West will cease to function as suit-the more massive can be and dwelling-it hurtsvery, very 
now arriving in the U.S. and is-so look for another title corn- the counter-suit because I will much. So, too, will stopping 
Canada and they are decked ing through. They will now lose NEVER give them anything our information flow, hurt. But, 
out in blue helmets and  berets great sums of inflow by the court through which to be "longer as we are stopped from political 
("for the war games"). actions for they just made ar- HAD". Oh indeed, great incon- output, if we can prevail over 

rangements for additional print- venience from the myriad of the - "spiritual" aspects now 
TRY TO AVOID TRAVEL ings of the work in point. They court battles but henceforth under attack, we can continue 

are already running deficits so they shall all be fought through to inform even if it only be bean 
Ones ask what to do? I can't this will likely bankrupt them- the Constitutional Law Center- recipes and tofu guides. 

tell you what to do-but I tell which is the point of the actions giving BOTH entitiesexperience. It was against these days of 
you it is DANGEROUS to travel, under way. efforting to shut down the work 
especiallybyair fromnow forth. It appears the only way to "LEGAL" ATTACK FOR that the push was on to get the 
What happens depends on sev- keep the work available to any SUPPRESSION OF TRUTH massive amounts of informa- 
era1 things including your extent is to turn it over to other tion forth-so you will have it 
shuttle launch scheduled for distributors for the orders herein Right now there is a suit and you will find ways to get it- 
today. You must realize that are to cease and desist in all against all parties involved in I promise you. When you want 
within thisveryweekthere have publishing and distribution of the JOURNALS and LIBRATOR. it, it can be found for it is in- 
also been two massive nuclear the work in point. After "Ex- Herein I want to point out some- tended that it be so. 
tests in Nevada which were all ecutive Orders" come down it thing to the attorneys involved: Part of this discussion is for 
but devastating. 

There is now capability and 
placement in the field of "con- 
trol" weapons which fire phaser 
beams which instantly kill ev- 
erything in a body. The body 
itself will not even begin to de- 
cay until after some three 
months. They also are now 
placing helicopters (black) in 
groups of two or three which 
simultaneously fire beams 

will encompass ALL of the work 
on the basis of "national emer- 
gency and security". Our people 
would simply publish additional 
supplies and network distribu- 
tion but there simply are not 
available funds to do so. The 
LIBERATOR is so under attack 
that many working connections 
have had to be severed with 
America West to allow for print- 
ing and writing in one location 

You cannot copyright "truth" . 
Even if you could do so, if con- 
clusions are different from those 
of the "author or publisher in 
point", it is not infringement. If 
an entity labels itself "Insti- 
tute" or "University" it becomes 
recognized as a teaching entity 
and purchased courses (as in 
Home Study Course) become 
the property of the buyer. Infor- 
mation utilized from an entity 

Dharma and my people here at  
this place-it is hard to work 
around the clock day after day 
just to have others come and 
attack with intent to kill. Hold 
my hand and listen-we know 
the way through. Alive? What 
is "alive"? You have no worthy 
definition of "alive"! You are 
only able to measure your "alive- 
ness" against the "death" 
around you and I speak of 

which "program" crowds--or- &d business flow to take place having changed "ITS" name so "walking" dead. 
kill them. Also, even the police in another state. We have ar- that the accused has no way of 
departments across the coun- ranged it so the information tracing same-accusations are TEND YOUR ASSETS 
try are training the enforcement and paper can flow in various invalid and thus and so. Fur- 
officers to be prepared for both networking systems but we can- ther, the entity in point must One last item before we move 
chemical and biological inter- not know for sure how long this prove damage and intent to on: If you are still holding funds 
vention. can be done. Please be alert to damage. There are many more in even moderate amounts in 

Sad? Indeed! But perhaps information changes. points but if you will go forth the banks-expect them to be 
the most sad thing is that in the Please do realize, public and research these things you lost-soon. We have spoken on 
time we have been writing we readers, that these are indi- will find basis for argument as this many times and I still re- 
are now accused, more than vidual entities, are well man- well as counter-measures. We mindyou-BankAmericawillbe 
ever--of "preaching panic and agedaccording toUour" instruc- here write only JOURNALS (as one of the big holders. The 
fear". No, I tell you how it IS-- tions and do not affect any other in magazines) and a paper with "market" and the government 
and remind you to walk back segment ofanything-business news items and no accepted bonds and treasuries, CDS and 
into the shelter of God of Light. or private. We knew from onset advertisingof public input. The paper are expected to collapse 
Fear and panic are not things of that the government could and JOURNALS are "news" oriented right away now. At the least, all 
earth human who has freedom probably would shut us  down and informational value only- will be coming under "Emer- 
of action and the will to do so as we are devastated in one WE PLANNED IT THIS WAY!! gency FEMA regulations" as 
anything you desire to do. area we can have lifeline to an- GOD WOULD NOT HAVE soon as the "orchestra" begins 

other. Eventually, however, the LESSER THAN ORGANIZED the overture. Are you prepared 
ATTEMPTS TO BAN OUR possibilities are that we will have PLANS AND GOALS, CHELAS! against this day?? We have 

PUBLICATIONS to have a very low profile to Does thismean you can pre- done all that we can do and I 
continue our work. Dharrna vail? It only means  you cannot promise you any further 

1 remind you-the  st im- and Oberli have already been "should" prevail-the system assistance past this moment. 
portant segment ofour ;:~biica- "shut down" and now hold is so rotten that the likelihood The major actions are expected 
tions are going to be bxqned NOTHING and volunteer every- of prevailing in total is less than during the Fourth of July cel- 
and impounded simply because thing in order to haveno strings zilch-however, if you have ar- ebrations so as to give you LESS 
we tell you about God and against anything down in our ranged your lives well to do this time with opened banks to have 
Light-the orders came yester- projects or mission. We wel- work-you have nothing to "runs". If you act today you 
day-with the police. We have come ALL legal actions by any- lose-so how can losing hurt? may get coverage through one 
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more blow-out but with less 
than 7- 1 / 2  years to HAVE 
IN OPERATIONAL CONTROI-I 
WOULD GUESS THE ACTIVI- 
TIES ARE GOING TO HEAT UP 
AND BOIL OVER FROM NOW 
ON "IN". 

Can you survive? Yes--if 
you act appropriately and uti- 
lize their system instead of 
"fighting" it. You can only WIN 
through proper "working 
within" and growingup through 
it. I further ask for your prayers 
that our funding for our projects 
such as algae production and 
food growth can be completed 
so that branches of same can be 
available to all. You must 

CHECK SUPPLIES, 
SHELTER 

remember that there are those 
eight years and the adversary 
Elite need to have you continue 
to function and have a way to 
continue to hide Truth from you 
by the continued deceit. I re- 
mind you that "they" will even 
help you for what you do makes 
them 'look" good and they need 
to "look" good for awhile longer. 
It simply is that you must see 
"throughn the facade. Be ec- 
static that YOU see through 
because it allows you to act in 
wisdom instead of with irratio- 
nal reaction. Our purpose is to 
get a remnant through intact 
and bring God's people into 
safety and security-all other 
entities are just asYOU-under 
their own free-will preferences. 
The show is REALLY about to 
become incredible! 

By the way-there is now a 
"black market" tape of pictures 
of communities and bases on the 
dark side of the moon and on 
Mars which are undeniable and 
the "tellers* are now DEAD to 
prove it. These are "joint ven- 
ture" placements for the Elite 
and YOU paid for them. It is all a 
part of Alternative Three-I sug- 
gest you get SPACEGATE, THE 
VEIL REMOVED and SKEL- 
ETONS IN THE CLOSET. 

I frankly do not know how to 
separate out any JOURNALabove 
that of another-for we have cov- 
ered so many facets ofyour needs 
that the response only is mea- 
sured by the question. 

Dharrna, take this off the 
equipment so that the others 
can move on with checking their 
preparations, supplies--for self 
AND PETS-for if the govern- 
ment shuts down trucking- 
you will have no means of get- 
ting supplies. Make sure you 

are "right up" and make SURE "save" you, however, with an 
that you have available a "safe already full stomach, first aid 
place" for a time of radiation supplies and at least water. Do 
fallout as things unfold. You not expect to be able to pur- 
can also expect some "natural" chase very much at markets for 
disasters to be triggered so that the thrust will be to orchestrate 
the "worst" will not appear to "looting" so that the police have 
be from Washington. Theyneed reason to shoot to kill. The 
YOU to believe that THEY am markets will be stripped. Do 
saving you--so act accord- not, either, be even tempted to 
inglyl It is better to let them go forth and loot because "ev- 

CONNECTION, SUICIDE KNOW the meaning of thls Truth. He 
Pleiades Connection, explainsanddefmes the meanmgof Higher 

Vol. IV Knowledge -Cause and Effect -The mys- 
By Germain & tery of gravity - The Spiritual basis of 
HatonnIAton Polarity -The Law of Rhythmic Balanced 

This JOURNAL contains the truth about 5 Tapes ... $25.00 Interchange in nature. 
the of hum upon hs *lanet, Germain presents the details of what radi- 
our purposes here and why the Truth has a h g  atoms are, why cemin atoms and 
been hidden from us. We learn what our minerals are to be left in their natural state THE SCIENCE b F  MAN 
connect,on is to the inhabitants ofthe star and the consequencesofviolating Nature's 

laws and processes. We are warned about 
the danger and seriousness of atomic en- 

GOD SAID: ergy and the resulting nuclear contarnina- 6 Tapes ... $25.00 
tion to the survival of ALL life on this Gemin details more Cosmic info-- 

LET THERE BE LIGHT ,lane,. tion about the nature and structure of God 
Pleiades Connection, Vol. I1 and the Universe. Topics include: Rein- 

PHONE HOME, ET carnation cycling and Immortality - Inter- 
8 Tapes ... $30.00 Pleiades Connection, Vol. V worlungs between The Divided and the 

This volume is a primer providing the By Germain & Undivided Universe - The illusion of dis- 
basic understanding ofwhat weare, where HatonnIAton appearance, reappearance and Repetition 
we come from and return to, why we are 7 Tapes ... $30.00 - God creates ONE basic form - The Light 

accomplish successful connection, com- 
munion and communication with God. In 
this way you will learn HOW to know- SCIENCE OF THE 
ingly work with God on a moment to 

Pleiades Connection, Pleiades Connection, 
moment basis. There are two instructive 
audio tapes to assist in relaxation, clearing 

By Germain & Hatonn 
9 Tapes ... $30.00 your space and relinquishing your ego- 

consciousness to receive inspiration, 
Master Gerrnain continues with details knowledge and guidance from your God. Gennain presents more of the working 
about the nature of GdCreator and how Higher Consciousness~ details of the Cosmos, Universe and what 
He creates. Includes explanations about. God IS and how the cycles of perceived 
True nature of electricity, gravitation, THE SACRED SPIRIT death and life "work". Some Topics: 
magnetism, heat and cold. Explanations WITHIN How to Know God - Manifestation of 
about: The undivided light, the divided Pleiades Connection, 
light, cubedspheres and centering, the 

Love in Character - God's Purposeful 
Vol. VI Intent for Man - The tragedy of Modem 

power of Desire, simulated idea and en- By Germain Science - The Foundation of our present 
ergy, duality of electric effect, the nature "belief' - The Principles of Heat and 
of matter and the One idea (love) of Cre- Cold, Water and Fire - The seven new 

laws of Thermod 
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eryone is doing itn-you will be 
S O  stay away prepared from every and trouble then Successfullly Coping With Con fusion 
area possiblepark in security 
and wait it out. Perhaps the 61 191 92 SANANDA in a density of heaviness in You cannot change the way 
three to five days of "darkness" relationship to the immortal another feels about you, but 
is simply the total devastating Greetings, precious Druthea. I soul within you. It is often most you can understand WHY and 
dark actions of the blind and AM Sananda, Esu Immanuel, confusing to read the signs of a rise above the need to worry 
evil run amuck. Jesus the Christ, etc. Sananda circumstance and communicate over it. When you KNOW within 

Each one who has plans is alabel of achievement in spiri- effectively your feelings to self, your intent, the confusion lifts 
which give a place of security- tual knowledge and responsi- let alone to one another. and the path of darkness be- 
make SURE your little bags are bility beyond even "Christ" per- Many of you are lonely and long comes lighted for you see 
ready as we have been through fection. It means simply, ONE for that connection, that lifeline WITHIN with KNOWLEDGE all 
before-along with placement with and within God in Knowl- within which makes you feel the obstacles and rocks thrown 
for quick pick-up of your sleep- edge and Co-Creatorship. loved and secure. Often you at you to PURPOSELY cause 
ing bags, personal goods and Everyone ofyou preciouschelas seek the whole world over to fill you distraction and pain and 
emergency food locker--enough are in your lessons to achieve that "inner void", and all along confusion. 
to sustain for all members of this "Sananda" perfection in it is only GOD within who can Precious Dm had a 'dream" 
the family for two to three days selves. You are experiencing in fill it with your acceptance and which she gives me permission 
minimum. This is so that if you one of the most challenging and allowance of His guiding Light. to share. She is outside some- 
have to move to your basement rewarding dimensions of illu- You ones who find yourselves where she does not recognize. 
or to the center of the dwelling, sion/expression ... that of 3rd without mates believe you are There are extremely high winds 
orwherever-youwillhavethese Dimension Physical Compres- not complete and you long to and whirlwinds and tornados 
necessities within reach to mini- sion. complete self with the love of all about her. She is frightened 
mize exposure by having to go And even more importantly, you another, hopefully, part of self. and, as she is about to be whirled 
forth and search for them. This Ones have chosen (volunteered) You long for balanced unity in away feeling out of conW01, she 
is where an ounce of prevention to experience during THIS time your pairing and it will be ac- asks God to protect her and 
and is worth every- of the Great Cycle Harvest / complished, precious ones. guide her. Instantly there is a 
thing and not just a pound of Graduation of Souls that each First you must find balance 'polew in front of her which she 
cure. This is not "panicville"- one may attain aUhigher"place- within self, enough so that you grabs tightly to. Everything is 
this is a reminder to checkyour ment in God's Kingdom. This is do not seek in desperation that in turmoil around her, and she 
supplies which should be cur- perhaps the most exciting op- 'perceived missing" other part is now secure. Then she corn- 
rent all the time and regularly portunity ' timeframe" in a cycle of you. Release the "need" and mands that all evil energiesleave 

monitored at any rate. For in- of a species in which to partici- the "expectation" from ego per- her presence in the name of 
stance, if you used that sleep- pate and serve. For although ception to God within and allow Holy God of Light and then a 
ing bag on a camping trip- the lessons can be most dif- friendship to grow first in every calm path is manifested. She 
make sure it is back in reach of ficult upon the emotions, the chosen interaction. And re- lets go of the 'pole" and with- 

your emergency supplies. rewards for achieving Knowl- member you are LOVED more out fear she walks the path 

It is time to go through edge and balance are enormous. fully by God within than can made for her. All around is the 

emergency instructions with You ones have been reaching, it your physical ego perceive and turmoil and yet she is safe and 

your family as reminders for seems endlessly, for the stars in compare with. focused on her path. 

any kind of happening for re- effort to comprehend the mag- When you become impatient Thank you, Dru, foryour dream 

member, children will often nitude of simply what is the and you push up stream, that is is most symbolic and you left 

be separated from parents and meaning of LIFE. We are come when confusion sets in and your that dream feeling completely 

they must have food, water as THE HOSTS OF GOD to lift adversaries'playground is con- SECURE within. This is finding 

and a secure place of safety you to the heights ofyour imag- fusion. Center yourselves with and trusting YOUR INNER 

until reunited-these are ining and even higher as it is God and make NO decision out POWER. Every precious one of 
appropriate for each. You es- of desperation and confusion. you reading this can and will 

things you have" sentially WILL DO IT and we as Only from balanced commun- DO IT TOO! So be it. 
ready taught them* Don't9 elder brothers of the LIGHTED ion and PATIENCE with the un- Let us close this as Dru has 
please, be too late. SOURCE MOTHER/ FATHER foldingwithin willyou Find peace other things to attend. We are 

CREATOR are come to nudge and inner balance. Make NO getting there, precious. Be gen- 
and guide you through this il- quick judgements about a cir- tle with self. I love each one of 
lusion of physical senses and cumstance or person or WHY it you and all you need to do is ask 
physical emotions. seems to be this or that way to and I will come to help and give 

For More Information We know you ones often feel as you. Instead ask God within to succor. Go in Peace and Love 
Contact: though you are walking in dark- help you understand the whole and KNOW that you are shown 

Corporate Advisors ness and you do not yet re- picture and to help you walk in the way ...y ou must simply lis- 
Corporation member WHO YOU ARE in rela- the shoes of ones who you have ten. I AM Sananda, One with 

2533 N. Carson St-, Suite ti45 tionship to Creator. You do not disagreed with that you have God of Light and in service to 
Carson City, NV 89706 remember your immortalityyet, compassion and understand- God and to YOU of my brethren 

702-885-9638 although many ofyou have glim- igg and can respond and ACT upon Earth Shap. Salu. 
ask for Cort Christie mers of memory. You function from that balance of LOVE. 

CORPORATIONS 
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EARTHQUAKE, cont. from page 1 LOCAL REMINDER come into this basement this Urgent Request 
You have two separate day but I understand the 

faults-neith& of which are E. J .-D 0 NOT LEAVE "push" to get communications. From Hatonn 
particularly important but near- DHARMA. STAY ON TOP OF it will be &I uncomfortable day 6/29/92 # 1 HATONN 
ing trigger points of the "big THIS THING AND MONITOR as the communications center Last evening on KTKK TALK 
fault. THE NEWS, ONE OR THE is in full operation-just bear RADIO, Salt Lake City, Utah, I, 

You have 'experts" in total OTHER OF YOU. CHECK THE with the noise for it is neces- Hatonn, had one of the most 
confusion and a very poor syn- MOVEMENTS OF ANY TROOPS sary. The monitoring of your enjoyable times of my interac- 
chronization of the story-line. AND ACl'IWIES OFTHE ELITE. equipment has gone on full- tion with your people. on this 

BUT YOU ASK - ME WHAT IS There have been adversarial alert, code red and I shall honor station Mr. Charles Whitman 
GOING ON?? What did YOU do persons sent within the shield it for I have no further authority asked for a rapidly set-up inter- 
about it? HOW did you react- and you must stay alert-they at  any rate. view with me. It was impromptu 
or, are you just laying around want to silence Dharma's out- IFYOU ONES (2ANNOT SEE but by far the most pleasant 
waiting for me to give you in- Put while they are setting UP THAT SOM~THING BIG, and informative interview I have 
stmctions? I have not seen this scenario for action. It is a PLANNED AND WELL ORCHES- been allowed to make. For some 
more than 10 people, even in good test to see how many of TRATED IS SET TO S I " E M -  two hours, with very few inter- 
my group, change personal YOU actually BELIEVEanything. ROLLER OVER YOU, THEN I ruptions except for callers, we 
plans for this month at all, when Did any ofyou get the feeling CAN NO LONGER HELP ANY- were able to cover a great num- 
YOUR GOVERNMENT IS TELL- anyone out there was listening WAY. I HAVE NEITHER THE ber of urgent matters. He shall 
ING YOU THEY ARE GOING TO to you-as you checked with TIME NOR THE INCLINATION probably pay dearly for the dar- 
HAVE ALL SORTS OF THINGS ones who fall into the worst TO DO A MINUTE BY MINUTE ing for it was an NBC affiliate. 
HAPPENING SUCH AS PHOTON locations ofdanger-this morn- CONTRADICTION AND OUTLAY I now ask you who are inter- 
BELT ENTRY AND A MASSIVE ing? Did you run into anyone OFTHE REAL NEWS AS I HAVE ested to get the tapes from 
"SOMETHING" O N  THE wanting more thanjust to know A FLEET TO AlTEND AND A Ih-ler~e-but I request more 
FOURTH OF JULY. What are what "Commandef' saysabout PROBABLE EVACUATION TO you- If take 

YOU talking about? I have been the quakes? Were YOU inter- COMMAND. a few minutes-even prior to 

telling you what 'they" are do- rupting anyone's suitcase pack- No, you will Not probably be hearing the tapes. PLEASE 

ing and that should concern ing? ' we didn't even interrupt hearing much about the "other" WRITE to him or to his sta- 
tion: 

you f a r  more than does a little the packing here in this place to quakes-fromwhatever location - 
act of God. God doesn't have to consider possibilities. No, YOU you inquire. So far today, this KTKK TALK RADIO 
act any more-you ones allow DO NOT WANT TO KNOW what one will go down as a "luckY" Starley Bush, Manager 
your governments to terrorize is going on and will go to almost one: "...how lucky' it was to be 3595 South 1300 West 
you but how long can your "gov- any lengths to prevent s6lves in the pre-dawn hours", "...how Salt Lake City, Utah 84 19 
ernment" hold Mother Nature from finding out! Well, I intend lucky' to fall on a Sunday when 
when you trigger 7 point quakes to keep my scribe alive and, people are not out. .", '. ..how plea= ,-d themfor 
within 5 miles of her largest obviously, the worst is yet to lucky' to be in rather sparsely Wrpubl ic  =he d d e d i .  
system of faults? come. populated areasH-- T- cation to 'Ruth a d  i n f o m -  

Well, for one thing, these Well, what else should you KIND OF "LUCK" IS NOT! tion to their listeners. I t  i s  a 
faults do NOT intersect the be doing? Perhaps nothing! Now, Dharma, I realize you p c i -  and m c w t  pm- 
major San Andreas but are How many of you have gone are about to pass out with the gmmmer who allows his I&- 
VERY close to the San Jacinto over your checklist to see? How foreboding energy warning sys- teners to be ttleated as the 
fault in San Bernardino. Does many of you HAVE A CHECK- tem-but it is not yours to do or intelligent and indi- 
this not smack of "planned trig- LIST? say anything-yours is to make viduats which they am. We 
gering"? Those who tell you "its just it through this minute, and the had two hours ~~ mom 

How many of you in the another day and so-what" had next and the next if there be thcrn a crmpk of bmah for 
places to be affected by a San best look again-this is NOT one. ALL are given the same adw-ng, the C a l b  Wtle 

Andreas activity aregettingyour another day! You had bet- warnings-you are not excep- lwpecwl  and cue 
storage and survival supplies ter be very, very sure you are tional except that if you start to cover matry subjects with- 
checked and in order? acting through "guidance" of running about and warning all out silly foolis-. This is 

How many of you in the the lighted forces in what you the populace-the silencers will what we MUSTHAVE ifwe am 
places to receive "visitorsR have are doing and you who "ob- go into "shoot to kill" mode. IF to make impact on the 

checked your cupboards and serve actions" had better be we work today it will simply be tern? He must have YOUR 

bedsheets? How many of you sure you are dealing with "hu- on regularwriting. I have alerted SUPPORT or he cannot m- 
main on the air. A card or 

'give a damn?" Frankly, I am mans". No, I will not be mole you to what to look at  and for note is sufficient-but 
ready, now, to fall into the latter specific-it is time for you to and that is all I am allowed at pLWSE *, a m e n  
category. THEY ARE GOING TO observe for selves and remember this time. comes in many forms and at 
BUILDYOUUPUNTILYOUARE that I write for 6-112 billion Shut this down now, and thi+w 
AGAIN SOUND ASLEEP AND people and am not YOUR spe- go monitor the news-the w , f i m o r a ~ a n y O ~ r .  

THEN WIPE EVERY ONE OF cia1 private fortune-teller. Garlock fault may very well 1thcrnk yar a d  - b , , , ,~  
YOU OUR I'm sorry to be hasty and be next and that will bode t, a z b d  me 

abrupt with you, Dharma-I VERY BAD NEWS!! Salu --waann 
know that you didn't want to *. 
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Fly fme and happy Reflections At A Time Of zz.:~:~:: 
we'll meit now and then 
when we wish, in the Celebration And Change 2 ~ * ~ ~ z r ~ ~ ~  
end1 

(Editor's note: The foflowing each thing that comes-nd see SHALL B E  ERECTED A Ca"you not see' chelasp that 
is in response to a lot of chnnges BEYOND THAT WHICH AP- WLDEN EAGLE IN FLIGHT- th"ugh the growing is the Only 
going on around here right now. PEARS TO BE OBVIOUS FOR THAT WE MIGHT ALWAYS in which you can receive 

the rewards with which to fulfill Old friends are leaving the area THE OBVIOUS IS MOST OFTEN REMEMBER THE UNEX- the You have gradu- to establish a new outpost and DECENTNG. At any given time PECTEDGIFTSOFTHECHILD ated only to find the world fear- 
expanded operations while new oftravel uponthephysicalplane, AND "ONEn UNTO THE BEN- ful and burdensome on your 
friends arrive from afar to begin you must look ever beyond unto EFIT ULTIMATELY OF THE shoulders. Each segment fin- 
their journeys here. The hellos and into that which may not YET "WHOLEn. ished must have its testing out- 
and goodbyes all mix together in BE. For had the vision not ended In the searching within the side the lessons for a gradua- 
the emotionof the moment andin in the one case--God 'S work heart for words to be spoken at tion is only a 'beginning". ~~d 
that louing spirit Commander could not have been fulfilled- Paul'sfuneml, Inudged that she is ever a 'beginning" for there 
Hatonn requested this writing and had the vision not ended in look beyond and the following is no such thing as "ending- 
be shared with all our LIBERA- the second-so neither could passages were read: only "outgrowing"--that which 
TOR readers because, "THIS is God's gifts have been bestowed Don'tbedisma~edat isnolongerworthy.Hewhowil1 
what we are all about-not tat- uponthosewhonowshareGod's good-byes. A farewell not grow is destined to perish 
tling on adversarial criminals- very child- in mutual re- is necessary before you (dead or alive) in his stagnation. 
that is  only the tool to pry open spect-and therefore all (and can meet-gain. The wings a re  strong 
the minds. ") each) can jlou risk And meeting again, enough-the flight feathers 

Why do I speak in this man- after moments or life- matured-'tis only the human 
6/27/92 #1 HATONN ner? Because you ones in this times, is certain for consciousness that perceives 

little crew who have -given ALL those who are friends. separation and parting-for the 
PERCEWIONS into our service and s-hared the 

blasts of attack, the slings and 
As D h a m  sat devastated arrows of the enemy-must move 

over the death of a son in March in seemingly different directions 
of 1985--she knew not "men- so that the focus can be tuned 
Hatonn She sat with God, how- and thegifls received, in orderto 
ever, in a n  effoort to find reason create the miracles of GOAL and 
of the passage of a 25 year-old PURPOSE. 
man-gifted, complicated and Partings? I know not of "part- 
totally tormented by a world in ings"--the very term is impos- 
which he could not FIT. But for sible-does not exist in reality. 
this beloved Paul Andrew, how- Ah, but the heart says other- 
ever, there would be no "work" wise, does it not? The fledgling 
this day-for in the taking of his feathers are rumpled and there 
own life which seemed an act of has been security in sharing of 
total desperation--came the fo- the burdens. Yes indeed-but 
cus unto higher cause and the EACH began this segment with 
need to reach beyond and SEE! only SELF and willingness to 

A daughler had, just days serve and the months have been 
before, rnam'ed in expectation of indeed short-the work-load 
a world of dreams unfolded. The incredible. 
family of nine children was bro- YOU MUST REALIZE THAT 
ken as one of the spokes of the DHARMA ONLY SAT TO PEN 
wheelwasshattered-wasgone. OUR FIRST JOURNAL IN 
Perhaps now, the others can JULY, 1989.  NOWTHEREARE 
FORGNE for they could not ALMOSTSIXTY-ANDWING, 
know,  and  YOU CANNOT GOING, GOING-to "ourndrum- 
KNOW-THE CONTRACT OF beat-not the rabbit's of 
ANOTHER. This g i f t  of the Eveready! SPAPU ODYSSEY 
"deathn in the one instance was WAS THE GIFT TO PAUL THAT 
forever lasting--the dreams of HE MIGHT BE REMEMBERED 
beauty of love without ending of ALWAYS. AND SO HE SHALL 
the other--died in but months. FOR THERE SHALL BE A 
Ye must KNOW thine purpose "FOUNDATIONn FOR EDUCA- 
and find your own way. I use TION IN HIS NAME AND IN 
thispersod example forall must THE ENTRY OF THE MOTION 
look at their own journey and PICTURE STUDIOS AND DEDI- 
see the wonders and beauty of CATED TO THE NEW CITY 

Tapes & Transcriptions 
In addition. to audio tapes of 

meetings with Commander 
Hatonn, THE WORD is now of- 
fering written transcriptions of 
some taped topics. 

Donations to cover the costs 
of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, 
$6.00 for two tapes and $2.50 
per tape for three or more. The 
transcriptions are $3.00 each. 
(Mexico or Canada add $0.25 
and other foreign countries add 
$0.50 per tape or transcriptions.) 
Postage is included in tape and 
transcription prices. 

Since we are not set up to 
take credit card orders, please 
send check or money order to: 
THE WORD, P.O. Box 6194, 
Tehachapi, CA 93582. Call 805- 
822-41 76 if you have questions. 

If you desire to automati- 
cally receive tapes from future 
meetings, please send at least a 
$50 donation from which tape 
costs will be deducted. We will 
try to notify you as your balance 
reaches zero. 

Special Order tapes are noted 
below by * and are not automati- 
cally sent since this material is 
either already in print or will be 
soon. Available written transcrip- 
tions are noted by #. 

The following is a complete 
list of meeting dates with the nurn- 
ber of tapes in bold in parentheses 
and mentioning if the meeting has 
a special focus: 
2122/92(4); 311 4192(4); 
312 1/92(2); 3/28/92(1); 4/4/92(3); 
4/12192(2) a talk at local Comrnu- 
nity Church; 
411 3/92(1) # "What is a Semite?"; 
4/17/92(1) # "Who Were the First 
Christians?"; 
4/25/92(2) * # "The Photon Belt"; 
4/26192(3); 
5/1/92(1) "L.A. Riots andTheBig- 
ger Plan"; 
5/2/92(3); 
5/8/92(2) radio talk show; 
5/9/92(4); 
511 1/92(3) * "Silent Weapons For 
Quiet Wars"; 
511 6/92(3); 5/23/92(2); 
5/30/92(3)* "The Divine Plan and 
Places In Between" tapes 1-3; 
61 1 /92(3); 6/4/92(2); 
6/6192(4); 611 3192(3); 612 1 /92(3). 
6/27/92(2); 
6/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK, 
Salt Lake City, UT; 
6/30/92(3)* "The Divine Plan and 
Places In Between" tapes 4-6. 
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soul KNOWS the glory of the moment ones learn to do tasks tossed and tom- 
growth and recognizes the abun- which are alien and tedious- Walk on, walk on, 
dance of opportunities opening only to become proficient and With Hope in your 
from the ability to GROW! glean great improvement by the hearts--and Regular readers of THE 
PLEASE SEE THE WONDERS mere need to create from the PHOENIX LLBERATOR have 

you'11 never TO B E  ACHIEVED THROUGH unknowing. It shall ever be ALONE- 
THEGRADUATIONFORTHEY thus for the first few have to YOU'LL NEVER changes in appearance and 

ARE WONDROUS INDEED. accommodate and support the WALK ALONE" presentation of the paper over 
the past severalweeks. These 

PLEASE HOLD RESPECT AND many who will now be coming This is for ALL MY CHIL- 
APPRECIATION TO THOSE as the building phase begins. DREN-not just the few in 
WHO PRESS FOR THE MOVE- When the hearts are sure of the some one location or an- 
MENT AHEAD LEST YOU BE- goal-it shall come to pass. other-" is for each and all 
COME THAT "GROUPIEn Ever keep in mind that YOU who seek in truth and de- 
WHICH MUST NOT BE. YOU did not come to fill Einstein's mand it-wherever your ser- 
MUST SHOW THAT GOD'S role, orTesla7s-or Emmanuel's, vice might be. IN THE SEEK- 
WORK CAN B E  DONE IN The Pale Prophet's, or ING IS  COMMANDED THE 
BEAUTY, TRUTH AND ABUN- Hatonn's-YOU CAME TO FILL FINDING. THE PHOENX LLBERATOR, 
DANCE IN ALL CIRCUM- YOURS! For instance, if "I" INC., and our new mailing 
STANCES-IN ALL PLACES. take your mission-it only be- THE CALL COMPELS address for subscriptions, 
NOT WITH PIETY OF COUN- comes "mine" and no longer THE ANSWER1 comments or general com- 
TENANCE-BUTWITHTRUTH "yoursn-if we share, it be- munications is: 
OF THAT WHICH REALLY IS comes "OURS" and in the shar- May you ever have stardust 
AND NOT THE STUPID POR- ing is the wonder of it. A father in your hair instead of the mor- 
T R A I T S  O F  A GOD O F  can speak of visions and tell of tar-boards upon thine heads- 
WIMPVILLE. WE HAVE BEEN his own-the son must go forth for wisdom comes from the vi- 
SENT TO SHOWYOUTHE WAY and search out his own-this sion and inner truth of KNOW- 
THROUGH T H E  MAZE- the Wisdomkeepers knew. You ING--the other only represents 
GIVEN THE OVERSIGHT OF are now going forth on your own that of the world which "an- 
THE ELDER BRETHREN. THE vision-quests-will you succeed other" desires to use to bind 
RESTLESSNESS SHALL AL- or fail? You shall succeed for I thee! Graduation in KNOWING 
WAYS B E  INTRODUCED AT A am a good teacher and your can never be compared to EDU- This restructuring has  
TIME OF CHANGE LEST YOU guides have been faithful and CATION by man-but both are 
NOT ATTEMPT TO TRY THE true and you are learning to tested by the fire of "living". 
WINGS. DO NOT PERCEIVE LISTEN and SEE. Perfection? Both are absolutely NECES- 
THE GIFT IN WRONG PER- Nay, nay-for that is yet a t  the SARY to the human experience. 
CEPTIONS FOR IFYOU SPEND Rainbow's end. If ye be per- I again urge you parents who do 
TIME IN JUDGEMENT, YOU fect-ye need no quest! But, not know that which you are 
SHALL MISS THE BEAUTY OF because ye are becoming per- doing-send your children to 
THE POINT IN FOCUS. RE- fect-ye will continue the quest! school for they MUST have the 
MEMBER-THINE WORST It is through the willingness to balance-0 R, THEY MUST 
ENEMY I S  THINE B E S T  serve where needed that merits HAVE KNOWLEDGEABLE PAR- 
TEACHER!! the b a d g e n o t  the service given TICIPATION FROM YOU-IN 

Lemonade can be because it is convenient and KNOWING WIIAT YOU ARE 
made f rom the worst of easy. DOING for the a d v e r s q  works 
the sour lemons and Ah, indeed, the "Silver thusly: the-child must have the 
this, too, we shall aC Wings" stand by at  ready and I skills of arithmetic and words- 
low you to see us we have the pride of afather watch- if you give him not that much- 
take the arrows and ing his fragments walk tall and you have crippled him. Be very 
re~erse  thenow and n- true into the unknown in will- cautious as to what you do in 
twrtosendon. AZways ingness to face that  which the name of God and be ever 
make sun your intent comes-and in the so-doing, mindful of that for which you 
i s  correct lest that they shall find glory, peace and ask-for you shall get it-and it 
which you denied and NEVER-BOREDOM! MAY IT most often is not what you had 
forsook, turns not ALWAYS BE THUS! in mind. 
again unto YOU. Turn- YOU come from the galaxy of I salute you as my fellow- 
ing the other cheekdoes the Central Sun-the place of crew members and there is no 
not mean to become a the "seven suns". You are chil- sadness in these realms this 
spinning top. God ex- dren birthed and grown in the day-for we SEE PROGRESS. 
pects WISDOM-most LIGHT-and, chelas, may your But on behalf of your teachers 
especially about those "filaments" never be severed or and the crew "out here" we all 
things over which you burned-out. Weareeverpresent salute you for you must still 
are given stewardship. to keep the connections sound remain as our hands and feet 
You will all see that NOTH- and working-USE US, FOR WE until such time as we are given 

ING is changed-even your let- HAVE NO OTHER PURPOSE! other marching orders. May we 
ters and calls will end up a t  the "walk on through each serve well, the other. SALU 
same terminals. Only the work the storm, 
can grow and our mission ever Walk on through the MAY YOU EYER WALK WlTH 
move more surely toward min, GOD--IN LIGHT 
achievement. In the need of the Tho your dreams be 

a growing burden they gra- 
ciously carried from the time 
of THE LIBERATOR'S incep- 
tion and evolvement from the 
smaller newsletter called the 
PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS. The EXPRESS, in 
turn ,  evolved from THE 

JOURNALS as a 
for more rapid 

of communications than the 
JOURNALS could provide. 

Again, please note our 
new mailing address and 
know that your notes 
ofsupportand other sharings 
are appreciated and trea- 
sured beyond our ability to 
adequately express, or often, 
even acknowledge under the ' 
work load of our production 
schedule. We thank you for 
being there at  just the right 
times and at  just the right ' 

places, else we would cer- 
tainly have stumbled and 
fallen dong the way. And, as 
C ~ m n a n d e r  Hatonn Put it 
on TOR, page above 42 of all, this the LIBERA- sharing 

and this the is all caring are really what 

--The Editors 
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Subject Index 
This index was requested by Com- 
mander Hatonn in the 6/18/92 #1 
writing called "San Luis Obispo Con- 
nection" starting on & - ?f this LIB- 
ERATOR. The scan covers the speci- 
fied subjects from the JOURNALS 
over the time period November '91 
through March '92. The JOURNAL 
number is bold and in parentheses, 
followed by the relevant page num- 
bers therein. 

William Casey: (39) 22,24,28; (42) 
34, 184, 193; (44) 70. 

Zapata Corqrations (Bush familv 
enterprises): (45) 58, 60-63, 83,90; 
(47) 22 1. 

Blackbird (super secret aircraft): (39) 
37; (40) 3 1 ; (41) 195. 

October Sumrise (1980 hostage hold- 
over for ~eaean 's  inauguration): (39) 
37: (40) 3 1. 69. 107: (41) 103: (44) 

Jeb Bush: (46) 109. 

Manuel Norieea: (31) 47, 53; (42) 
25, 32-48; (43) 15, 97; (44) 48-49; 
(46) 122. 

Seminars 

July 11 & 16 
Ron Carlson 
university of HI 
East West Center 
Honolulu HI (11) 
Kawii (16) 
808-735-0282 
SH13 
~reens/Coleman 

.Tuly 25 
Kevin Lyons 
415-485-5843 
Sharron 
415-851-0546 
Hyatt Ricky's 
Palo Alto CA 
SCA4 
'Green/Colernan 

Au~ust 8 & 9 
.Rod Enz 
Montana 
406-961-4600 
Expo 
SMTl 
Greens 

Book List 
THESE BOOKS ARE A SE- 

RIES PRESENTED THROUGH 
"dharma" AND "DRUTHEA" 
CALLED THE PHOENIX JOUR- 
NALS BY ENTITIES FROM 
HIGHER REALMS TO ASSIST 
HUMANKIND IN UNDERSTAND- 
ING HOW TO MOVE THROUGH 
THE 'TIMES OF TRIBULATION" 
THAT ARE UPON US. JOUR- 
NALS ARE $10 EACH EXCEPT 
WHERE NOTED. 

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY 
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS 
NAME IMMANUEL, I AM 
SANANDA 
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL 
REMOVED 
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC 
DISASTER 
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGED- 
DON 
6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN 
FEET FROM HELL 
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 
8. AIDS, THE LAST GREAT 
PLAGUE 
9. SATAN'S DRUMMERS 
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL 
1 1. CRY OF THE PHOENIX 
12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE 
PHOENIX 
13. SKELETONS IN THE 
CLOSET 
14. RRPP* 

*RAPE, RAVAGE, PLUNDER 
AND PILLAGE OF THE PHOE- 
NIX 
15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITU- 
TION 
16. YOU CAN SLAY THE 
DRAGON 
17. THE NAKED PHOENIX 
18. BLOOD AND ASHES 
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 
20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION 
2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED 
UNIVERSE 
22. PLEIADES CONNECTION 
VOL. I 
23. BURNT OFFERINGS 
24. SHROUDS OF THE SEV- 
ENTH SEAL 
25. THE BITTER COMMUNION 
26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS 
THE ANTI-CHRIST BY 

ANY NAME: KHAZARS 
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR- 
OWNER MANUAL 
28. OPERATION SHANSTORM 
29. END O F  THE MASQUERADE 
30. MATTER ANTI-MA?TER 
3 1. LET THERE BE LIGHT PLE- 
IADES CONNECTION. VOL. I1 
32. I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE 

PLEIADES CONNECTION 
VOL. I11 

33. MURDER BY ATOMIC SUI- 
CIDE PLEIADES CONNECTION 

VOL. IV 
34. PHONE HOME E.T. PLEIA- 
DES CONNECTION 

VOL. V $15 IHCLUDES 2 
TAPES 
35. THE SACRED SPIRIT 
WITHIN PLEIADES CONNEC- 
TION 

VOL. VI 
36. HUMAN THE SCIENCE OF 
MAN PLEIADES CONNECTION 

VOL. VII 
37. SCIENCE OF THE COSMOS 
TRANSFORMATION OF MAN 

PLEIADES CONNECTION 
VOL. VIII 
38. THE DARK CHARADE 
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I1 
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A 
PLANET ZIONISM IS RACISM 
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE 
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I1 
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I11 
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 
47. PRE-FLIGHT INSTRUC- 
TIONS VOL. I 
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI 
EX 1. PHOENIX JOURNAL 
EXPRESS VOLUMES I & I1 
(BOOK) 
$15.00 
EX 2. PHOENIX JOURNAL 
EXPRESS VOLUMES I11 & IV 
(BOOK) 
$15.00 
EX 3. PHOENIX JOURNAL 
EXPRESS VOLUMES V & VI 
(BOOK) 
$15.00 
EX 4 PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES XI11 & XIV 
(BOOK) 
$20.00 
EX 5 PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES XV & XVI 
(BOOK) 
$25.00 

FOR XlVFORMATION WRITE OR 
CALL: 

America West Publishers, a 
Nevada corporation 

P.O. Box 2208 
Carson City, Nevada, 87702 

1-805-822-9655 

ORDERS ONLY. PLEASE 
MASTERCARD OR VISA 
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